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Summary.

In this thesis an electrodynamic model for solar flares is developed. In

the first chapter the main theoretical achievements underlying the present stu-

dy are treated briefly and the observable flare parameters are described within

the framework of the flare model of this thesis.

Particle acceleration plays an important role in solar flares. The present

flare model predicts large induced electric fields. Therefore in the chapters

2-4 acceleration processes of charged particles by direct electric fields are

treated. After a review of such mechanisms in chapter 2 (runaway, bulk accele-

ration with and without magnetic fields and electrostatic double layers) the

stability of a plasma near the onset of runaway is investigated in chapter 3.

It is shown that when the electric field is near the critical treshold above

which runaway (acceleration) occurs, this runaway process is unable to amplify

itself by lowering its critical limit. In chapter 4 the spectrum of the acce-

lerated particles in much stronger electric fields is calculated, unlike in

chapter 3 with the electric field parallel to the magnetic field, but with both

fields perpendicular and in the vicinity of an X-type magnetic neutral line.

An electromagnetic field configuration as mentioned above arises in the

case of a solar flare, as is shown in chapter 5, where the main flaring model

is derived (a "five-finger theory" because 5 current systems are involved). A

rising current filament in a quiescent background bipolai magnetic field causes

naturally an X-type magnetic field configuration below the filament with a

strong induced electric field perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field. This

field configuration drives particles and magnetic energy towards the neutral

line, where a current sheet is generated. The global evolution of the fields in

the flare is determined by force balance of the Lorentz forces on the filament

and the force balance on the current sheet. Inside the current sheet, the mag-

netic energy is converted into heat and partly into fast particles. The heat is

transported into magnetic loops originating from reconnection at the neutral

sheet. The heated loops below the current sheet are globally in pressure equi-

librium. Therefore the barometric height formula can be found from a statis-

tical investigation of the sizes, temperatures and densities of a large sample

of flares (chapter 6).

In chapter 7 the X-ray, optical and radio observations of a large solar

flare on May 16, 1981 are analyzed. It is found that these data fit the model



of chapter 5 very well. The fast electrons accelerated at the current sheet

enter the reconnected magnetic field lines. Due to the increase of magnetic

field strength which they meet during their travel downwards to the photosphere

strong mirroring occurs. Resulting loss-cone instabilities generate a high

level of Impulsive plasma emission in small regions close below the current

sheet. The observations of this process for the May 16, 1981 flare mentioned

above and the details of the generation mechanism ca>i be found in the last

chapter.



Chapter 1.

An introduction to solar flares.

1.1 Introduction.

In this chapter the solar flare is introduced and a review is given on the

main theoretical achievements in solar flare research, some remaining problems

and their relations to the contents of this thesis. More details on observa-

tions may be found in the book by Svestka (1976) and on theory in the book by

Priest (1981).

As an illustrative example I often refer to a large solar flare on May 16,

1981, which is studied extensively in this thesis. It shows many of the charac-

teristic features of two-ribbon flares. References to the extensive observa-

tions of this flare are given in table I at the end of this chapter, some flare

parameters which were observed directly or derived from models in table II.

Throughout this thesis SI units are used. For convenience often the Mm

(106 m) and the MHz (106 Hz) will be used as units for length resp. frequency.

For a precise discussion I give the following definitions for a few of the

most common expressions used in the solar flare context. A solar flare is a

large and irreversible energy conve-r&ion process abo\^ the surface of the sun,

where magnetic energy is converted into thermal and non-thermal endproducts.

The start of the flare is defined as the time at which the magnetic topology

starts changing at the flaring site. To be more specific, a filament eruption

which leads to the onset of energy release is taken as the start of the flare.

Note that other authors define the start as the time of appearance of the first

hard X-ray emission, which may sometimes be delayed by more than 1000 s. A pre-

cursor flare is a flare in a region different from where the main flare occurs,

preceding and possibly triggering it. Reconnection is a change of magnetic

topology. Note that not all time varying magnetic fields are associated with

reconnection, e.g. in a frozen-in magnetic field the topology does not change.

A particle is accelerated if its energy becomes significantly larger than the

mean local particle energy. Otherwise the energy gain is called heating. With

soft X-rays I mean that part of the flare X-ray spectrum which may be fitted by
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one or more thermal bremsstrahlung components, and with hard X-rays the spec-

tral part above say 20 keV which may be explained by nonthermal bremsstrahlung.

Above 0.5 MeV (the electron rest mass) the photons are called gamma-rays.

Several authors (e.g. Priest 1981) claim that there are at least two clas-

ses of solar flares: two-ribbon flares, which are the subject of this thesis

and which are characterised by two parallel bands of Ha emission (see figure

32), and so called simple loop (or compact) flares. This last class of flares

consists mainly of small to very small flares. Also the flaring mechanism could

differ from the two-ribbon case, for example reconnection in a twfsted flux

tube (Van Hoven 1981; Craig 1981). However, there are examples of flares which

were classified as simple loop flares by the observers but which appear to fit

to the two-ribbon model with modified parameters as well (e.g. the November 5,

1980 flare at 22h30). Me use the expression "two-ribbon flare" for every flare

which follows the physics of the model developed in this thesis. In particular

cases, one or both of the optical ribbons may have such a short length that

they are not discf rnable from a point or circular-like source; in other cases

the chromospheric heating may be so small that there is no detectable optical

brightening of the ribbons but only radio or X-ray emission. As long as the

basic physical process is the same, these cases shall be called "two-ribbon

flares".

1.2 Short historical survey.

Carrington (1860) and Hodgson (1860) were the first to report a solar fla-

re. It was a white light flare at September 1, 1859. Spectroscopie observations

of flares were reported from the 1860's onwards. Much progress was made by the

introduction of the spectroheliograph by Hale in 1926. The first succesfull

radio observations of the sun were done in 1942. A few years later, at the end

of the 1940's, the first soft X-ray measurements using rockets were performed,

and in 1956 the first cosmic ray event was detected. The era of space research

increased the amount of observations exponentially. Of particular importance

were the Skylab mission in the early 1970's and the SMM and Hinotori satellites

since 1980.

Giovanelli (1946) was the first to make an electromagnetic model of solar

flares. Since that time an overwhelming amount of models has been constructed.

A review of these models can be found in the books of Kriiger (1979), table V.7,
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where he lists 107 papers concerning different models, and by Svestka (1976).

These models will not be discussed in detail here.

1.3 The flare topology.

Some of the flare models mentioned in the last section have been proved to

be incorrect, others may work in some rare or peculiar cases. We will restrict

ourselves here to the model of this thesis. We will make a walk through the

different regions in the flare and discuss the main observed features of the

appropriate regions and the theoretical progress made. The regions will be

introduced below but first a few words about some older models must be said.

A prominence model often used is the Kippenhahn and Schliiter model (1957).

It differs from t!ie model of Kuperus and Raadu (1974) upon which this thesis is

founded in that the current runs into the opposite direction with respect to

the background magnetic field and that

the Lorentz force of the background

field on the filament is not balanced

by a mirror field (see chapter 5) but

by gravity. However, observational

evidence (Leroy et al. 1983) and theo-

retical problems (concerning the boun-

dary condition, see this section be-

low) favour the Kuperus-Raadu model.

Some magnetohydrodynamic calculations

concerning this problem were performed

by Malherbe and Priest (1983).

The flare model of Kopp and Pneu-

man (1976) is similar in some respects

to the present model. However, they

start with a helmet-like structure

sustained by a pre-existing, in prin- iS^5§wSïJÏ

ciple infinitely high current sheet. Figure 1. Geometry of the flare,

The observed existence by HXIS (e.g. viewed along the neutral line. Regions

Svestka et al. 1982) of rising hot co- where currents run are dashed. The

ronal arches above the flaring energy separatrices between the different

source is perhaps one of the best topological regions I, II and III are

proofs for the existence of closed or also shown.

m current sheet
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filament
spiralling structures around the

filament. This contradicts the Kopp

and Pneuman model, but favours the

present one.

The magnetic structure of the

flare in the present model is shown

schematically in figures 1 and 2. Se-

paratrices divide the three different

topological regions I, II and Ill-

Currents are running in the dashed

regions: a filament in region TI and a §2gSgg|gSg§§<5gphotosphere^

current sheet at the boundary of re-

gion I, II and III. The energy conver- Figure 2. Flare geometry, viewed per-

sion takes place in the current sheet, pendicular to the neutral line.

Poynting flux (magnetic energy) and

particles are entering it from region

III and particles are entering it from region TIT and the released energy and

particles leave the sheet along the field lines into region I and II. The time

evolution of the field is shown in figure 20. The topology is a mixture of the

model for coronal transients by Anzer and Pnetiman (1982) and the current sheet

mechanism of Syrovatskii (1966a, 1966b). Before discussing the flaring regions,

in the next section first the photospheric boundary layer is discussed.

1.4 The photospheric boundary.

The photosphere determines the boundary conditions for the coronal magne-

tic fields. Using Maxwell's equations and Ohm's law the equation for the change

of magnetic field is

)t u a
o

(1.1)

where the first term on the right hand side represents diffusion and the second

term convection. Using the Spitzer-Hh'rm conductivity (19S1) an estimate for the

diffusion time over a depth of 1 Mm into the photosphere is about one year.

Therefore the high photospheric conductivity prohibits magnetic field diffusion

from the corona into the deeper layers. The field is effectively fro7en-in.

Further, since the density of the photosphere is «t least six orders of magni-

tude larger than the coronal density, the penetr;ition volacitv of the frozen in



current

ŝurface
"(mirror)

--•mirror current

field is a similar large factor smal-

ler than the typical coronal velocity.

Hence it can be neglected. The conclu-

sion is that fields with a coronal

source (current) cannot enter the p h o - —

tosphere, and therefore they must be

parallel to it at the boundary. For-

mally this may be represented by

placing a virtual mirror current

distribution of opposite current di- Figure 3. Mirror current description,

rection below the surface for each co-

ronal current system, in ordsr to obey this boundary condition (fig. 3).

In general the magnetic field in the photosphere of the active flaring

region can be described as a bipolar structure. Flux of opposite polarity is

situated on both sides of a polarity reversal line (figure 28). With polarity

the signature of the magnetic field component perpendicular to the solar sur-

face is meant. The component towards the earth can be measured easily using the

Zeeman splitting of optical lines (usually Fe-lines).

The field components perpendicular to it are more difficult to obtain.

Measurements of these components indicate a rather large shear of the field.

This shear is caused by photospheric motions parallel to the reversal line. As

a typical example we mention here Hale region 17644, where the May 16, 1981

flare occurred. The sunspots showed shearing motions with mean velocities of

the order of 5 Mm/day (Kalman and Nagy 1983). The typical size of the flare

perpendicular to the reversal line was 18 Mm (the distance of the field maxima

to the reversal line). Combination of these two numbers shows that they are

compatible with the repetition rate for large flares in this region of about

one per three days (chapter 7). The shearing motions of the photosphere build

up coronal currents and hence the flare energy on a slow time scale (of the

order of many hours to days, as mentioned above); the fast reconnection process

which occurs during the flare diminishes the magnetic shear again (Hagyard et

al. 1984 for observational evidence).

Sometimes emergent magnetic flux is observed at the photosphere during

flares; however, the absolute value of this flux in one polarity is small com-

pared to the total flux of the active region. Therefore emergent flux may cause

small (sub) flares by small scale reconnection (simple loop flares) or trigger

20



a large flare by slightly changing the magnetic structure and making a stable

filament unstable so that It starts rising (see below and chapter 5).

1.5 The filament.

In many preflare situations a dark filament can be observed above the

polarity reversal Ixne (see figure 31 for an example). The structure is cooler

than its surroundings hence it is seen in optical absorption lines. A typical

temperature is 101* K. The masses can reach 5*1013 kg while the radii can be

10 Mm (Tandberg-Hanssen, 1974). A typical length scale is 100 Mm.

Kuperus and Raadu (1974) assumed that It is the filament which is the site

of the electric current generated by the shearing motions of the photosphere

mentioned in the last section; they interpreted the preflare force balance as

an equilibrium between the Lorentz forces on the current filament caused by 1:

the background magnetic field discussed earlier, and 2: the filament's mirror

current. From photospheric magnetograms and the filament height the current can

be calculated (chapter 5). A typical value is 10*2 A. The values quoted above

imply in general that gravity can be neglected in the force balance. Only at

heights of say 1 solar radius gravity may become important again.

For an ideal two-dimensional situation the equilibrium current is:

4uzB, (z)
(1.2)

^o

where z is the height of the filament and Bj x is the horizontal background

magnetic field component perpendicular to the filament. Solutions to equation

(1.2) can be calculated for a given background field. However, the solution

obtained is not everywhere stable. Van Tend and Kuperus (1978) showed that at

heights where BHX^ Z^ falls °ff faster than 1/z, the equilibrium is unstable.

Then any trigger (e.g. emergent flux, shocks from a precursor) can cause the

filament to rise. Only if at very large heights gravity is able to balance the

mirror force, again a stable situation may be reached (Van Tend and Kuperus

1978). If on the other hand solar wind effects dominate the process continues

and a coronal mass ejection occurs.

Filament eruptions are observed near the centre of the disk as Doppler

shifts of the Ha line and In regions closer to the limb by their projected
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motion on the plane of the sky (see figure 31). Sometimes a filament eruption

is called "disparition brusque".

1.6 The current sheet.

The rising current filament transports its own magnetic field upwards.

Therefore below the rising filament large electric fields are induced due to

the change of the magnetic fi«ild, according to Maxwell's equation:

(1.3)

Because the magnetic field in the

flaring region is perpendicular to

this electric field, and because the

collision frequency in the corona is

much smaller than the gyrofrequency,

electric currents can only run paral-

lel to the magnetic field or in regi-

ons where the magnetic field strength

is zero. Such a neutral line will

always appear near the photosphere

(chapter 5) and due to the rise of the

filament this line will also rise. Sy-

rovatskii (1966a; 1966b; 1971) showed

how a current sheet develops in the

present case of a non-zero electric

field at a neutral magnetic line and Figure 4. Magnetic field lines near a

how the magnetic field can be calcula- current sheet. The photosphere is si-

ted. The field near the sheet is drawn tuated below the sheet, the filament

schematically in figure 4. Particles above It.

and Poynting flux are transported in-

wards by the E*B drift. In the sheet magnetic energy is dissipated and trans-

formed into heat and in the regions where the electric force is larger than the

magnetic force into fast particles (chapter 4). The energy converted and the

heated and accelerated particles leave the sheet at its top and bottom. During

the rise of the filament the current sheet also rises and near the end of the

flare the sheet is near the preflare filament position (figures 20, 21) but

with a lower current (figure 22), because of the relaxation of magnetic shear
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during the flare.

The magnetic field lines leaving the current sheet are either connected to

the sheet itself around the filament, or they are connected to the photosphere.

We first discuss these latter field lines.

1.7 The field lines to the photosphere.

1.7.1 Magnetic field strength.

Often the field lines connecting the current layer with the photosphere

are called "loops". This is somewhat misleading, because the topology of the

field looks not like a one dimensional string but more like a reverted Y (cf.

figure 1). Energy and particles released at the current sheet are transported

downwards along these field lines towards the photosphere. The magnetic field

strength increases from the sheet to the surface, sometimes even by a factor of

10 (table II). It is seen therefore that a large fraction of the energetic

electrons will be mirrored by the magnetic field since their magnetic moment

x a Sjmv2/B (1.4)

is conserved for spatial and time scales large compared to their gyroradius

resp. Larmor period.

1.7.2 Type IV dm fine structures.

Due to the mirroring of particles and the escape of a few fast electrons

loss cone instabilities can develop in the regions close to the current sheet,

edges. A high level of Langmuir wave turbulence results, and the Interaction of

this turbulence with a disturbance generating low frequency waves (for example

a shock) may result into high brightness temperature (1015 K) fundamental

plasma emission in the form of short lasting dm spike bursts (figures 34b, 41;

chapter 8). This model replaces older models by Kuijpers et al. (1981) of pul-

sed runaway of electrons and by Melrose and Dulk (1982) of a cyclotron maser.

For more details the reader is referred to chapter 8. In the same regions below

the current sheet (figure 5) also continuous dm plasma radiation with bright-

ness temperatures of up to 10* K and associated fine structures like zebra
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patterns can be observed. Slottje (1982) has given a review on the observed

features of the dm fine structures, from which we want to mention here further

pulsating structures (figure 35b), fiber bursts and tadpole bursts. More

details on the generation mechanisms of the dm fine structures can be found in

Kuijpers (1975; 1980).

coronal transcent

50ftift X-n

typeUt
shock

corona

photosphere

Figure 5. Radiation and motion in the flare.

Dashed regions: currents.

Dotted regions: heated parts.

Small arrows: accelerated electrons.

Wide arrows: mass flow.

Wavy arrows: electromagnetic radiation.
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1.7.3 Soft X-ray emission.

The large temperatures and high densities in the region below the current

sheet are very effective for the emission of thermal soft X-ray radiation. The

top of the reconnected loops which are just below the sheet are the hottest

part and therefore usually one soft X-ray source above the neutral line is

observed (Hoyng et al. 1981).

A multi-temperature decomposition which some authors use (e.g. Duijveman

1982) shows a small but very hot component and a larger cooler one. This pic-

ture agrees with a decrease in temperature in the increasing volume away from

the energy source of the current sheet.

The hot X-ray plasma obeys the barometric height formula (chapter 6). The

flare model of chapter 5 predicts indeed hydrostatic equilibrium along the

field lines, and the observed surface pressure of the heated loops is therefore

equal to the pressure in the chromospheric transition region.

The heating of the chromosphere can also lead to an expansion of the gas

contained in it (called "evaporation", Sturrock 1973). This may give rise to a

detectible thermal soft X-ray emission (Canfield et al. 1983).

1.7.4 The cm radio spectrum.

The gyrosynchrotron power radiated by a particle is proportional to nB3

(e.g. Melrose 1980a, formula 4.53). Therefore most gyrosynchrotron emission

will be radiated in the region between the sheet and the surface, and there

mostly at the footpoints because of the larger field strengths and the mirror-

ing. Since for mildly relativistic electrons radiation is mainly emitted at the

lower harmonics of the gyrofrequency, there is a tendency of the high frequency

radiation to come from regions nearer to the surface. The discussion whether 6

cm radiation comes from the tops or feet of loops is perhaps only an academic

one: depending on the magnitude of the photospheric field the answer may differ

from flare to flare. More about that discussion can be found in chapter 7,

section 7.4.

The calculation of the spectrum of the gyrosynchrotron emission is compli-

cated. The typical velocities of the electrons causing the radiation (a third



of the light velocity) are too low for using a synchrotron approximation for

relativistic particles, but also too high for using one or two terms of a

Bessel function development. Dulk and Marsh (1982) calculated power law fits to

the spectrum.

The observed gyrosynchrotron spectrum usually shows a maximum flux at some

frequency in the range of 1 to 20 GHz (see table IV and figure 25). At higher

frequencies a powerlaw applies; below the maximum frequency the radio spectrum

is optically thick, and there an isothermal spectrum (S ~ v2) is observed or

sometimes a spectrum with a slightly smaller slope, due to a relative deficit

of electrons at higher field strength caused by mirroring. An increase of the

spectrum at very low frequencies (e.g. Fokker 1969) originates in the higher

regions of the flare due to plasma emission processes (section 1.8.1).

1.7.5 The hard X-ray emission.

A part of the fast electrons reach the dense layers of the chromosphere

and photosphere. There they lose most of their energy by collisions with the

ambient plasma which is heated. A small fraction of the energy is emitted as

hard X-ray bremsstrahlung (called "thick target emission"), e.g. Brown 1971 and

Duijveman et al. (1982). Other evidence for the low height of the hard X-ray

emission conies from stereoscopic two satellite observations (Kane 1984). Theo-

retical formulae for the conversion of the particle spectrum to a hard X-ray

spectrum are given by Brown (1971) (a missing factor of n in formula 4 should

be noted). Usually the spectrum observed is fitted rather well by a power law

(e.g. Hoyng et al. 1975) but sometimes there are indications that it steepens

at higher energies (Frost 1969). The presence of hard X-ray emission simulta-

neously in two sources at the footpoints of the downgoing field lines (figure

5) was shown by HXIS (Hoyng et al. 1981, Hoyng et al. 1983).

However it can not be excluded that also some hard X-ray emission origina-

tes from the current layer instead of the footpoints. The energy loss of a

particle with an initial energy W as a function of the distance travelled s,

can be derived from (2.9), with ED given by (2.8):

W2 - W ? = -eE kTs. (1 .S)
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For a sheet density of 1017 m~3 and a length of 20 Mm (May 16, 1981) only

particles with an initial energy larger than 30 keV can escape the layer. The

flare of May 13, 1981 occurring in the same region as the May 16, 1981 flare

and shovring much resemblance to it may be an example. The Hlnotori satellite

measured an X-ray source in the energy range of 17-40 keV with a length of 40

Mm at a height of 50 Mm above the polarity reversal line (Tsuneta et al. 1983).

This size and height are similar to the corresponding dimensions of the current

sheet of the May 16, 1981 flare (chapter 5).

1.7.6 The gamma-ray spectrum-

The fast particles which reach the photosphere are braked and some of them

may trigger nuclear reactions. Therefore the y-ray spectrum of the flare

between 1 and 10 MeV consists of two components: an extension of the hard X-ray

continuous bremsstrahlung and a y-ray emission line spectrum due to nuclear

reactions (Chupp !984). It was found from these spectra that electrons and ions

ar? accelerated simultaneously within 1 s time resolution (Chupp et al. 1981),

which can be derived from the correlation between the time profiles and between

the bremsstrahlung flux and the nuclear line emission in the y-ray region. No

lower limit for the flare size was found in order to have ion acceleration

(Forrest et al. 1984). These facts show that during flares electrons as well as

ions are accelerated at the same site and that they bombard the denser regions

of the atmosphere. The y-ray emission is anisotropic; most emission occurs in

cones which have their axis nearly parallel to the surface. Therefore most y~

ray events coincide with limb flares.

At still higher energies, above 50 MeV, the y-ray powerlaw spectrum flat-

tens indicating an extra component of 100 MeV electrons, besides the sheet

(section 1.6) accelerated population; this extra component of electrons may be

generated by the decay of it-mesons which are formed by the nuclear reactions at

the surface mentioned above (Vestrand et al. 1984).

1.7.7 The optical flare.

The fast particles and the heat flux which are guided downwards along the

field towards the surface heat the chromosphere. This heating gives rise to

detectable optical emission lines of which the Ha line is the most commonly
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studied. For more energetic flares even the continuum optical emission may rise

over a large frequency range (white light flare).

The heating occurs on both sides of the polarity reversal line. This cau-

ses the well known double structure of large flares, from which the expression

"two-ribbon flare" originates.

Up to the time of the flare maximum the ribbon brightness, area, length

and separation grow steadily (figures 21, 32 and 38). After the maximum the

brightness decreases, while the ribbon separation may continue to grow due to

the persistent rise of the filament. This behaviour is treated In more detail

in chapter 5.

At the end of the flare some of the reconnected loops connecting the opti-

cal ribbons may become visible in Ha absorption lines indicating a significant

cooling while other loops still show up in emission. All these loops are called

post-flare loops (see figure 39).

The shape of the Ha line at the site of the hard X-ray emission is consis-

tent with the flux of fast electrons derived from the hard X-ray spectrum. For

electron fluxes above 20 keV larger than 107 W/m2 the typical Stark wings of

the line appear (Canfield et al. 1984).

1.8 The closed field lines.

1.8.1 The decimetric spectrum.

The expression "closed" field line is meant here in the sense that the

projection of the field lines on a plane perpendicular to the filament is

closed within the corona. The magnetic field component along the filament will

cause a spiralling of the field around the filament. Contrary to the case of

the field lines rooted to the photosphere the energy source lies at the bottom

of the field structure (figure 1). Because of the increase of the magnetic

field strength away from the current sheet a part of the accelerated particles

will be mirrored in the region above the sheet. As a result in principle conti-

nuous radio emission is generated and because of the lower absolute field

values compared to the downgoing field lines (figure 6) the relative importance

of plasma emission processes at decimetric frequencies versus gyrosynchrotron
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emission is expected to be larger. Type I noise storms may also originate at

the closed rising field lines (Karlicky and Jiricka 1983).

Figure 6. Magnetic field topology and

strength for the closed separatrix (as1""!

drawn in figure 1 between region II ;

and III) for the May 16, 1981 flare. ;

Time: 8 25 (first maximum); filament '
•xf\

height 110 Mm, current sheet height 37

Mm. Horizontal axis: distance s along

the separatrix, counted 0 at the bot-

tom of the separatrix at the top of rf

SIMtr.J

the current sheet and increasing to-

wards the top of the separqtrix. Solid line: gyrofrequency in MHz. Dashed line:

distance r to the filament in Mm. Dotted line: angle between the surface narmal

and a unit vector from the filament to the position considered, counted 0 at

the top of the current sheet and 180 right above the filament, in degrees.

1.8.2 Soft X-ray arches.

The heat flow and the fast particles cause an increase in temperature of

the closed field lines around the filament. This hot plasma radiates soft X-ray

thermal bremsstrahlung. The hottest and most emittive part is the region close

to the current sheet because of magnetic mirroring of the fast particles. The

rise and expansion of this structure of closed field lines is also observed as

bright rising X-ray arches (Svestka et al., 1982).

1.8.3 Coronal mass ejections.

The closed coronal magnetic field lines contain much mass. When the fila-

ment is not stopped by gravity but continues to rise this mass can escape into

the interplanetary space. Howard et al. (1984) give typical numbers for a sam-

ple of 1100 mass ejections during the last solar maximum: mean rise velocity

0.47 Mm/s (relative spread (r.s.) a factor 2; mean angular size 45° (r.s. 2);

mean mass 4xlO12 kg (r.s. 30); occurrence rate 1.8 per day during solar maxi-

mum. The total mass loss by coronal mass ejections is a considerable fraction

of the total solar mass loss: 4 % during solar maximum (Fisher 1984).
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Acceleration of the mass ejections continues until speeds of a few hundred

to 1000 km/s are reached (Fisher 1984). The relative density enhancement in the

transient loop is larger in the flanks than at the top of the loop; a relative

decrease in density occurs in the wake below the transient (Sime et al., 1984).

1.9 Shock associated phenomena.

1.9.1 Type II radio bursts.

The above mass ejections may lead to the formation of shocks (chapter 8).

Sometimes these shocks become visible at radio frequencies with high brightness

temperature (up to 10 K). Apparently the plasma radiates at the local plasma

frequency and at its second harmonic frequency, giving rise to the double

structure in a frequency-time diagram of these so-called "type II" bursts.

Both frequency bands may show a small frequency splitting. The density

before the shock front differs from the density behind. When the electrons

accelerated at the shock front move into both regions they radiate at the

corresponding different plasma frequencies and their harmonics and thereby

possibly cause the frequency splitting (Smerd et al. 1975). The frequency

splitting is related to the shock Mach number M by:

•3 f
M = v/vA = — =—*

where f and f are the upper and lower frequency of the splitted band and v

the shock wave velocity. The Mach numbers found in this way are in the range of

1.2 to 1.7 with a tendency to decrease with increasing height (Smerd et al.,

1975). Applications to the May 16, 1981 flare can be found in chapter 8. The

shocks tend to move along open field lines (Newkirk 1971, Duik et al. 1971).

Often they are thought to occur in the bowshock of the rising filament.

1.9.2 Escaping nucleons.

The shocks associated with the type II bursts also accelerate nucleons.

These particles are observed in interplanetary space.
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The best overall fit to the observed proton spectrum (MacGuire and Von

Rosenvinge 1984) Is a Bessel function (see e.g. Heyvaerts 1981):

protons/m2/sr/s/MeV, (1.7)

where W, p are the particle energy resp. momentum, and aT and A scaling para-

meters. This spectrum is also the theoretical spectrum for stochastic Fermi-

acceleration. Then a is the acceleration efficiency and T the escape time.

Typical values for aT are between 0.006 and 0.035, with a mean value of 0.02

(MacGuire and Voi Rosenvinge 1984). The parameters for the May 16, 1981 flare

can be found in table II.

The heavier nuclei often show a strong overabundance. A model for ion

acceleration can be found in Melrose (1983), based upon first step acceleration

by large potential electric fields (as are present at the current sheet), and

second stage acceleration by strong hydromagnetic turbulence.

1.10 Remote flare activity.

Up to now we discussed activity associated directly with the main flaring

site. Often it is observed that shortly before a large flare another flare in a

remote region occurs. Such a precursor can produce shock waves or fast particle

beams which trigger the main flare if the filament in the main flaring region

is at a marginally stable height (chapter 5). The May 16, 1981 flare is a good

example of this type of triggering (chapter 7). The precursor can be anything

from a large flare several 100 Mm away in another active region connected by

large loops to the main flaring site (FSrnlk and Van Beek 1984) to a small

subflare in the same active region (chapter 7).

The main flare itself also may lead to remote activity. A well known exam-

ple are Moreton waves (Moreton and Ramsey, 1960) travelling along the chromos-

phere with velocities of the order of 1 Mm/s.

Another example are remote Ha brightenings. These are probably brighte-

nings of one foot of a large interconnecting loop with the other foot in the

flaring region. The brightenings are sometimes associated with reversed slope

radio bursts (bursts propagating downwards towards the brightened region), and

later on by hot soft X-ray emitting gas in the connecting loops (Rust and Webb
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1977). An explanation of the observed radio emission related to these remote

brightenings is given by Kaastra et al. (1985).

1.11 Periodicities.

f]

11 12 1
1980 1981

Often in the same active region

homologous flares (flares with similar

characteristics) occur with a separa-

tion of one hour to several days. This

is found for flares of all importance

classes (Martres 1984). A good example

are the flares of May 13 and May 16,

1981. The similarity can be found com-

paring the optical shape and time pro-

files of the bursts (table II; Melni-

kov et al. 1983; Slonim and Kuleshova

1983). At the end of a flare, the cur- Figure 7. Flare occurrence. Number of

rent sheet is situated near the same flares in 10 day intervals with opti-

height as the filament was before the cal importance larger than or equal to

onset (figure 20); condensation of 2, during a 10 month interval in 1980-

(parts of) the sheet and the subse- 1981. The numbers have been smoothed

quent continuing shearing motions of over one month. Note two full periods

the photosphere may rebuild similar of 5 month which are clearly distin-

preflare conditions and therefore guishable.

cause similar flares.

A well known periodicity of flaring activity is the 11 year solar cycle.

Recently a five month periodicity (154.5 days) was found in the occurrence

of y-ray flares (Rieger et al., 1984). This period has not been explained until

now. As an illustration in figure 7 all flares of chapter 6 with optical impor-

tance 2 or larger are shown. Two full five month periods can be seen clearly.

1.12 The May 16, 1981 flare.

Much about this flare has been published in the literature; several cha-

racteristics are discussed throughout this thesis. For convenience a list of

publications concerning this flare is given in table I; in table II we list the

main observed parameters and the ones that can be derived from the models of
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this thesis. A comparison of the flare parameters with the parameters of a

homogeneous set of flares (chapter 6) shows that it was a typical example of a

large two-ribbon flare.
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Table I. Published observations of the Hay 16, 1981 flare.

Authors

Hu et al.

Shi and Chen

Zhao and Jin

Avdyushin et al.

Elgar^y

Hu et al.

Sitnik et al.

Zhao and Jin

Alikaeva et al.

Aurass et al.

Aurass et al.

Banin

Banin et al.

FSrnlk et al. (chapter 7)

Hu and Wu

Ishkov et al.

Lastovicka et al.

KSlmSn and Nagy

Karlicky' and Jiricka

Melnikov et al.

Slonim and Kuleshova

Zhao

Ishkov et al.

KalmSn

Karlicky'

Zaitsev et al.

Zastenker and Borodkova

Kaastra et al.

Kaastra (chapter 8)

Year

1981

1981

1981

1982

1982

1982

1982

1982

1983

1983a

1983b

1983

1983

1983

1983

1983

1983

1983

19»3

1983

1983

1983

1984

1984

1984

1984

1984

1985

1985

Description

Optical

Optical

Radio, fast fine structures

Protons

Radio, intermediate drift bursts

Optical

Optical

Radio, fast fine structures

Optical spectroscopy

Radio, active region

Radio, dm

Optical, active region

Optical

X-ray, optical and radio

Optical

X-ray, optical, radio, type II

Ionospheric disturbance

Optical, spot motions

Radio, type I burst

Radio, optical

Optical; comparison with May 13

Radio, fast fine structures

Optical, X-ray and radio

Optical, magnetic field

Radio, dm spikes

Radio, type IV pulsations

Interplanetary shock

Radio, remote brightenings

Radio, dm spikes
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Table II. Parameters for the May 16, 1981 flare.

symbol

m

dz,max

d

her

*cr
21

r

vo

V

h

b

X

I

J

E

parameter

TIMES

filament eruption

flare maximum

end of type IV burst

end of X-ray burst

INITIAL FLARE PARAMETERS

magnetic moment dipole

max. dip. field strength

perpendicular to surface

depth of dipole

initial filament height

initial filament current

initial filament length

initial filament radius

start velocity filament

FLARE MODEL PARAMETERS

filament velocity

filament height

current sheet height

halfwidth current sheet

half ribbon separation

model

observed

obs. Ha ribbon width

observed Ha area

filament current

sheet current

electric field at sheet

8h25

-2

2

91

120

39

22

15

14

19

value

7h54m15

8h39

10h

20h

.2xlO28

.04

36

18

5xlO12

120

5

36

1.2xl012 6.7

2.8x10

170

11 2.7

8h39

180

220

72

46

21

21

24

2500

xio11

xlO11

140

units

UT

UT

ÜT

UT

Am2

T

Mm

Mm

A

Mm

Mm

ktn/s

km/s

Mm

Mm

Mm

Mm

Mm

Mm

Mm2

A

A

V/m

reference

chapter 7

idem

SGD

SGD

chapter 5

idem

idem

idem

idem

idem

idem

chapter 7

chapter 5

idem

idem

idem

idem

chapter 7

idem

idem

chapter 5

idem

idem
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symbol parameter value

8h25 8h39

units reference

Bs

Bf

p

/Pdt

Y

T

T

WO

" O
Nf

Y
F20
P20

magn. field near centre

current sheet

magn. field at footpoint

reconnecting loop

angle footpoint with

surface normal

observed shear (displace-

ment ribbons along

neutral line

power reconnected energy

total energy converted

SOFT X-RAY PARAMETERS

emission measure

temperature

exponential decay time

HARD X-RAY PARAMETERS

MODEL FIT OF CHAPTER 4

energy scale parameter

flux scale factor

number of fast electrons

energy of fast electrons

exponential decay time

POWER-LAW FIT

powerlaw index electrons

number electrons >20 keV

power above 20 keV

.0050

.041

19

54

1.6*1021

l.lxlO24

1.5*10b6

12

2.

2

5.

12000

4.0

5.6X101*

5.9X1031*

2.2xl020

1

1.

3.

580

4.0

1.8*1035

7.8xl020
7.

3.

.0022

.038

8

46

lxlO21

6X1024

3xl0bb

13

3.6

.Oxio6

lxlO36

6xl021

4.5

4xio3b

0xl021

T

T

degrees

Mm

W

J

m~3

MK

s

keV

(m2skeV)-l

s-1

W

s

s"1

W

idem

idem

idem

chapter 7

chapter 5

idem

chapter 7

idem

SGD

chapter 4,7

idem

idem

idem

chapter 7

idem

idem

idem



symbol

aT

A

V

m
Sm
a

Tb

parameter

INTERPLANETARY PROTON PAR

maximum proton flux

power at maximum

spectral parameter

spectral parameter

exponential decay time

total energy protons

RADIO PARAMETERS

frequency at max. flux

maximum flux

spectral index high freq.

brightness temp, at 6 cm

value

8h25

AMETERS

2.5*1032

1.2xlO20

.022

7X1041

61000

7.2xl0214

3.2

710

-0.8

1.2xlO9 2

8h39

units

s-1

W

SGD,

prot s2/(m5kg2sr)

6.3

2200

-1.0

.5xlO9

s

J

GHz

sfu

K

reference

SGD

idem

chapter 1

idem

SGD

idem

chapter 6

idem

idem

chapter 7
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PART II

DIRECT ELECTRIC FIELD ACCELERATION



Chapter 2.

A review of acceleration nechanisas by direct electric fields.

Abstract.

A review is given of particle acceleration mechanisms by means of direct

electric fields. Several limiting cases of runaway processes are discussed. The

influence of magnetic fields on the acceleration process is treated. Finally

the properties of electrostatic double layers are discussed.

2.1. Introduction.

In this chapter the acceleration of charged particles by direct electric

fields is discussed. Although the processes discussed in this chapter are al-

ready known for many years from laboratory plasma experiments and theoretical

calculations their application in astrophysics is rare and the critical dis-

cussion of the validity in astrophyslcal plasmas is scattered.

On the other hand, direct field acceleration can be a very powerfull acce-

leration mechanism. In chapter 5 it will be shown that very high induced elec-

tric fields (of the order of 100 V/m) occur in solar flares, giving probably

rise to acceleration as described in chapter 4. In solar flares the role of

double layers (strong, localised electric fields) was proposed by Alfvén and

Carlqvist (1967).

Therefore we look in more detail into the physics of these processes. As a

first example let us consider an unmagnetised plasma, and determine how elec-

tric fields of different strength accelerate particles, taking into account the

deceleration by collisions with other particles. For this purpose we firstly

derive the collision term for an ionised plasma (section 2.2). Then we analyse

the runaway process for weak fields (section 2.3) as well as for stronger

fields (section 2.4). The role of magnetic fields is discussed in section 2.5.

Finally we discuss the role of electrostatic double layers in particle accele-

ration in section 2.6.



2.2 Heuristic derivation of the

collision term. electron

Consider an electron with momen-

tum p passing by a proton on a distan-

ce of closest approach p after which

the electron is deflected a small an- lon

gle (0«l, see figure 8). Using Cou- Figure 8. Collision geometry,

lomb's law we find for the momentum

change dp:

°? dp e 2 °°
P0 = dp = J —dt = J

(p/r)dt

pdt

-i ( P
2+v 2t 2) 3 / 2 2itEopv'

The energy loss of the electron during this interaction is given by:

(dp)2

(2.1)

A =
2m

Here we used dp»p = 0. From this it follows that:

The collision cross section is

da(A) = 2-reodp 2mv2A2*

Further if W is the energy per particle in general

dW

d? = V

so if n is the density of the deflecting particles

dp dp dW 1 . neH , dA
—- = — = - InvAda(A) = - Ö 5- 1 —
dt dW dt v •' 8TCE 2mv2 ' A

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

ne4lnD
2mv2 (2.6)
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Here lnD is Coulomb's logarithm. Note that we used dA = 2(dv)d(dv). We define

kT

R m cl D
with e

ne3lnD
E = 5—• (2.8)
D 4ne 2kT

E 5
D 4ne 2kT

o

Ep is called the Dreicer field. Let us now consider the equation of motion, and

apply a constant electric field E to the plasma:

dp c2

— = eE - eE —
dt R v̂
— = eE - eE„ — , (2.9)

where the last term represents the deceleration due to the collisions with the

protons. We can consider 3 cases:

1. E < En- Because v < c it follows that dp/dt < 0 and no particle can be

accelerated. This result was found by Connor and Hastie (1975). A calculation

of the stability of an astrophysical plasma near the upper boundary of this

region will be given in chapter 3.

2. ER < E < Ep. In this case acceleration occurs for all particles for

which

v > VC = W
E ) ^

where v 2 = kT/m . If a particle has reached this critical velocity, it is
e e

accelerated without any limit. The dynamics of the particle below this boundary

is still dominated by collisions. The number of particles accelerated per unit

of time grows exponentially in ve/vc, because the number of particles in the

tail of Maxwell's distribution is distributed exponentially. The precise number

of particles can be found only from a full solution of Boltzmann's equation

(see section 2.3).

3. For E > Ep we obtain from (2.9) for the root mean square velocity

v2 = v that the mean value for dp/dt is positive causing the plasma to run

away as a whole. A more refined analysis using the appropriate averaging by

solving the Boltzmann equation (Dreicer 1959, 1960, see section 2.4) gives for

the critical boundary not E p but 0.215 ER.



2.3 Acceleration by weak electric fields (E<Ep).

In order to determine the right number of particles which run away one has

to solve the Fokker-Planck equation for the particle distribution function f

which describes the collisions between electrons and ions. A derivation of this

equation can be found in Rosenbluth, MacDonald and Judd (1957). A formal deri-

vation from first principles which gives also the relativistic corrections

needed for fields E ~ E is given by Klimontovich (1967). This Fokker-Planck
K

equation was eventually solved by Kruskal and Bernstein (1962), after ever im-

proving approximations by Dreicer (1960), Ourevich (1960) and Lebedev (1965).

We follow here Cohen's derivation (1976) with the ionic charge Z put equal to 1

for convenience (for Z t 1 see Cohen).

For the rest of this section velocities will be expressed in units of v

and electric fields in units of E^. Further n is defined as the cosine of the

angle between -E en v. The Fokker-Planck equation for a stationary process can

be written as:

HI

1 ')f
(v - - ) — +

V ^ V

(2.10)

region 1

Spitzer-Harm
solution

region 2 region]
3 c

O
en!

region 5

acceleration

r
0

critical
velocity

Figure 9. Velocity space regions with different solutions of the collisional

Boltzmann equation.

This equation is solved by dividing the velocity space into 'J regions (sec fi-

gure 9). Tn each of these regions one can make separate expansions (scalings).

The boundaries of the regions are determined by those values for the velocity



for which the expansions adopted loose their validity. In the solution for

every region an integration constant appears. This constant should be chosen in

such a way as to match the solution at the boundary to the other regions.

Further it is necessary to approximate:

E « 1. (2.11)

In region 1 (1 « v « E~*) the solutirn of (2.10) is:

f = e
C r ^ V {l + E^[|v4+|v2+0(l)] + 0(E2)}. (2.12)

This expression agrees with the high velocity approximation of the solution of

Spitzer & Harm (1953) for v = 1 which was used to calculate the classical

resistivity of an ionised gas. Further c, is an integration constant. For

v1* = E equation (2.12) is no longer valid. We then enter into region 2.

Now F = lnf and v = E u are chosen as independent variables, and a development

in powers of /E is made. It is only possible to obtain an analytical solution

for large values of u:

F = Cj - W E * + Fx + O(E^), (2.13)

with

F. = b + ^u1* + {2(l+n)^-5//2}u2 + 4 l n u

- iln(l+n) - 51n{/2+(l+n) } + O(l/u2). (2.14)

The integration constant b should be determined in such a way as to fit the

solution to the one in region 1. It can be found only from a numerical solu-

tion. The expansion (2.13) looses its validity when v = E , i. e. near the

critical boundary described in the last section. We now enter the boundary
h

region 3. Here we substitute w = E v. The solution is:

F = c* o *4" —i yu ™*u r "I" —*—i 2w i f X ~l
CJ r Ci

+ -|lnw - ̂ ln(l-w2) - %w2(l-|i) + \J 2 + (8-9w2)ln2

1-ŵ

(6w2-5)arccoth{(V%0 } + O(E^), (2.15)
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where

c, = c. + b -81n2 - llnE -(2/E)* - \. (2.16)
J 1 O

We see that for w->l the solution (2.15) becomes singular. Therefore in region 4

(w ~ 1) one takes w = 1+E1'3x and solves the basic equation (2.10). With

F = c^ + E~l/3F0 + Fj + 0(E
l / 3), (2.17)

one obtains

Fo = 2xcp-+3(pH, (2.18)

(2.19)

where

M2 = \(l+p.), (2.20)

<|J3 + x<\> + M - k = 0, (2.21)

and

ck = c: +b - \ - ̂ -In2 - -^ - (|)^ - |lnE. (2.22)

Finally we reach the real acceleration region, region 5 in velocity space.

In this region w > 1. Instead of F = lnf one re-uses the distribution function

f; but one retains w as the velocity variable. Here w and p. are expressed in

cylinder coordinates in velocity space:

z = wu, (2.23)

r = w(l-n2)? (2.24)

The solution for w->-<= is

f = cb(E)(f(J+Ef1+ ), (2.25)

w i t h
 e-r

2/41n(kz)
f,, = ^ 7~, N > (2.26)
U ln(kz)
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where k is an integration constant which follows from a fit to region 4. Using

the distribution function (2.26) the fraction y of particles accelerated after

a collision time T = m is given by:

= eE x/m / 2nrdrf(r,Z) v
 2E /E

real e e D real

4nv (2.27)

Only the constant C5(E) remains undetermined. By matching onto region 4 one

obtains immediately cb(E) ~ e \ and thus

y(E) = KE" (2.28)

A numerical solution which includes the regions 2 and 5, gives K=0.35 (Kulsrud

et al. 1973). Small changes for non-hydrogen plasmas can be found in Cohen

(1976) and Connor and Hastie (1975). These last authors also give a correction

term on equation (2.28) for relativistic effects: a multiplicative factor

-kT 1 1 „ 1 2 3/2,

me' 8 E (2.29)

0

-4

is concerned. Especially for high tem-

peratures this can be a substantial

correction: for E = 0.1 and T = 2xl0b Y ( E )

K the correction amounts to 0.986, but -2

for T = 2*10a K the factor is 0.240.

It should be noted however, that the

present theory looses its validity for

kT > m e 2 .
-6 rf-

The solution (2.28) is drawn in

figure 10. A numerical calculation of

the contour levels of the associated

distribution function can be found in .

Wiley and Hinton (1980). It can be

seen from figure 10 that the stronger

the field, the larger the fraction of Figure 10. Runaway rate

accelerated particles, and that y

becomes of order unity for E=E .



2.4 Acceleration by strong fields (E ~

Drelcer (1959, 1960) was tb' first to describe the acceleration by very

strong fields, which description is given below. Rosenbluth, MacDonald and Judd

(1957) calculated the Fokker-Planck equation for a non-magnetised ionised gas:

with

r at

ha(v)

g(v)

a, aho

I f ê
a

I.UÏ. aav.av.

m +m. dv'f.(v')a b j b L l
b mb j
/dv'fb(v')|v-v'| ,

(2.30)

(2.31)

(2.32)

where a designates the particle species. Further

e"lnD
i

4ue
o a

(2.33)

Note that (2.31) and (2.32) agree formally with potential theory. Dreicer sub-

stituted displaced Maxwell distributions for f, and oy putting T.=0 and m «m.

he found using Poisson's equation:

(2.34)

where u and u. are the electron resp. ion drift velocity. Further

2 *, o -t2

= j^r ! t2e dt.
(2.35)

Finally we have momentum conservation:

e
at m e at

2
3/u :

1
2x2'

(2-36)

The function 'h has the following

properties:

o in

3 iO

O QS

o

(2.37)

Figure 11. Frictional force <Kx) due

(2.38) to a relative drift of the electrons

with respect to the Ions.



Further <i> has a maximum for x = 0.968, <l>(x) = 0.214 (see also figure 11). Due

to this property of <\> equation (2.34) has two kinds of solutions.

For small E (E < 0.214 Ep) u decreases monotonically (note that u < 0

for E > 0) until the point is reached where ou /ot = 0. This stationary solu-
e

tion for E « E D obeys

u = 3/| v | . (2.39)

Comparing this with the results of Spitzer and Harm we find that the resistivi-

ty obtained is too small by a factor of 0.506. This factor \ is found in many

"runaway papers", and is caused by the neglect in the collision integral of the

current associated disturbances in the Maxwell distribution.

For large E however ue is always decreasing monotonically; for large ug

the right hand side of (2.34) can be neglected and the plasma is accelerated as

a whole. Of course finally charge separation for finite plasmas (double layers)

or plasma instabilities will stop the process. In the last case the plasma be-

comes turbulent and a direct field approach is not justified a priori.

2.5 The role of magnetic fields.

Until now we only discussed cases where the magnetic field was zero. The

formulae given in the last sections are also applicable to plasmas with a mag-

netic field. The only difference is that one should consider the electric field

component parallel to the magnetic field. In many astrophysical situations the

electric field will be perpendicular to the magnetic field. Then there is no

acceleration in general, but only a drift of the plasma into the direction of

E*B.

Another situation arises if there are magnetic neutral lines in the plas-

ma. In the vicinity of such a line still E«B=O, but B is so small that the

electric part of the electromagnetic force becomes larger than the magnetic

part. A particle in that region will be accelerated freely, while drifting only

slowly to the boundary of the region. At this boundary the magnetic force

becomes larger than the electric force, because v and B are large enough again.

A model for this process was given by Bulanov and Sasorov (1975). An improved

calculation containing more details can be found in chapter 4.
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2.6 Electrostatic double layers.

In most astrophyslcal situations

the plasma Is assumed to have no net

charge within a volume larger than the I
tP

Debye volume. However, if this condi-
<P

tion is violated, Poisson's equation °

implies the existence of electrostatic

fields. The neglect of charge separa-

tion has given rise to much confusion,

for example concerning the thermal

conductivity of laser-produced fusion

plasmas, and electrostatic E*B drifts Figure 12. Potential shape of a strong

in tokamaks (Hora 1984). double layer.

We start here with the definition of a double layer. A double layer is a

phenomenon with the following properties (Block, 1978):

!• e<J>o £. kT, where 4>o is the potential jump of the layer, and T the

temperature of the coldest boundary plasma.

2. E must be much larger inside the layer than outside (the total charge

of the layer should be zero).

3. V«E t 0 inside the layer (charge separation).

For a potential as drawn in figure 12 the following results may be obtai-

ned (Block 1978). For every particle species labeled "a" the collisionless

Boltzmann equation is:

^ j £ = 0.
m 5v
a

(2.40)

Multiplying (2.40) with mv and integrating it over v yields:

~ ƒ fmv2dv + eEfv - ƒ eEfdv = 0

which becomes, introducing the drift velocity v^ of the current:

•̂ •(nkT + nmvd
2) = neE. (2.41)

We see that the electric force is in equilibrium with the pressure gradients.

Taking Poisson's equation:
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dE
*o- = l naea (2.42)

and multiplying It with E it follows that

ih E2) = Z n e E = Z -r̂ (n kT + n m v 2)^rihe E2) = Z n e E = Z -r̂ (n kT + n m v 2)
ox o a a dx a a a a da

which gives after integration:

E (n kT + n m v, 2) - \z E2 = constant. (2.43)
a a a a a d a o

Therefore the energy density of the plasma is constant. Because the total

charge of the layer is zero, (2.43) implies that E is equal at both sides of

the layer. For a strong double layer the drift component is much stronger than

the thermal component, so if (+) designates the positive and (-) the negative

potential side:

Note here that the accelerated electron and ion populations are compared. Both

are accelerated by the same potential difference and therefore they acquire the

same energy:

Combination of (2.44) with (2.45) gives the Langmuir condition:

The electron flux through the layer is much larger than the ion flux, implying

a net current to run through the layer.

Another condition can be derived. Most ions at the low energy side of the

layer are reflected ions, because the accelerated ions have a smaller space

density. At the low side the dependence on energy of the ion density will be

therefore:

(2.47)
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Furthermore we have energy conservation for the electrons:

^m v, 2 - e<t> = ^m v. 2. (2.48)
e de e ae-a>

Using the equation of continuity « v,je is constant, so that

n
e ^ > ~ fv

de-»
2 + 2e4>/m

e
) ~%' (2>49)

At the low potential side a net negative charge must be maintained, so there

on. on
— L < — a . (2.50)
a<t> 5$

Substituting (2.47) and (2.49) into (2.50) yields:

mvde-»2 > ( n
e
/ ni ) k Ti ~ 2e*'

or using n > n and <!> > 0 one obtains

Laboratory and computer experiments yield instead of (2.51):

m vJ
 2 > 2kT . (2.52)

e de-"» e

(2.51) Resp. (2.52) are called the Bohm-criterion. The current density in the

layer is:

j = nev /2. (2.53)

This follows form the lower limit (2.52), but also from the fact that the

plasma cannot deliver a larger current.

According to Smith (1977) the thickness of the layer can be found as fol-

lows. The drift velocity found suggests a Buneman instability occuring during

the formation of a double layer. Its characteristic length scale is X = v, /w.
de l

where to. Is the ion plasma frequency. Taking e* = kT, one finds from
i Bun

Poisson's equation e V«E = p
o

p = nem /m.. (2.54)
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Therefore the thickness L of the layer is given by

2 = (2.55)

where

A i e<t>/kT > 1. (2.56)

soliton

t •

The thickness of the layer appears to be largely independent of the

presence and strength of a magnetic field (Borovsky 1983). More calculations

including the presence of magnetic fields can be found in Swift (1975). Barnes,

Hudson and Lotko (1984) have performed numerical simulations of weakly magne-

tised double layers. These layers propagate parallel to the magnetic field as

nonlinear ion acoustic modes. This brings us to the next type of double layer.

Until now we treated mostly

strong double layers, A » 1. Numeri-

cal calculations (Sato and Okuda,

1981) showed another type, the so

called ion-acoustic (IA) double layer.

These double layers have potential

jumps with A = 1. Their potential

shape is characterised by a strong

negative potential spike of strength Figure 13. Potential shape of an ion-

A ~ 1 and thickness of 10 Debye acoustic double layer.

length's at the low potential side

(see figure 13). The total thickness still obeys (2.55). Making the svstem

longer and longer, the pattern repeats with a characteristic length scale of

1000X. . The whole structure is non-stationary, the double layer decays by the

emission of ion-acoustic solitons towards the high potential side. This last

phenomenon was described by Gardner et al. (1967), who predicted the number of

solitons and their strength.

A model for the motion of stronger double layers was given by Raadu and

Rasmussen (1984). They showed that the presence of a negative potential dip at

the low potential side was essential for the dynamics.

At least for the formation of weak double layers phase space holes appear

to be essential features. Pêcseli (1984) has given a review on th° subject. A

schematic picture of a hole in the electron distribution for a one d...i .-«ional
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case is given in figure 14. Using a waterbag model, the structure can be calcu-

lated analytically, including the potential distribution. It appears that holes

are one of the few stable structures which may be reached. Holes may be formed

for example by current driven plasma instabilities.

Now if one applies a constant

electric field on the plasma of figure

14, the electrons will be accelerated

towards the high potential side. Cor-

responding with this motion also the

hole, which may be assigned formally a

positive charge, moves to the high (+)

potential side. So the positive charge

moves into the opposite direction as

positive charges move usually! There-

fore we may formally assign a negative

mass to the hole. Figure 14. Phase space hole in the

electron distribution function.

We are now able to describe the

interaction of several holes. Because of the negative mass, holes of the same

charge sign attract each other (contrary to e.g. usual charges). Pécseli showed

that two holes coalesce if x. > 3T and cross each other without any further
l b

change otherwise; here the interaction time is given by

!VU2|
(2.57)

and the bounce time by

A
(2.58)

where A is the typical separation and u and <t> are the velocity and potential of

a hole. The coalescence of several holes finally may lead to the formation of a

weak double layer.
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Chapter 3.

Stability of an astrophysical plasaa near the onset

of electron runaway.

Abstract.

The time-dependent behaviour of a homogeneous plasma in a weak electric

field near the onset of runaway of electrons is studied for astrophysical

applications. The relativistic Boltzmann equation is used to calculate the

particle distribution function. It is shown that the plasma is stable against

electric field fluctuations in the onset region for runaway, provided that the

global behaviour of the system is determined by the magnetic field structure.

3.1 Introduction.

The collision frequency for electrons decreases with increasing velocity

in a Coulomb plasma. This makes it possible to accelerate the high-velocity

electrons in a plasma when an electric field is present. The first to study

this problem was Dreicer (1959, 1960). In an infinite homogeneous plasma with

an external applied electric field E parallel to a uniform magnetic field there

exists a critical electric field Ep defined by

ne3lnD
ED =~

O

For strong fields, E > 0.215ED, all electrons and ions in the plasma run away.

For weaker fields only the tail of the electron distribution function can be

accelerated. In (3.1), n and T are the electron density and temperature, e the

absolute value of the electron charge and cQ the permittivity of vacuum. Fur-

ther k is Boltzmann's constant and

In D a ln[|kT/(e2/4ireo\D)]. (3.2)

\D is the Debye length (Rosenbluth, MacDonald and Judd 1957). We use units of

the SI system.
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Dreicer's calculations for weak, electric fields were improved by several

authors, resulting in the solution of Kruskal and Bernstein (1962). More de-

tails on their calculations can be found, for example, in Cohen (1976). Connor

and Hastie (1975) extended these models by taking into account relativistic

effects. They showed that the collision frequency remains finite for relati-

vistic velocities and attains a constant value. Runaway of electrons can only

occur when E > Eg with

JcT
"R me2 ~D"
E„ i — E-- (3.3)

All the calculations mentioned above were time-independent. The Boltzmann

equation was solved by assuming that the electric field and electron distribu-

tion function are stationary and that the ion current can be neglected. In this

paper we investigate the stability of the plasma for electric fields in astro-

physical situations near the critical field E^ and present time-dependent

solutions. Therefore we must take into account non-stationary electric fields.

A further difference of astrophysical applications from plasma laboratory ex-

periments is that the electric field follows from the imposed magnetic field

evolution. In a laboratory experiment the electric field in the plasma can be

adjusted externally.

3.2 The Boltztnann equation for relativistic electrons.

We follow the notations of Connor and Hastie (1975) in calculating the re-

lativistic Boltzmann equation. We start from equations (13.54) and (13.36) of

Klimontovich (1967). By integration of (13.54) over k space we get (see Appen-

dix A)

of of.

^ ^ } V (3'5)

Qab E ea
2eb

2lnD(l-y.v'/c2)2

x (|v-v'|26. .- (v-v') ,(v-v') .- -T(VXV').(V><V') .}. (3.6)
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Here f denotes the one-particle distribution function. The indices a, b indi-

cate the particle species (electrons, ions) and i, j the three spatial coordi-

nates. Velocities are denoted by v and momenta by p. In (3.5), f is still arbi-

trary. This representation of the relativistic collision operator is given here

for the first time.

For weak electric fields the bulk of the electrons have a relativistic

Maxwellian distribution. We substitute that distribution in (3.5) which then in

a lengthy but straightforward calculation can be integrated over two components

of the momentum perpendicular to the electric field direction. An explicit ex-

pression for Sa can only be obtained after integration over the third momentum
•y

component if we assume that kT/mc is a small quantity. The expression of Sg

for velocities which are smaller than or of the order of the thermal velocity

of the plasma is not of interest for the present investigation, since only the

tail of the distribution function can be accelerated; in the region of small

velocities the solution has already been calculated numerically by Spitzer and

Harm (1953). It agrees with the formulae given by, for example, Wiley and Hin-

ton (1980). We define a dimensionless momentum q:

q = p/mc (3.7)

and a dimensionless quantity

e = kT/mc2 (3.8)

which is assumed to be much smaller than unity. We also define a new time coor-

dinate:

T = eEDt/mc (3.9)
K

The temperature and density of the plasma are assumed to be constant on this

time-scale. We shall take a time-varying electric field:

E(t) = a(t)ER, (3.10)

where a(t) is assumed to be of order unity. Further, we define \i, the cosine of

the angle between -E and the momentum p of an electron, by

p«E = -pEn (3.11)



and Ze as the effective charge for the ions. The Boltzmann equation (3.4) for

the electron distribution

with these substitutions,

the electron distribution f = f (which we take axisymmetric around E) becomes,

af i-ii2 af.

}ox dq q 9(i

(1+q2)^. e e o df
3 1 + Z - — T - — + 0(e 2)}— ( W 2 ) —

2qJ 1+q^ q^ on dp.

e(l+q2)3/2 d2f 2
+ = [ 1+0(6)]—=- + -[l+O(E)]f

q aq q

4 )J + 0(c2)}— —
q q q̂

(3.12)

This equation is valid for q2 > 10c, i.e. for v > lOv . (v . is the thermal

velocity of the electrons). It agrees with the formula given by Connor and

Hastie (1975), except for the terms of order E in (3.12), which we find to

differ somewhat from their expressions: where they write 13q +15 we have 5+3q .

Probably the difference arises because Connor and Hastie use the approximati-

on e « 1 in an earlier stage of the calculation than we do; their expression

(19) for the relativistic Maxwellian is incorrect. But in any case this does

not influence the following calculations, because we restrict them to lowest-

order calculations in which the 0(e) terms can be neglected.

3.3 Solution of the Boltzmann equation.

Before solving Boltzmann's equation we have to make some assumption about

the time-scale on which the electric field changes. The velocity at which elec-

trons run away lies in the relativistic domain for fields E(t) of order E^.

From (3.12) it can be seen that the collision time-scale for those electrons is

of order unity (in our dimensionless units), which corresponds to a time of

(c/v.,) T(V ), where T(V ) is the collison time for particles at the thermalL[1 tn tn

velocity. On this time-scale the distribution function for the runaway elec-

trons changes and with it the runaway current and so the total current. If the
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external magnetic field B does not change on a faster time-scale, then from

Ampere's equation if follows that the electric field can only change on the

same characteristic time-scale t = 0(1) (for more details see section 3.4).

Having noted this, the solution of (3.12) is found by a method analogous

to the one describes by Kruskal and Bernstein (1962) and Connor and Hastie

(1975). Velocity space is divided into five regions (see figure 15): in region

I, q = 0(e ); in region II, q = 0(e1'1*); in the relativistic region III we have

q = 0(1); region IV Is the region near the critical velocity q = (a-1) ; and

region V is the proper runaway region, where the electrons are accelerated

nearly freely by the electric field.

-D

Spitzer-Harm

IV
Runaway region

solution

• I I - III-

Non-relativistic
.1 I

Relativistic
I

.1/2 -1/4

(thermal velocity)
(a 1)4

(critical velocity)
q = plmc

Figure 15. The velocity/momentum-electric field plane, showing the regions with

different classes of solution to the Boltzmann equation.

In region I the solution is (see Cohen 1976)

(3.13)

The last term is a relativistic correction.
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A note should be made regarding this solution. The development made in

(3.13) is only valid for large values of w = qe .In fact the term between

square brackets should be the solution of

o , dh d2h
(l+Z-w~2)h + (w+w"1) ö = w1* (3.14)

dw dwz

with the initial condition that for small w it fits the solution of Spit2er and

H"drm (1953). By substituting in (3.14) a Laurent series

h - Jo V*""' (3'15>
we find the recursion relation

0 5+Z'

a]_ = 0, (3.16)

an+2 3+Z-n

The first three terms of this series are shown in (3.13). However, for large

values of n and for Z = 1,3,5,... the series does not converge. By matching

^3.13) on the Spitzer-Harm solution we find that at the appropriate point (w =

3.2x/2, the last point tabulated in Spitzer and Harm) (3.13) is a factor 0.748

too small. Cohen does not mention these points.

The solution in region II (q*4 = 0 ( E ) ) which matches the solution in region

I has:

f = eF, (3.17)

/^ (3-18)

provided that q1* « e. In the proper region II the Boltzmann equation should be

solved numerically but at the boundary with region III an explicit analytical

solution can be obtained (cf. Cohen 1976; Connor and Hastie 1975):

54-Z k 9+Z h h M
—ln(q/e*) - Un(l+|i) - ̂ ln(2V(l+H) ) + 0(eVq2) (3.19)
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provided that q4 >> e. The presentation of the result differs from the expres-

sions as given by Cohen (1976) and Connor and Hastle (1975), because we perfor-

med the integration which arises in their expression explicitly. Here b is an

unknown constant which is not be the same as the a of Cohen or the b of Connor

and Hastie respectively (The Integral In formula (35) of the latter requires a

change of sign).

In region III (q=O(l)) we find the first serious deviations from the

stationary solutions obtained before. We solve (3.12) in this region order by

order in e by introducing f = e as in region II and writing

F = | F 0 + e~^F1 + F2 + (3.20)

In order £~2 we find, just as in the stationary case, that 5F /d(x = 0. The

order e~3'2 gives no new information. In order e"1 we have

a(t)u
dq 2q

(l+q2)3/2 ?)F 2 1+q2 ^F

{-—} + -. (3.21)
q ?>q q 2 ^q

We require ftF./ftn to be finite at \i = 1. By substituting n = 1 in (3.21)

find in this way

9F 5F oF 2 ftF
+ a(x) = (l+q"2)3/2{ } + ( l + q " 2 ) — . (3.22)

ÖT r)q 9q fiq

We cannot, as in the time-independent case where PiF /flx = 0, divide the equa-

tion by a factor 9F /flq so that it becomes linear and easily solvable. We are

looking for the solution for E(t) = ER, so we can solve (3.22) by introducing

re(x) = 1 + TI<))(T) (3.23)

wit:h TI a small quantity and <t> of order unity. The boundary condition for (3.22)

for low velocities is found from the asymptotic solution for qtl in region II:
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F„(q,t) = -W + ¥[3+2nl))(T)]q
t*. (3.24)

We substitute

F0 = F00 + T l F01 + T ) 2 F 0 2 + ••• ( 3' 2 5 )

and solve order by order in r\. To lowest order we find as the solution (using

(3.24) as boundary condition)

F0Q = -1 + (1+q2)"^- (3.26)

In first order we have

ÖFoi 1 aFoi i
= + -pl>(T). (3.27)

öt q2 9q (1+q 2) 3' 2

This equation may be solved by the method of characteristics, using the bounda-

ry condition (3.24); the solution which is now time dependent is

q x3

F01 = / 2 3 3

This expansion may be continued for higher-order terms, provided that the boun-

dary conditions at q = 0 are properly defined.

Now we look for the solution T^. After subtraction of (3.22) from (3.21)

an equation for ?F,/9p. is obtained with solution

-2a(T)q3(l+|i) 5FQ
F (q.n.T) = 2{ -TT r+F(q,T), (3.29)

(l+Z)(l+q2r Öq

where Fĵ  is still an arbitrary function of t and q.

-\
The e order of (3.12) with the condition that dF /ön at H^1 is finite

gives for \i=l:
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8F 1 2(l+q2)3/2 9F0 ÖF1 (1+zAl+q 2)* ÖF
+ ln«T> } = — {-o

3/2
ln«> } { o

OT q̂  q3 öq öq o3/2 öq

(3.30)

Substitution of

Fl = F10 + ^11 + ^ 1 2 + '•• ( 3* 3 1 )

and of F. gives to lowest order

) %ÖF 1 5F (1+Z)

OT q2 Öq qd+q2)*

Again the boundary condition for small q follows from (3.19):

(3-32)

V jf^ U f } . (3.33)

The solution of (3.32) obtained by the method of characteristics using (3.33)

is

F10(q,n=l,T) = [l-(l+q2)^IO+Z)*- (3.34)

Comparing (3.34) with (3.29), we can determine the arbitrary function F, and

find finally

F,-(q,fi,T) = r — + [l-(l+q^)*](l+Z)z. (3.35)
(1+q )(1+Z)

We have succeeded in finding a solution for F. in the same way as for

FQ . but it is rather complicated and not useful to our further calculations

and so it is omitted here.

When OC(T) is constant, Connor and Hastie (1975) found that for a < 1 it

was not necessary to consider the solution in regions IV and V; there is no

runaway of electrons in that case and the solution in region III is valid for

all q > 1 (see figure 15). In our case we have a - 1.

The solution of Connor and Hastie (1975) can only be normalized for a+1

(despite the fact that FQ becomes a constant for large q) because the limit
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of F, for large q goes to minus infinity. The same is true in our case, now

however for the larger region a = I and T) « 1. Here we do not need to consider

the solution in regions IV and V of figure 15.

3.4 Small disturbances of the solution.

We want to Investigate the stability of the solution which we found in the

neighbourhood of E = E„. Therefore we look for small deviations from this solu-

tion. These disturbances must obey Maxwell's equations. The only unknown in our

solution is the electric field or equivalently the function <t>(t). Using cylin-

drical coordinates r, , and z and assuming that the system has axial symmetry

and is independent of z, where the z axis is parallel to the magnetic induction

B (and parallel to E), the relevant equations are

- J« + V # (3-36)

ÖE ftBA

—Z- = —&. (3.37)
ftr dt

Combination of (3.36) and (3.37) gives

1 ft IE ?ij 1 ^2E
r — - = \in — £ + - 7 h (3.38)

r Sr ^r ° fit c2 ^t2

We find from (3.38) that if the characteristic scale length rE of E in the

radial direction obeys

rE « 5.3><102b n"1 (3.39)

then the second term on the right-hand side of (3.38) can be neglected compared

with the left-hand side. This condition is always fulfilled for solar circum-

stances. We are looking for small disturbances to an equilibrium solution of

(3.38). We write E = EQ+óE and j = JQ
+6J- As the equilibrium solution we take

the solution for E(t) = E„, that is T| = 0. For r) << 1 it is easy to show that

the solution in regions I and II is linear in Ti<t>(T). In region I this is a con-

sequence of the Spitzer-Harm solution which expresses Ohm's law and in region

II it follows from an expansion of the exponential f = e around a = 1. Only in

region III the time depencence is more complicated. We separate oj(f|<t>(T)) into

two parts: 6j which is caused by the electrons in regions I and II, and £.i.
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which Is caused by the electrons of region III. Because Maxwell's equations are

linear both E and 6E must satisfy (3.38). For the current in regions I and II

we use

a = 7.433nev _/E n, (3.40)
tn D

where a is the Spitzer-H'arm conductivity (Dreicer 1959) and v 2 = kT/m. We

find

6j 1 2 = 06E = 7.433e3/f2necT)1J)(T). (3.41)

From (3.38) using (3.39) it follows that

1 o 96E o6E Ö6j
— -r- r —r— = \l a —r— + (1 —rr"3 . (3.42)
r ör 9r o ot o ot '

The left-hand side of (3.42) can be neglected compared with the first term on

the right-hand side if

r„ » 1.33xlO6T n . (3.43)
t,

This condition implies that 6j = SJio"^-^ = 0. For example, for typical coronal

loops (3.43) is always filfilled. The current in region III is obtained from

(3.26), (3.28) and (3.35). The integration over the angles of the momentum

space can be performed analytically. To calculate 6j we subtract the current

in this region for r| = 0 and expand the exponential to obtain

6j = an ƒ dqg(q) jqx3(l+x2)3/2<i>[T;+kx3-q3)]dx, (3.44)

%

where a is a constant which depends on the matching of the solution in region

II on that in III at a certain point qQ (= 0(E )) at the boundary of these

regions. The function g(q) is given by

q3 V d+2)"*q V d q )
g(q) = T h[ r r] exp{ }

( 1 + q 2 ) * 2 * *

exP{
q

{-r[ r r + (l-(l+q2)^)(l+Z)?]} (3.45)
zh (l+q2)%(l+Z)%
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h(x) s /
-1

, 1 5 12 12% x 1 12,
x x* x-5 xH x^ x^

= T 4 + ^ C 2 + 0(x3). (3.46)
ij o

We interchange the order of integration in (3.44) and obtain the integral equa-

tion

GO

ƒ <t>(T-y)f(y)dy + b<Kx) = 0, (3.47)
o

where b > 0 is a constant of order e1* and

« » • f
This equation determines the electric fluctuations. The field at time T depends

in this way on the field at earlier moments, because the distribution function

and so the electric current depend on it.

3.5 Stability analysis.

Th*- solution found in the previous sections permits in principle oscilla-

tions of the electric field. Suppose that, at a certain time 6E > 0, the tail

of the distribution function runs away, resulting in an increase of the current

component 6j3> because the total current is a constant 5j.? has to decrease.

Hence, using Ohm's law we find that 6E decreases, until it becomes negative; at

this moment no new runaway particles are generated and the tail will decay

slowly by collisions, resulting in an increase of 6E, etc.

In order to find out whether these oscillations really occur, we have to

solve (3.47). First we note that the integral kernel f(y) is everywhere posi-

tive and that it decreases monotonically. This last property can be proved by

numerical calculations and the proper analytical approximations (see below);

but it is also clear from a physical point of view, because f(y) behaves as a

decaying memory. Equation (3.47) states that the electric field is determined
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by the memory-weighted value of the field at all times before it.

Using only the property that both f and b are positive, it is simple to

show from (3.47) that the solution must have an infinite mumber of zeros: at

every zero it can be seen that there must be at least one other zero before it,

in order to make the left-hand side vanish. Keeping this property in mind, it

appears to be reasonable to restrict ourselves for the solution of (3.47) to

the class of functions uhich have a Fourier transform. This is how the problem

is usually treated. We adjust the Fourier transformation to (3.47) and because

it is a convolution-like equation we can divide the result by the Fourier

transform of <t>.

We find that solutions of (3.47) only exist when u, y satisfy

CO

b + / e(iW~Y)yf(y)dy = 0. (3.49)
0

So whether there are solutions or not depends only on the special behaviour of

f. We will show now that for our choice of f(y) there is no solution. This is

not a trivial result. For example, if f were a decreasing exponential (f(y) =

Ae y) there would exist a solution w = 0, y = 1+A/b. The solution for 0 then

consists of contributions proportional to e . First we show that addition

of ƒ ° dq... in (3.44) makes no difference. Using q 3 « 1 and t = 1 we find
Q .,. _i o h.

that this integral is equal to — arieb(l+Z) *(T) (Appendix B), which is much

smaller than a-pb because b is of order £4 . This term could equally well have

been absorbed in the term with b. So in (3.44) we can approximate q = 0 .
o

The exponent in (3.45) decreases monotonically in q. The largest contribu-

tions to the integral in (3.48) will come from q = 3y. Using the appropriate

approximations we find that for

I I
y«E 3/ 4: f(y) = -^(l+Z)"1/2 ƒ x(x-3y)3 e~x3/2Edx. (3.50)

3y

Equation (3.50) is a decreasing function of y, as can be seen simply by dif-

ferentiation of the right-hand side with respect to y. At the time that y be-

comes of order e3'4, f(y) is already much smaller than its value at zero. So

for Y > 0 we can neglect the contribution of y > E 3' 4 in (3.49); we find from

(3.49) that

GO

ƒ cos(wy)e~Yyf(y)dy = -b < 0, (3.51)
o
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—yy

but this is impossible because e f(y) is a decreasing function of y, and so

for every natural number n we have
2n(n+l)
ƒ cos(u>y)e~Yyf(y) > 0. (3.52)
2 Tin

For y < 0 we have a somewhat different treatment. For large q we find that

g(q) ~ q 2 e -
( 1 + Z ) q / £ (3.53)

and so

y » l : f(y) ~ y2/9

Therefore for y < 0 the integral (3.49) does not exist. The conclusion must be

that there are no solutions to (3.49) and so the only solution of (3.47) is the

solution <t>(t) = 0. This means that there are no internal electric oscillations

possible and that the solution found in section 3.3 is stable.

Using an initial value treatment, small initial perturbations of the dis-

tribution function therefore will have to decay. The time behaviour of this

decay will presumably be non-exponential, because of the form of the memory

function (3.48).

The author wishes to thank Dr. J. Kuijpers and Dr. P. Hoyng for their

helpful comments on the manuscript and E. Landré for preparing the i'igure. This

work was financially supported by the Dutch Organisation for the Advancement of

Pure Science (Z.W.O.).

Appendix A.

We derive (3.6) from formula (13.54) of Klimontovich:

e e
2 Q 2 k.k.6(k«v-k«v')d3k

3 b tvv'-c2)2 ƒ -*-" . (Al)
2 K [c2k2-(k«v)2]2

Here K is the region in the k-space (Fourier transform of the real space) for

which

k . < k < k (A2)
min max
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with

lnD = ln(k /k , ). (A3)
max min

We adopt spherical coordinates k, <t> and 9 in the k-space so that

v - v' = (0, 0, |v-vf| ), (A4)

v = (0, vsina, vcosa), (A5)

k = k(cosi))sine, sin<S>sinO, cosO), (A6)

where a is the angle between v and v-v'. The integration over 0 can be perfor-

med by introducing instead of it x = k*v-k*v* = kjv-v'jcosO. The integration

over k is simple; we are left with

e 2e,2lnD(vvI-c2)2PJ .
Qab _ _a_b LL, ( A 7 )

1 J 2 2 | j

where

= ƒ
o [c2-v2sin2asin2(!)J2

and e^ = cosiji, &2 ~ sin<J>, e^ = 0. In our coordinate system only Pj j and V^ a r e

non-zero; the integral can be reduced using formula (3.642.1) of Gradshteyn and

Ryzhik (1965). The result is

ll a)~l/2» (A9)

P22 = l t( 1~( v 2/' c 2) s i n 2 a)~ 3 / 2- (A1°)

By substituting (A9) and (A10) into (A7) and writing it in coordinate invariant

form we find (3.6). The classical result follows directly by letting the light

velocity c approach infinity.
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Appendix B.

In this appendix we evaluate the Integral

I = Adqg(q) A J ) 3 / 2 (t>[T-»|(x
3-q3)]dx. (Bl)

Because x = 1 and

qo
3 « 1 (B2)

(q lies at the boundary of region II with region III), we can approximate the

argument of if in (Bl) by t , giving

I = /q°dqg(q) j q * / 2 Kx)dx

q t i
ƒ °g(q)[(l+q2)^+(l+q2)" ~2]dq
o

ƒ °ig(q)q4dq (B3)
o

Using (B2) in the last step. We use (3.46) for small x:

h(x) = -^ x (B4)

in the definition (3.45) of g(q) and substitute q = E v giving

-̂  ƒ 9
v

] + 0(e^)_

Now because E << 1 and q4 = 0(E) we can use the asymptotic expansion for (B5):

I = -4 ,|,(T)e^2(1+z)-l/2 fv9e-
%v2/e%dv

1 b o

= 1|ebHT)(l+Z)"^, (B6)

which was to be proved.
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Chapter 4.

The acceleration of particles at an X-type Magnetic neutral line.

Abstract.

An improved calculation of the spectrum of particles accelerated by a con-

stant electric field parallel to a magnetic neutral line of X-type geometry is

performed. In the low energy range, the spectrum can be normalized (contrary to

e.g. a powerlaw spectrum), and in the high energy range the formulae of Bulanov

and Sasorov (1975) are reproduced. Also a thick target bremsstrahlung spectrum

was calculated for the particle spectrum derived, as well as the maximum number

of fast particles accelerated at the neutral line.

4.1 Introduction.

An approximation often used for fitting hard X-ray spectra of solar flares

is the powerlaw approximation. An advantage of this model is that it can be

fitted easily to observational data, although frequently a low energy cut-off

in the particle spectrum is needed in order to keep the total number of fast

particles finite. The estimate for a mean particle energy and the number of

fast particles depends strongly on the value of the assumed cut-off energy.

Therefore a further refinement of theoretical spectra is needed in order to

circumvent the arbitrary boundary conditions.

During reconnection one or more X-type magnetic neutral lines are formed

with a non-zero electric field along that line. Examples are the tearing mode

instability and the flaring model descibed in chapter 5 of this thesis. Bulanov

and Sasorov (1975) (BS) have calculated the spectrum of particles accelerated

near such a neutral line. However they gave only an asymptotic expansion for

large energies. In this chapter we extent their model to describe particles at

lower energies.
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4.2 Particle orbits.

Following BS we consider a magnetic field of an X-type configuration a-

round a neutral line. We take this neutral line as the y-axis of a coordinate

system. The magnetic field is given by:

B
X

B
y

B
z

= -h z
o

= 0

= -h x,
o

where h is a constant. The magnetic

field strength increases linearly

with increasing distance from the

line. The direction of the magnetic

field is plotted in figure 16. The

field lines have a hyperbolic shape,

except for two perpendicular separa-

trices which pass through the neutral

line. The electric field is constant

and perpendicular to the magnetic

field, along the neutral line:

E = E = 0
x z

E = E.
y

(4.2)

(4.1)

Figure 16. Magnetic field lines in

the vicinity of an X-type neutral

line.

Particles can only be accelerated if the accelerating electric force eE is

larger than the deflecting magnetic force evxB, where e is the charge of the

particle and v its velocity. Estimating v=QR, Q=eB/m, B=h R where m is the mass
o

of the particle and R a characteristic separation from the neutral line, one

finds the condition for acceleration to occur:

< R-
mE

eh „2
(4.3)

All particles "ithin a cylinder with radius R can be accelerated therefore.

Outside the cylinder, the magnetic force dominates the electric force and so
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the particles experience only a drift motion (the E«B drift). The typical

acceleration time T can be estimated from:

(4.4)R
T2 =

which gives:

T3 _

eE
m'

m2

e2Eh
0

(4.5)

The equation of motion for the particles is:

dv
nrr- = e(E+v*B) (4.6)
at

This equation can be made dimensionless by using the size R of the acceleration

region and the acceleration time T, resulting in

* • •

x = -xy, (4.7)

y = 1 + xx - zz, (4.8)

z = zy. (A.9)

The non-relativistic approximation was used here. For asymptotic formulae for

the strong relativistic case see BS. In that case the condition E > v*B is

replaced simply by E > cxB.

Equation (4.8) can be integrated:

y = t + ^(x2-xQ
2) - ^(z 2-z o

2), (4.10)

where x , z are the coordinates of the particle at t = 0. We approximated y(0)

= 0. This approximation is valid for strongly accelerated particles, having

initial velocities much smaller than their final velocities. Now as long as

(x2-x 2) - (z2-z 2) « t (4.11)
o o

the equations (4.7) and (4.9) can be written as Airy equations:
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x = -xt, (4.12)

z = zt. (4.13)

The solution of (4.12) and (4.13) with given initial conditions is:

x = x g(t), (4.14)
o

y = \t2, (4.15)

z = zQf(t), (4.16)

with:

f(t) = 3~l/3r(2/3)t%I_l/3{(2/3)t
3/2}, (A.17)

g(t) = 3"l/3r(2/3)t^J_l/3{(2/3)t
3/2}, (4.18)

and where J is a Bessel function of the first kind and I a modified Bessel

function of the first kind. It should be noted that

g(t) = f(-t), (4.19)

We may also write:

f(t) = ^«3l/6r(2/3){/3 Ai(t) + Bi(t)}, (4.20)

where Ai and Bi are Airy functions. The asymptotic expansions are (see e.g.

Gradshteyn and Ryzhik formula 8.451)

f(t) = 1 + t3/6 + t6/180 + ; (4.21)

()
f(t) = ^-^ ; (4.22)

3l/6r(2/3)cos{(2/3)t3/2-n/l2}
t»l: g(t) = r . (4.23)

/it t*

We see that for all t < 1 the condition (4.11) remains valid. For large t, x(t)
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oscillates but remains bounded, while z(t) grows without limit. Of course, the

solution obtained remains valid until z becomes so large that the boundary of

the acceleration region is reached, at x2+z2=l. It is also seen that the par-

ticles which enter the acceleration region closely to the x-axis, with small

zQ, remain the longest time in the cylinder and therefore gain the largest

energy. Taking the z -»0 limit, as BS did, the high energy tail of the spectrum

can be calculated therefore.

4.3 The particle spectrum.

The particle spectrum can be calculated as follows. First, the influx of

particles at the boundary of the cylinder must be calculated for varying posi-

tions on that cylinder. Secondly, the orbit of those particles must be followed

until they leave the cylinder again. The energy they have on leaving the cylin-

der is their final energy.

Outside the cylinder where JvxBJ > E a particle drifts in a hyperbolic

orbit perpendicular to the magnetic field hyperboles:

XE = x z , (4.24)
o o

where x , z is the intersection of the hyperbolic orbit with the cylinder, at

the position where the particle enters the acceleration region, i.e. we have:

x 2 + z 2 = 1. (4.25)
o o

Let the influx of particles far away from the acceleration region at a referen-

ce point x , z with
1 00 CO

x » x (4.26)
CO Q

be F(z ) (particles per unit of time per unit of area). This influx is directed

towards the acceleration cylinder. We assume that the influx is constant in

time and also independent of z for |z| < z « 1, cf. (4.25) and (4.26). The

influx of particles at X Q, Z can be obtained now from the notion that for a

stationary situation the number of particles with |z| < zQ entering the cylin-

der per unit time must equal the number of particles flowing through the strip

|z | < z^, x = x^ per unit time, or equivalently:
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d 2o d zo

F(0(l-2z0
2)

-vr . .4.27)
xm(l-z0

2)*

We may write

F E F(z )/x (4.28)
CO CO

as the flux of particles at infinity (units particles/area/time).

Having calculated the influx, we next proceed to the calculation of the

particle energy as a function of the influx position. After entering the ac-

celeration region the particle is accelerated; as soon as the particle has

reached the boundary again the acceleration is finished. We may write there-

fore:

x2(tg) + z
2(tg) = 1, (4.29)

where te is the total time the particle was inside the cylinder. It can be seen

simply from (4.7)-(4.9) by taking the inner product with resp. x, y and z and

adding the three terms that the total energy change of the particle per unit

time is my (in dimensionless units). Using the approximation (4.11) it is found

that the particle energy increases proportional with the square of the time,

i.e. the final energy W is given by

W = W t 2, (4.30)
o e

with:

W = ^eER. (4.31)
o

Note that t is expressed in dimensionless units. Using (4.14), (4.16) and

(4.25), (4.29) we obtain an implicit relation between zQ and the "residence

time" t of a particle in the cylinder:
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where f and g are to be evaluated at:

t = ( W / W Q ) ^ B A (4.33)

The energy spectrum n(W) (nunber/energy/tine/length of the cylinder) is given

by:

n(W) = 4R — a F ( z o ) . (4.34)
uW

The factor 4 arises because of influx from four directions, i.e.: x , z both

positive and negative. Substituting for the flux (4.27) and using (4.32) one

obtains the spectrum:

n(W) = ^ | v(£), (4.35)

with:

[(f2-l)gg'+(l-g2)ff'](f2+g2-2)
v(e) = T~E—Ö E—Ö o ^ k • (4.36)

( l 2 ) ^ ( f 2 D % ( f 2 2 ) 2 %

and:

f-f(/e), f=f'(/e), g=g(/c), g'-g'(/e), (4.37)

where the ' denotes the derivative of a function. The spectrum has the follow-

ing asymptotic properties:

49
v(e) = e2 + 0(eb); (4.38)

2400

V ( E ) =

We see that it has a natural cut-off at zero energy. Formula (4.39) can also be

found in BS, but the multiplicative factor differs from the present one because

of an error in their Bessel function expansion. The applicability of (4.38) is

rather poor: in table III we list some of the real values and the approximation

(4.39). Only at very high energies the deviations are small.
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Table III. Deviations of the approxiciation (4.39) from the exact spectrum

(4.36).

The quantity r.e. is the relative error of 4.39 with respect to 4.36, i.e.

r.e. = [4.39-4.36]/[4.36J

10logv(e) r.e. 1Ulogv(O r.e.

1

4

9

16

25

-1 .69

-0.76

-1 .51

-2 .35

-3.23

54

.60

.66

.67

.44

36

49

64

81

100

-4.24
-5.24

-6.41

-7.69

-9.04

.35

.003

-.07

-.07

-.06

In figure 17 the spectrum V ( E ) 3

is plotted. It has a maximum of value y£
u>

.176 at E = 4 . 3 5 . The spectrum also has o

the following properties:

fv(z)dc = 1, (4.40)

(e)e^dE = 2.3303, (4.41)

([
a>v(e)ede = 5.8907, (4.42)

r°v(£)e2de = 48.8225. (4.43)

Formula (4.41) gives the mean time

the particles are in the cylinder,

while (4.42) is appropriate for the

mean energy the particles gain. It is

seen that this mean energy is about

3eER. Equation (4.40) is a simple

consequense of the fact that parti-

cles are redistributed in energy du-

ring their stay in the cylinder, but

no particles are created.

log x

Figure 17. Spectrum of particles

accelerated at a neutral line (for-

mula (4.36)).

Horizontal axis: energy. Vertical

axis: number of particles



4.4 The X-ray spectrum.

If we assume that the accelerated particles are stopped in a dense remote

region (e.g., the photosphere of the sun), we may calculate the hard X-ray

spectrum using the thick target formulae. The X-ray spectun (photons/area

fenergy I time) is given by Brown (1971, with corrected prefactor):

8FCL W W
I(W) = ƒ dW v(—) JXdW arccosh{(W

eEW W W W
o

where

16ar 2m c2e 2

c = —fir——
3A2e4lnD

and L is the length of the cylinder, a the fine structure constant, ro the

classical radius of the electron, me its mass, A the distance from the observer

to the source, and lnD the Coulomb logarithm, defined by

lnD J
O D

\ 2 = e kT/ne2. (4.47)
D o

Here <W> is the mean energy of the particle during its deceleration. Taking

this as e.g. 50 keV, n = 1017 m"3 and T = 105 K we have lnD = 21.60. Substitu-

ting further A = 149 598 Mm one finds C = 6.228xlO~15 J~Jm~2. Performing the

integration over W2 one obtains:

I(W) = S0S(e) (4.48)

with

5(x) = /"dy v(y){(2p-l)arccosh/p - /[p(p-l)]} = / x > (4.49)

3 = 2CFLR. (4.50)

o

The X-ray spectrum is shown in figure 18. It is a function which becomes stee-

per for higher energies.
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ENERGY
1.0 1.5 2.0

Figure 18. Hard X-ray spectrum (thick target approximation) of electrons

accelerated at a magnetic neutral line. Logarithmic units are used. Note the

steepening of the spectrum towards lower energies.

4.5 Maximum current.

A necessary condition for the existence of the solutions discussed in the

previous sections is the following. The particles accelerated near the neutral

line carry a current with an associated magnetic field. The condition is now

that this associated magnetic field must be smaller than the background X-type

magnetic field (4.1). Otherwise, acceleration can occur no longer.

By integration of (4.35) it is found that the total number of particles N

accelerated per unit of time in the cylinder is eq-jsl to

N = 2FRL. (4.51)

The time-averaged velocity of a particle during its stay in the cylinder is

given by (dimensionless units):
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t
vv = j^ ft dt = ht». (4.52)
3 e o

Accounting for the fact that the number of fast particles in the cylinder is

also ~ tg and therefore the current I In the cylinder increases with t 2, one

finds using (4.42):

I = 5.8907 eFR2. (4.53)

Imposing now the required condition

one obtains:

5.8907n eF
h o > 0—. (4.55)

2n

It is therefore seen that for a given field gradient hQ there exists a maximum

influx of particles, above which acceleration becomes impossible.
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Chapter S.

The electrodynaaic development of two-ribbon flares

Abstract.

A semi-analytical model for the electrodynamic development of two-ribbon

flares is presented. A current filament above a bipolar active region starts

rising according to the model of Van Tend and Kuperus. Due to this motion large

induced electric fields arise at a magnetic neutral line far below the fila-

ment, leading to magnetic reconnection and the formation of a current sheet.

The interaction of this current sheet with the original current filament, the

background magnetic field and the boundary layer of the photosphere determine

the further electrodynamic development of the flare. The model predicts the

energy release, the time of maximum, the height of the energy source and other

quantities reasonably well.

5.1 Introduction.

A long standing problem in the theory of solar flares is the acceleration

mechanism. Hard X-ray observations have indicated that large numbers of elec-

trons (1036 s"1, e.g. Hoyng et al. 1976) are accelerated in rather small

regions. Acceleration mechanisms like stochastic acceleration have a much too

low efficiency for solar flares (a review of proposed mechanisms can be found

in Heyvaerts (1981)). Plasma experiments (see Knoepfel and Spong (1979) for a

review) and theoretical calculations (pioneering work of Dreicer (1959, I960))

have shown that direct electric field acceleration is a powerful mechanism. In

fact, it is the most efficient way to produce fast particles by means of the

electromagnetic field.

Before being able to study the acceleration mechanism it is necessary to

know the global electrodynamic fields in and near the flaring region, and their

proper boundary values. Several models have been proposed recently. Among these

models there are models which start with a current layer (e.g. Forbes and

Priest 1983), where some internal instability of the layer triggers the flare,

for example the tearing mode instability. For a review of possible instabili-
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ties see Priest (1981). Other models (Kopp and Pneuman 1976; Pneuman 1982) are

based upon a helmet type geometry, where a neutral sheet is situated above a

set of arches evolving from the photosphere. However, observations show that

the energy source in two-ribbon flares lies well below a rising filament (e.g.

chapter 7). The current carrying filament has in general a twisted substructure

of finite extent. This finite extent implies a closed or, in sheared geome-

tries, a helical structure of the magnetic field around it (as in fig. 20a).

The formation of such a structure was described by Pneuman (1983).

A successful model describing the flare onset was given by Van Tend and

Kuperus (1978). We combine this model with the physics of current layers (Syro-

vatskii, 1971) and some new ideas into a consistent electrodynamic flare model

for two-ribbon flares. The calculations are compared with the observations of

the flare of May 16, 1981 (chapter 7) in order to obtain some useful numbers.

5.2 The preflare state.

5.2.1 The background magnetic field.

Two-ribbon flares occur on both

sides of a line of polarity reversal,

sometimes called the "neutral" line,

where the vertical magnetic field com-

ponent is zero. The direction of the

field is opposite on both sides of

this line, indicating that the field

has a general bipolar structure.

Figure 19. Lines of constant vertical

The simplest way to model such a magnetic field of the background

field is to approximate it by a single field. Full lines: positive flux.

dipole placed below the photosphere. Dashed lines: negative flux.

This is also the lowest order non-va-

nishing term in an expansion of a more complicated photospheric field. We adopt

a coordinate system in which the x- and y-axis lie at the solar surface and the

z-axis is pointing outwards into space. The dipole with magnetic moment in is

situated below the surface at (0, 0, -d), and is directed towards the negative

x-axis. Accordingly, m is negative and the y-axis is the polarity reversal line

of the magnetic field (cf. figure 19).
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The field Bj of the dipole is given by (S.I. system):

u tn [2x2-y2-(z+d)2l
3xy . (5.1)

4n[x2+y2+(z+d)2] ' \ 3x(z+d)

It is seen easily from (5.1) that the component B(jz has a maximum at the sur-

face of the sun (z = 0) for y = 0 and x = -^d and a minimum at x = +%d, of

strength

12 /5 (i m
B, = + — . (5.2)
d z' m a x 125 * d3

The distance between minimum and maximum field strength and its absolute value

are easily obtained from magnetograms (for flares not occurring at the centre

of the disk corrected according to simple geometrical considerations). In a

real situation the minimum and maximum field will not have exactly the same

value or the same distance to the neutral line as in an ideal dipole field.

These differences will result in small deviations of the flare parameters from

the quantities which can be derived for an ideal flare. Formally they may be

treated in the same way as measurement errors in deriving flare parameters. For

the flare of May 16, 1981 we find from a magnetogram made shortly after the

flare at Meudon (this magnetogram was kindly provided by Mme. Martres):

d = (3.6±0.4)xl07 m,

Bdz.max = (4±U*10-2 T,

resulting in

m = - (2.2±l.O)xlO28 Am2.

Although our model will be essentially two-dimensional, we will make a few

three dimensional modifications in order to correct for the finite extent of

the flaring region along the neutral line. We have taken a simple dipole in-

stead of an infinitely long line dipole in order to obtain a better approxima-

tion of the photospherical background field as a function of height, for it

should be noted that for large heights a simple dipole has an asymptotic expan-

sion Bx ~ z"
3, whereas a line dipole has Bx ~ z~

2.
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5.2.2 The filament field and Its mirror field.

So far we discussed the part of the magnetic field which has Its origin in

sub-photospherlcal current systems. In the corona there usually also exists a

dark filament lying above the neutral line which is activated near the onset of

the flare. This filament may be considered as a twisted flux tube or collection

of tubes through which an electric current I is running. If we call the radius

of the filament r, its top height above the surface h and its lenght 2JL we

usually have for preflare situations:

r « h « I. (5.3)

For example for the May 16 flare we find from the Debrecen Ha pictures (chapter

7):

r = 5 Mm

h = 18 Mm

21 = 120 Mm

This allows us to approximate the top of the filament as an Infinitely long

(I » h), infinitely thin (r « h) line current of strength I situated at a

height h above the photosphere. The field of this current is given by:

B = 2 | 0 1 . (5.4)
2u[(z-h)2+x2]

Because of the large inertia of the well-conducting photosphere and the

high conductivity of the corona, magnetic fields of coronal origin cannot pene-

trate into the photosphere or, in other words, they cannot have a component

perpendicular to the solar surface at that surface (Kuperus and Raadu 1974).

Formally then, the situation above the surface of the sun can be described by

placing an (imaginary) mirror current system of opposite current value below

the photosphere for each coronal current which has been created in a time short

compared to the photospheric diffusion time. For typical flaring times this

last condition is easily fullfilled. The mirror field of (5.4) is given by:

- H i ƒ z+h
B = 9 0 | . (5.5)

2it[(z+h)2+x2] \ -x
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Now the total coronal field before the flare onset is

B - Bd + Bf + Bfm.

5.2.3 Preflare stability conditions.

The forces acting upon the filament are the Lorentz force and gravity.

If X is the mass excess per unit length of the filament and g is the gravita-

tional acceleration (taken here as a positive quantity) the condition of force

balance is:

-I(B + B ) - \g = 0. (5.7)
d,x rm,x

Usually the gravity is much lower than the Lorentz forces in (5.7); for the

onset of the May 16 flare we find that the density in the filament must be as

high as 3xl021 m~3 before gravity is comparable with the background Lorentz

force. The result is that at the position of the filament before the flare

z=h,x=0: B, + B, = 0, (5.8)
d,x fm,x

stating that the filament current runs at that position where without it a

neutral line would exist, a statement made earlier by Syrovatskii (1971).

Neglecting gravity it follows from eq. (5.8) (Van Tend and Kuperus 1978) that

the equilibrium is stable as long as

d In B
^ > -1. (5.9)

d In z

In that situation a small increase in current results in a slight increase in

the filament equilibrium height, in order to obey (5.8). Directly above the

point where the left-hand side of (5.9) becomes smaller than or equal to -1

there is no neighbouring equilibrium; only at much larger heights where gravity

becomes important again a stable equilibrium exists (Van Tend and Kuperus

1978). For the magnetic field configuration (5.1) we find for the height at

which non-equilibrium sets in

h = \d. (5.10)
cr
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5-2.4 The flare «-rigger.

When the filament has reached its critical height (eq. (5.10)), any small

internal or external disturbance causes it to rise. We consider three possible

trigger mechanisms:

1. Internal Instability

2. Emergent flux

3. Shocks from a precursor flara elsewhere.

In the first case one may think of a disturbance inside the filament

which would cause small oscillations in a stable case, but which causes a

filament located near the critical height to rise; alternatively one may think

of the slow preflare current build up.

In the second case the effective value of the background field is lowered,

and so force balance vanishes. This mechanism works only if flux of opposite

polarity emerges.

The third possibility is the most direct way to put the filament into mo-

tion. This one was perhaps the case for the May 16 flare. Assume that the mass

per unit length of thr filament is 2.4«105 kg/m. This value was derived by

Kaastra (1985), based upon the quasiperiodic oscillations later on in the

flare. The corresponding mass density in the filament is 3*10~9 kg m~3. This is

a typical value for active region filaments (Tandberg-Hansen, 1974). If we

adopt for the surrounding coronal particle density at the filament height of

18 Mm a value of 3*1016 m~3 the density contrast is 36. Using standard shock

theories the ratio between the coronal disturbance velocity (sound velocity)

and the initial filament velocity (about 36 km/s) must then be the square root

of this number. The resulting sound velocity agrees with a coronal temperature

of 5 xlO K, which is an acceptable value for large active regions. Therefore

the third possibility is quantitatively in agreement with the observations of

the May 16, 1981 flare. Of course one of the two other mechanisms may be

working for other flares.
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5.3 The flare electrodynamics.

5.3.1 Magnetic topology.

At the time the filament has reached a height of — d above its starting

height \A a real neutral line (B_ » B_ » 0) arises at the surface of the sun,

as can be seen from the expression for the magnetic field components. We allow

for the possibility of a non-vanishing B . As the filament height increases

further also the height z of the neutral line increases. Its cross-section

with the x-z plane forms an X-type neutral point.

Because of the rise of the current filament a strong induced non-zero

electric field exists along this neutral line. In that situation a current

layer will form at the neutral line according to Syrovatskll (1971) (cf. figure

20). Because of the large inertia of the well-conducting photosphere also a

virtual mirror current layer below the surface of the sun is required, for the

same reasons as mentioned in section 5.2.2. Now the flare dynamics is governed

by five fields:

1. the background magnetic field R^,

2. the filament field Bf,

3. the mirror filament field Bjm,

A. the current layer field B

5. the mirror current layer field Bgm.

Following Syrovatskii (1971) currents can only run at those positions in

the corona where in the absence of the current (but the other currents and the

mirror currents are present) a neutral line would exist (force-free approxima-

tion). It is this condition which determines the further electrodynamic deve-

lopment. Because of symmetry reasons, Bz = 0 everywhere at x = 0. Writing down

Syrovatskii's condition for the x-component we have:

x=0,z=h : B, + Br + B + B = 0 , (5.11)
d,x fm,x s,x sm,x

x=0,z=z : B, + B. + BC + B = 0 . (5.12)
o d,x f,x fm,x sm,x

The magnetic field due to the current layer itself, apart from the local X-type

field caused by all the other currents is given by (Syrcvatskii, 1971):
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o b :
 B

S > X<
Z> ' -ko{f(z-zo)

2-b2]% - (Z-ZQ)\ (5.13)

and the field of the mirror layer is found simply by replacing z by -z and k

by -ko:

x=0,z>0: B (i) = k U(z+z )2-b2]* - (z+z )}, (5.U)

where by definition kQ is the local field gradient at the neutral line of the

sum of all field components excluded the layer field itself:

x=O,z=z : k = - -r- (B. + Bc + B. + B ) (5.15)
o o oz d,x f,x ftn,x sm,x

and 2b is the width of the current layer in the z-direction which must be small

compared to the filament height in order for Syrovatskii's model to be valid.

Some more details concerning the derivation of (5.13)-(5.15) can be found in

section 5.3.2. The above equations are valid as long as the sound velocity is

much lower than the Alfvén velocity (pressure effects neglegible) and also the

plasma motion velocity is smaller than the Alfvén velocity (Syrovatskii, 1971).

This condition holds everywhere except in the singularity of the current layer

itself.

Substituting the expressions for the several field components into (5.11),

(5.12) and (5.15) we find:

-\i m (i Ih .

z=z ,x=0: + 2 + k [(4z2-b2)*-2z ] = 0, (5.16)
4*(z +d)3 u(z2-h2) ° ° °

o o

-|i m H I L i
z=h,x=0: — + k |[(h+z )2-b2]M(h-z )2-b2]*-2z } = 0

3 o o o

and

k |[(hz ) b ] M ( h z ) b ] 2 z }
4th o o o

3|i m 2M- I Z h k

° ° +
Q it(z2-h:)2 [ Q

These equations determine implicitly the evolution of the magnetic field during

the flare, and thereby give the relation between h, z and b. From equation

(5.18) k may be substituted into (5.16) and (5.17), By making the substitution

b s 2z sini) equation (5.16) becomes a simple quadratic equation in cos*. The

solution of (5.16) can be substituted into (5.17) which then becomes a rather
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complicated high degree polynomial. It is not useful to write it down explicit-

ly, but it can be solved easily with standard methods.

In figure 20 we show some of the phases of the magnetic field evolution.

From this solution it appears that during the whole process zQ is small with

respect to h (for a long time zQ - h/3): the current layer is well below the

rising filament. Also the induced current J in the current layer is small with

respect to the filament current (at nost about 10 % ) . This shows that the layer

may be considered as a perturbation on the system formed by the background

field, filament and mirror filament. Although the approximations zQ « h and

J « I can be made in (5.16) and (5.18), leading to a single fifth order equa-

tion in zQ, the resulting solution is unsatisfactory in the sense that the

deviations from the exact solution can reach several ten times a percent.

In solving the above system of equations we used

= a(h)IQ, (5.19)

where I is the current at the start of the instability, i.e. at h = ^d, which

is, using (5.8) and (5.10):

-4m
I = . (5.20)
° 27d2

For the flare of Hay 16, 1981, I = (2.5±O.7)xlO12 A. The parameter a(«l) is

the ratio between the initial length of the filament to its temporary length.

We assumed that the current decreases inversely proportional to the length of

the filament: the filament, which may be considered either as a twisted flux

tube or a collection of such tubes, is line-tied to the photosphere. In a typi-

cal flaring time the photospheric field distribution does not change and so the

winding number of the filament is conserved as the filament becomes longer

during its rise. The result is that the product of the filament current and the

filament length is a constant.

Figure 20. Evolution of the magnetic field during the flare, seen in the x-z

plane. The filament and current sheet are also shown. -»•->->

a: start of the flare; b: 600 s after the start; c: 1200 s; d: 1800 s (time of

maximum).
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A simple analytical approximation for the filament shape which we need In

order to find its length during Its rise is an ellips with one half axis &

(along the y-axls) fixed and the other half axis h (along the z-axis) variable.

Defining

e2 i 1-h2/*2 (h<£),

e2 s l-£2/h2 (h>A),

e2 H l-ad)2/A2,

(5.21)

we have

a =

a = hE(e

(5.22)

(h>Jt),

where E is a complete elliptical integral of the second kind, according to the

definition in e.g. Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (1965), which differs from the expres-

sion in Abramowitz and Stegun (1970). Equation (5.22) follows directly from the

formula for the circumference of an ellips.

It is found that the mathematical solution of (5.16), (5.17) and (5.18)

obtained in this way is only valid above a certain height h of the filament.

At this height (about 33 Mm for the May 16 flare) the calculated width b of the

current sheet becomes zero, although a solution for zQ still exists. Formally

the current in the layer would run into the opposite direction below this

height. But this is only an artefact of the adopted elliptical shape (5.22). It

can be shown that a small increase of about 2 % in a, which is about 0.89 at

that height, is enough to obtain a positive solution for b. In any case at

heights below h b is much smaller than z and h, and tne corresponding energy

release and the current in the layer are much smaller than their values in the

main phase of the flare which are described correctly by (5.16)-(5.18) and

(5.22). Accounting for the approximate nature of our three dimensional modifi-

cation, the filament length, we therefore may equally well approximate b = 0

for h < hg. In that case the system of equations is simple, (5.17) is still

approximately valid and from (5.16) it follows that:

16ah
h<h : h2-z2 = (d+z ) 3 . (5.23)

2 7 d2

This is an equation of the third degree in zQ and of the second degree in h,

and it may be solved analytically.
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5.3.2 The electrodynamics of the current layer.

In this section we calculate the electric field in the current layer in-

duced by the rising current systems. In order to find the amount of magnetic

field dissipation and the electric field near the current layer, it is neces-

sary to follow some of Syrovatskii's considerations. We consider an ideal two

dimensional configuration with v2 « v2 and c2 « v2 where v is the typical
A S A

plasma velocity (same order of magnitude as the filament velocity), c is the

sound speed and v^ the Alfvén speed in the surrounding plasma. (For May 16,

1981 (v/vA)
2 = 10"1*, (cs/vA)

2 = 10~3 if T = 2*106 K, n = 3*lOls m"3 and v =

40 km/s. The equations governing the plasma are

o2A o2A

fj x VA = 0, (5.25)

where A = Ay is the vectorpotential (B = VxA). A can be written as the real

part of a complex function F(C), with

C = z - z + ix. (5.26)
o

F is analytic except for the positions where the current runs (the current

layer).

If there is no current layer at the neutral line, the potential near the

neutral line can be developed into a Taylor series:

without layer: F = %kQC
2 - P(t). (5.27)

This is the general potential for an X-type neutral point. However, Syrovatskii

showed that a current will run in such a configuration. Therefore the potential

at large distances can be written as:

\i J n J
C + «•>: F = ^kQC

2 - P - -^lnC + -^-L • (5.28)
2TC 4n

where J is the total current in the layer and LQ an integration constant. By

using a confortnal mapping and the analytical properties of F, Syrovatskii

showed that (5.28) leads to
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, ti J C+lC2-b2r
F = %k C(C2-b2)2 - -^lnl } + A(t). (5.29)

° 2n b
in

The resulting magnetic field (B +iB = - -77) is only continuous if J satisfies:
x z oT

itk b 2

J = — — . (5.30)
o

Comparing the asymptotic expansion for large K of (5.29) with (5.28) it is

found that

Q ) = A(t) + fi(t), (5.31)

where L = 21nR was substituted,
o o

From Maxwell's equation

VxE = - ̂  (5.32)

it is found that the electric field F. is given by

E = - Re[^l- (5-33)

Thus the electric field at the magnetic null-line is

From (5.32) it can be seen by integration along a closed path in the y-z plane

with one branch running along the neutral line (where the electric field is not

zero) and another along the y-axis (where the electric field is zero), that E

determines the reconnection rate, i.e. E is proportional to the amount of dis-

sipated magnetic flux in the current layer. The electric field E^ which would

have existed at the neutral line if there was no current layer is of course

given by

The problem is now to determine the vector potential A at the current

sheet in order to obtain the electric field and dissipation rate. In a later

paper (Somov and Syrovatskii, 1974), the authors considered two limiting cases:
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1. A(t) = O, which may apply in a developing current sheet (no reconnec-

tfon)

2. A(t) = A(0) - P(t), which is valid for a stationary sheet.

Although these examples are useful, they still do not determine the vector

potential A(t). In our case, however, we are able to calculite the actual value

of A(t) at the sheet. This is possible essentially because of the boundary con-

dition at the surface of the sun, or equivalently the presence of the (virtual)

mirrorsheet, as will be shown below.

Because of the linearity of Maxwell's equations, it is possible to split

the electric field up into components corresponding to the magnetic field com-

ponents. First let the part of the electric field caused by the movement of

only the filament and the mirror filament be

E £ -. (5.36)

By s u b s t i t u t i o n o f ( 5 . A ) a n d ( 5 . 5 ) i n t o ( 5 . 3 2 ) i t f o l l o w s t h a t

c ), (5.37a)

, -B, ). (5.37b)
fm'Z f'Z

The first equation may be integrated with respect to z; the integration con-

stant which appears is zero, for using Ohm's law we find that everywhere in the

halfspace z»0 except for the position where the filament is situated

0 = Vx(B.+Bc +B,) = n j = (i a(E+vxB)
a rm r o o

so in particular at z = 0 we have E+v*B = 0. But because of the boundary condi-

tion at z = 0, which states that the photosphere has a very high inertia, we

must have v = 0 at z = 0. Therefrom it follows that EQ = 0 at z = 0, and the

solution of (5.37) is

M- dl x 2 +(z-h) 2 dh 4z(h 2 -x 2 -z 2 )
(x ,z) = -Z {V—ln[~5 r] + I—[•—: 5 —„ J~r]) . (5.38)

4TI dt x2+(z+h)2 dt (x 2+z 2+h 2) 2-4z 2h 2

^Eo,y

ÖE

F)X

1

I

1

I

dl

dt

dl

dt

f

(Bf

,x fm,

+BC,z fm,

x

z>

dh *

dt 'iz

dh ó
+ — —

dt *z



Substituting z = z and x = 0 we find the contribution to the electric field at

the neutral line from the filament-mirrorfilament system.

Secondly the extra contribution of the current sheet itself to the poten-

tial caused by all the other fields is given by the difference of (5.29) with

(5.27), i.e.

Aextra

o

(5.39)
f3(t).

Thirdly the corresponding expression for the mirror current layer A t is

obtained because of symmetry reasons by changing the sign of (5.39) and repla-

cing zQ by -z . At the actual neutral point z = zQ, x = 0 we find in this way

2z 2 2 ^, 2z +(4z-b)
A = -k z (4z 2-b 2)Mk b 2ln{— 2 2 }-A(t)+2k z2-p(t). (5.40)
m,extra o o o o l . J \ / o o

D

Further we must have by definition of P, in agreement with (5.35) (all fields

except the current layer field)

~P + A = -p. (5.41)
o m,extra

It follows that P drops out the equations if we substitute (5.40) into (5.41).

Therefore we can find A(t):

A(t) = -p - k z (4z2-b2) + ^k b2arccoshf2z /b) + 2k z2. (5.42)
' o o o o o o o o v '

Finally, by differentiating this expression with respect to the time and sub-

stituting the electric field 56 /9t from (5.38) we find the actual electric

field:

u. I da dh h-z |i I az dh

2 2 { ^ } ° ° °E - l n { }
4u dh dt h+z n(h2-z2) dt

o o

dh d ,
{-k z (4z2-b2)Mk b2arccosh(2z /b)+2k z2}. (5.43)

, ,. o o o o o o o
dt dh

In (5.43), k , z and b are to be considered as functions of h, which are

determined from (5.16) - (5.18). We find that the electric field is linear

in -T—, the filament velocity.
at
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We now turn to the amount of energy dissipated in the current layer. The

total power is given by

P = ƒj-E d3V = JEL, (5.44)
layer

where L is the effective length along the y-axis. This last quantity can be

derived only from a full three dimensional analysis. We approximate

L = U/a(h,J>) (5.45)

i.e. we take it as one eighth part of the instantaneous filament length. The

justification for this is the fact that this gives a reasonable approximation

to the effective width of the 6 cm source during the May 16 flare. That effec-

tive width was determined by the total radio power at 6 cm divided by the

maximum power per unit length along the filament.

All the quantities calculated above depend only on the time by means of

the indirect dependence h(t). This allows us to describe the flare development

as a function of h instead of t. It is important to note that the dissipated

power is independent of the dissipation mechanism (acceleration and/or hea-

ting).

5.3.3 The filament acceleration.

For the determination of the correct time development of the flare it is

necessary to know the scaling factor v, the filament velocity. The condition

that the filament position must be a magnetic zero point means that in case of

an ideal line current no (Lorentz) forces are exerted and thus in principle

only motion with constant velocity is allowed; however very small deviations

from force balance are enough to accelerate the filament to the observed velo-

cities. The observed acceleration of the May 16 filament is of the order of

30 m/s2 (from H pictures), so for a mass per unit length of 105 kg/m and

the calculated filament current, fields as small as 10~6 T give already a

Lorentz force large enough to explain the observed acceleration. The situation

is rather complicated however, because a large number of forces can play an

important role in this acceleration process, like retardation effects (due to a

finite Alfvén velocity), magnetic "tidal" forces (due to the finite radius of

the filament), gravity, dynamic braking by the overlying gas, gas pressure dif-
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Figure 21. Development of the flare.

Units are described in the text.

Full line: filament height h0;

dashed line: current sheet height z •

dotted line: sheet halfwidth b;

dash-dotted line: half ribbon separa-

tion.

Figure 22. Development of the flare.

Full line: filament current;

dashed line: sheet current.

ferences between top and bottom of the filament etc. However, the acceleration

remains a relatively small effect: during a flaring time it makes the initial

velocity only a few times larger, and the predescribed flare electrodynamics is

not changed essentially by the exact acceleration development. Because near the

onset of the flare the force equilibrium upon the filament is metastable, a

finite initial disturbance is needed to trigger the flare, cf. section 5.2.4.

For the velocity we use therefore an empirical formula:
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Figure 23. Development of the flare.

Dissipated power in the current sheet.

Figure 24. Development of the flare.

Electric field ai: the current sheet.

dh 2GM
(5.46)

where v is the initial filament velocity. Formula (5.46) represents the first

(observable) part of the rise of the May 16 flare well and agrees with an acce-

leration rate given by the gravity deficit

GM GM
Ag

where h « RQ« This formula can also be applied to the disparition brusque

observed by Rusin and Rybansk^ (1982). It would be important if detailed

observations of prominence height for limb flares as a function of time were

provided.
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5.4 Discussion.

In figures 21-24 we summarize some of the results of our numerical calcu-

lations. The unit of length is d, of velocity vQ and of time d/vQ. For May 16,

1981 these values are 36 Mm, 36 km/s and 1000 s respectively. The unit for the

current is Io, given by (5.20) (2.5><10
12 A); for the electric field we use the

unit E = n v /4nd (250 V/m) and for the dissipated power I E A (3.7*1022 W).
o o o o o

The first maximum of the flare occurred at 8 25 (in radio, soft and hard

X-rays). The start was, according to the optical observations, between 7 50 and

7 55. We adopt as the starting time 7 54, in order to agree with the observed

height 3 minutes later (chapter 7, section 7.3.2). The power at the time of

maximum was 2><1021 W (figure 23), the electric field 170 V/m (figure 24) and

the magnetic field near the sheet 0.005 T. If one assumes that most energy is

finally put into heating (the hard X-ray flux was low compared to the optical

importance), then the power at the time of maximum agrees with the observed

soft X-rays (temperature 1.2x10 K, emission measure increase 2*10 m s )

for a mean density in the emitting region of 4*10lb m~3.

Rather high values of the electric field (much stronger than the classical

Dreicer field, which is typical 0.001 V/m) as found here in the flaring plasma

were also found by measurements of the Stark effect in post flare loops (Foukal

et al., 1983). Of course, microinstabilities will give rise to an effective

Dreicer field much larger than its classical value. From the halfwidth b of the

sheet (see figure 21) it follows that the dissipation in the sheet is about

1 MW/m2. The plasma drift velocity (The ExB drift) is 30 km/s, so for a mean

density of 4*1015 m~3 for the incoming particles the mean energy is 25 keV in a

stationary situation. This estimate indicates that particle acceleration occurs

in the sheet.

The current in the sheet reaches its maximum (3xlOu A) at about 8h28,

about the time of the observed flare maximum. It was after the occurrence of

large cm spikes (chapter 7), which are probably connected to the maximum in the

electric field. This field maximum occurs while the sheet current is still ri-

sing. A similar behaviour in a current sheet, where radio spikes occur close to

the maximum current in the sheet, was found recently in some plasma experiments

with a similar geometry (Stenzel et al., 1983). These spikes can be explained

as emission from impulsively accelerated electron beams, indicating that indeed

electric fields much stronger than the Dreicer field occur.
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The rather low height zQ of the energy source with respect to the filament

agrees with the observed Ha ribbons: at 8 25 zQ = 39 Mm, h = 120 Mm while the

observed ribbon separation is 28 Mm. The ribbons are about 19 Mm thick, while

the halfwidth of the current sheet b is about 22 Mm which is of the same order

of magnitude.

The only undetermined parameter in the present model is the filament acce-

leration. However, the model depends only upon time by means of the filament

velocity; the energy release as a function of height does not depend on it.

Further the filament acceleration appears to be small and is described rather

well by the empirical formula (5.46).

5.5 Conclusions.

The electrodynamics of two-ribbon flares can be described within the theo-

ry of rising current filaments- The instability onset can be described by the

theory of Van Tend and Kuperus (1978). Contrary to other theories no tearing

mode or other instabilities in pre-existing current layers are needed to start

the flare. The development of the flare can be described by the mutual Lorentz-

forces interacting among the background (photospherical) magnetic field, the

rising filament, an induced current layer below the filament and the boundary

of the surface of the sun, which can be represented formally by mirror current

systems. The current layer develops just after the filament has started rising.

The amount of dissipated magnetic energy is independent of the actual dissipa-

tion mechanism occurring in the current layer, the rate of its energy release

depends only on the filament velocity. This filament velocity is determined

mainly by its initial velocity which it receives from the trigger of the flare,

and further by the (yet unknown) slow filament acceleration process.

The model predicts low values of the height of the energy source compared

to the filament height. The mean energy which the particles gain in the current

layer depends only on the global electrodynamic development and the density

distribution in the flaring region. It is independent of the actual accelera-

tion mechanism. Because of the large induced electric field in the current

layer (105 times the Dreicer field) runaway acceleration is an important

possible mechanism.
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Chapter 6.

A statistical investigation of scaling laws for solar flares.

Abstract.

In this chapter a statistical test is performed on the relations between a

number of flare parameters. The test is based on a medium sized (67) sample of

large solar flares. The soft X-ray emission measure, temperature and the opti-

cal flare area appear to be linked by the barometric height formula. The soft

X-ray duration is determined by the rise time of the flare energy release and

the conductive cooling time. The rise time (related to the filament velocity)

does not depend on the other flare parameters. This is interpreted as evidence

for the hypothesis that the rise time of the flare is determined mainly by the

flare trigger. The cm radio observations can be linked only poorly to the other

flare parameters.

6.1 Introduction.

In this thesis we developed an electrodynamic model for two ribbon flares

(chapter 5). Magnetic energy is converted in a current sheet which is induced

by the rise of a current filament much higher in the corona. The flare starts

as soon as the filament erupts. The model proved to be in quantitative agree-

ment with the flare of May 16, 1981. Studying one well observed flare is very

useful, but it can also lead to errors. The flare studied might have peculiari-

ties or might even be exceptional. Therefore, it is useful to derive scaling

laws for flares. These scaling laws may be used to predict several flare para-

meters, based on preflare magnetograms, or alternatively tj compare solar

flares with flares on other stars. Therefore it was decided to perform a sta-

tistical analysis of an unbiased sample of flares. It is found that the May 16,

1981 flare was a strong but otherwise normal flare.
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6.2 The sample.

The sample which is selected for studying scaling laws has to fulfill the

following conditions.

1. It must be sampled from a homogeneous set of data, which can be easily

managed without complicated or even unknown calibration problems. Therefore, as

an example, X-ray data from two different satellites with different energy

channels should be avoided.

2. The sampling must occur using objective criteria. It may not be based

upon a biased set, collected by some subjective criteria of an investigator.

E.g. sampling only flares which were the target of detailed studies published

individually, like the May 16, 1981 flare, should be avoided.

3. The sample must contain flares from many different active regions, in

order to avoid possible peculiarities of a specific active region.

4. A criterion for flare strength should be used for the selection of the

flares, in order to avoid statistical bias by inaccurate data close to the de-

tection limits, or physical bias by contamination through the smaller simple

loop flares, if that class of flares exists indeed.

5. The sample must be large enough to be conclusive, but small enough to

be manegable.

6. If possible, the May 16, 1981 flare, which fitted the flare model men-

tioned above in detail, should be contained in the sample.

Based upon the above mentioned criteria, we decided to take the Solar Geo-

physical Data (SGD) as a data base for our study. The sample consists of all 67

flares in the time interval of August 1980 to May 1981 which were classified

finally to be of optical importance 2 or higher in the comprehensive flare

reports. Therefore this criterion is essentially a minimum area limit. The

period comprises the maximum of the last solar cycle nr. 21. Below we discuss

the parameters studied. Logarithmic units will be used extensively.

The parameters studied are:
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1. Optical importance. This was used as the selection criterion. The im-

portance as tabulated in the SGD is a weighted mean of individual classifica-

tions of one to sometimes nearly ten observatories. Flares are classified in

the classes S, 1, 2, 3 and 4, depending on their (unprotected) area in Ha.

Individual determinations of the importance class or brightness class (F -

faint; N - normal; B - bright) may differ easily one class from other assign-

ments.

2. Flare area (A). The SGD lists the apparent flare areas reported by all

observatories which measured them. It is well known that these data contain a

large relative scatter. Typical errors are in the range of .10 to .20 dex for

individual measurements. Usually a number of say 5 observatories list apparent

areas. In order to avoid too much bias by single exceptional observations we

determined the median instead of the mean of the listed values. This median was

corrected for projection effects using the listed mean distance from the disc

centre as tabulated in the SGD. For flares whose sizes were larger than the

projected distance to the limb of the sun we used instead of the central dis-

tance the square root of the projected area as a limb distance.

3. Soft X-ray emission measure (Y) and temperature (T). These quantities

were derived from the plots of the GOES satellite soft X-ray wavelength chan-

nels of 0.05 to 0.4 nm and 0.1 to 0.8 nm. The relative errors in these quanti-

ties are smaller than about 0.5 dB.

4. Soft X-ray time scale (t^). We defined this time as the full length of

the time interval in which the flux in the 0.1 to 0.8 nm band is > 44 % of the

maximum flux. This corresponds to a difference of 5 mm on the logarithmic scale

of the SGD plots. It is close to one factor of e, which would be at the 37 %

level. The differences between this time and a similar time derived from the

other GOES energy band are negligable compared to other sources of error. The

typical errors in the time measurements are 100 s.

5. Flare rise time (tf). This was defined as the time between the first

reported Ha activity and the main flare maximum. The time of flare maximum was

determined with about 1 minute accuracy from the tabulated radio data (cm) if

there were enough frequencies with reported and mutually consistent times of

maximum. These times agreed in general well with the reported Ha maxima. With

radio data lacking, the optical time of maximum was used. The flare onset time

may probably cause larger errors, due to preflare patrol speed differences or



differences in the definition of flare onset. These errors may be a few minu-

tes.

6. Maximum frequency v , maximum flux Sm and power law index 6 for the cm

radiation. The radio spectrum of solar flares shows usually a maximum flux in

the cm region. At higher frequencies a powerlaw fits the spectrum (optically

thin part), at lower frequancies the brightness temperature is constant or

slightly increasing with decreasing frequency (optically thick part of the

spectrum). At still lower frequencies, but this is already in the dm wavelength

region, the flux may increase again due to several processes high in the

corona. As an example we show in figure 25 the radio spectrum of the May 16,

1981 flare.
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Figure 25. Radiospectrum at the time of maximum (8 39) of the flare of May 16,

1981. Logartithmic units are used (frequency: GHz; flux: s.f.u.).

We plotted the spectrum for each burst using the SGD data and estimated

the maximum frequency. A powerlaw was fitted to the higher frequency data, and

the maximum flux was estimated as the value of this powerlaw fit at the maximum

frequency. The estimated mean relative accuracy is .10 dex for v and .20 dex
m

f o r Sm# T h l s a c c u r a cy differs from flare to flare, depending on the large
spread in the number of frequencies observed. The spectral slope a, where

(6.1)
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was transformed Into the powerlaw index 6 for the energetic electrons according

to the formula given by Dulk and Marsh (1982):

a = 0.906 - 1.22, (6.2)

where the number density of fast electrons with energy W is given by

nf(W) (6.3)

Some parameters we did not study, because there are difficulties in obtai-

ning reliable estimates for most of them. Examples are the half length A of the

flaring region along the neutral xine, the magnetic field scale length perpen-

dicular to the neutral line d and the dipole strength m of the background

magnetic field.

The principal data of this study are presented in table IV.

Table IV. Flare parameters.

Column 1: GRP number

2: date (day, month, year).

3: Hale region.

4: optical importance.

5: central distance (degrees).

6: logarithm of the flare area

in m2, corrected for

projection effects.

7: logarithm of the emission

measure in m~3.

8: logarithm of the X-ray

temperature in K.

Column 9: logarithm of the X-ray time

scale in s.

10: logarithm of the flare rise

time in s.

11: logarithm of the flare energy

E = 3kY°'5TA0'75 in J.

12: power law index of the radio

spectrum.

13: logarithm of the maximum

frequency in GHz.

14: logarithm of the maximum flux

in sfu (10~22 Wm~2Hz~1).

3 4 5 10 11 12 13 14

86708 110880 17060 3B 82 15.58 55.08 6.98 3.16 3.06 23.82 2.8 0.4 1.8

86766 130880 ? 2F 29 15.01 3.40

86786 130880 17060 2B 55 14.86 55.36 7.01 3.40 2.73 23.45 2.4 0.8 3.3

87288 310880 17100 2B 42 2.82

87460 040980 17089 2B 22 15.05 55.40 7.19 3.26 2.73 23.79 2.3 1.0 3.0
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Table IV (continued)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

87600 080980 17089 2B 70 15.34 55.61 7.03 3.03 2.08 24.00 3.0 1.0 2.5

88215 300980 17174 2B 39 14.95 54.96 7.04 3.57 3.12 23.35

88368 071080 17187 2B 52 15.11 55.40 7.16 3.08 2.38 23.81 3.3 0.8 3.0

88498 111080 17188 2N 37 15.00 55.20 7.16 3.08 3.06 23.63 4.2 0.9 2.3

88597 131080 17188 2N 18 14.91 54.96 7.08 2.78 2.78 23.36 2.6 0.5 1.9

88641 141080 17188 3B 14 15.37 55.99 7.39 3.03 3.21 24.53

88681 151080 17204 3N 55 15.40 55.10 6.93 3.91 3.27 23.64

88791 181080 17212 2N 74 15.20 53.97 6.96 2.68 2.48 22.96

89389 051180 17255 2B 79 14.91 56.09 7.40 3.03 2.92 24.24 2.3 1.2 3.6

89419 061180 17236 2N 31 14.95 55.21 7.09 3.69 2.82 23.52

89434 061180 17255 2N 71 15.35 56.66 7.13 3.19 3.08 24.59 2.0 1.1 3.9

89456 061180 17255 2B 66 15.02 54.90 7.39 2.26 3.61 23.72

89476 071180 17244 2B 9 15.21 55.87 7.43 3.08 2.95 24.39 4.3 1.0 4.1

89515 071180 17244 2B 18 14.92 55.64 7.18 3.28 2.38 23.80 2.5 0.9 2.6

89556 081180 17244 2B 28 15.04 56.01 7.38 2.26 2.08 24.28

89660 101180 17246 2B 55 15.30 55.56 7.18 3.26 1.78 24.05 1.5 0.9 3.1

89700 111180 17244 2B 63 15.01 55.51 7.29 2.68 2.92 23.92

89709 111180 17246 2B 70 15.26 55.29 7.16 3.08 2.95 23.87 3.4 0.0 3.7

89731 121180 17244 3B 75 15.61 55.83 7.35 1.78 2.78 24.59 2.3 0.9 2.9

89759 131180 17255 2B 25 14.85 55.67 7.14 3.42 3.37 23.73 3.1 1.0 3.1

89823 1*1180 17255 2N

89857 161180 17266 2B

90162 271180 17304 2N

90418 091280 17307 2N

90555 131280 17331 2B

90576 131280 17312 2F

90636 151280 17331 2F

90738 181280 17326 2F

90825 231280 17331 2N

91003 291280 17348 2B
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

91695 020281 17436 2B 4 14.99 54.80 6.98 2.78 2.08 23.24 2.4 0.3 2.0

92191 200281 17461 2N 56 15.07 2.56 3.2 1.0 3.0

92309 240281 17481 2N 55 15.05 54.83 6.95 3.56 2.62 23.78 1.9 -.1 2.1

92314 240281 17491 2B 74 15.23 55.74 7.28 2.98 2.56 24.19

92329 250281 17491 2N 75 15.36 55.20 7.03 3.03 2.48 23.76 3.0 0.8 1.8

92360 260281 17481 2N 36 14.96 55.18 6.96 3.57 2.08 23.38 3.2 0.8 1.9

92362 260281 17491 2B 49 15.35 56.15 7.29 2.26 3.24 24.49

92509 030381 17481 2N 21 15.00 3.47 2.6 0.3 2.5

92589 050381 17497 2N 32 14.96 54.90 6.98 3.48 2.95 23.27

92783 130381 17512 2B 31 14.90 54.94 6.93 3.08 3.08 23.19 2.6 0.3 2.7

93053 230381 17528 2N 54 15.01 2.56 2.2 1.0 2.8

93346 010481 17539 3B 58 15.36 3.49 2.5 0.8 3.7

93393 030481 17566 2B 42 15.12 55.17 6.95 3.48 2.82 23.49 2.7 0.0 1.8

93400 040481 17539 2N 83 15.30 1.78 1.7 0.9 3.5

93407 040481 17539 2N 84 15.43 54.75 7.01 2.89 2.73 23.57

93621 100481 17568 2B

93722 120481 17576 2B

93914 160481 17581 2B

93990 190481 17581 2N

94033 200481 17576 2B

94097 220481 17585 2N

94129 240481 17589 2N

94134 240481 17590 2B

94158 250481 17590 2N

94191 260481 17590 2N

94365 050581 17620 2B

94459 080581 17638 2B

94463 090581 17624 2N

94595 130581 17644 3B

94628 140581 17644 3N

94680 160581 17644 3B

94779 220581 17644 2N

38

24

19

52

80

57

52

54

61

76

19

39

56

56

41

19

65

15.37

14.92

14.98

14.76

15.14

14.94

14.99

15.49

14.71

15.29

15.00

15.01

14.97
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7.21

7.06
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6.95

7.04

7.34

7.01

7.13

7.20

7.14

7.03
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6.97

7.15

7.03

3.08
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3.08
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3.84
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3.40
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2.98
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2.86
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3.44

3.42

3.44

2.38

24.39
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23.41
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23.18
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24.71

23.15

24.11
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24.15
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6.3 Analysis.

6.3.1 Heating.

logn
First the relationship between 16.8

flare area A, emission measure Y and

X-ray temperature T was studied. Our

flare model predicts that ,c c
lb. b

(6.4)

and

Y = ,2^2d2i (6.5)

where A is half of the initial fila-

ment length and d is the depth of the

dipole (see chapter 5). Further n is

the density in the X-ray emitting

region; k. and kv are calibration

16.4

16.2

16.0

15.8constants. If one correlates any two

of these parameters one usually finds

a positive but very poor correlation.

This reflects the problems met in the 15.6 -

past in determining a uniform measure

of flare strength. However, after some

trials, we found the following rela-

tion (figure 26):

0

l o g ( vl/2/ A3A)

which may be written as:

(6.6)

n = n e
o

i f \

Figure 26.

formula.

j I I

2 3 4 5 6 7

AVT
The barometric height

(6.7)

where

log n = *jlog Y - ilog A (6.8)
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and n and a are calibration constants. Introducing other constants in the
o

powers of (6.6) weakens the correlation. From a least squares fit we obtain:

a = 0.438 ± 0.034 K/m,

log n = 16.92 ± 0.05.

The mean relative deviation from this relation is 0.13 dex. Only the flares

88791, 89434 and 89456 show a deviation larger than 3 times the mean deviation.

The correlation found resembles the barometric height formula. The baro-

metric height formula for standard solar abundances may be written as:

-.0195A/T
n = n e , (6.9)

o

where A is the height above some reference level (expressed in m) and T the

local temperature (in K). Note that the flare model of chapter 5 predicts that

the vertical size of the flare scales with the horizontal size d. The good cor-

relation which was found reflects that the density of the base n must be con-
o

stant from flare to flare. The applicability of the barometric height formula

is readily explained: the field line motion velocity in the flare (typically

the filament velocity) is small compared to the sound velocity and the Alfvén

velocity. Under these conditions, pressure balance along the magnetic field

lines is maintained.

We may write (6.8) also in the following way:

log n = log n + Uog(d/A) + *>log Ky - Hog kA- (6.10)

This shows that differences in the ratio d/H from flare to flare have very

little influence on the relation (6.6), maintaining a low variance. From the

observed variance value of (6.6), an upper limit on the variation of d/Z of a

factor of 3 can be derived.

The deviations of individual flares from the mean relation are independent

of the flare area, temperature or emission measure. Also, the mean deviations

are in agreement with the measurement errors of the basic observational quan-

tities, especially of the area A. Of course, also small variations in the

ratio d/SL may contribute to the variance, but they are at most of the same

order of magnitude as the measurement errors.
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6.3.2 Flare brightness.

A good correlation between the '•

optical brightness class (F, N and B) Jj

and the soft X-ray temperature exists c

(see figure 27). The mean temperature ^

for F flares (there are only 3 in our

sample with measured temperature) is

10 6- 9 0, for N flares lO7'03*'02 and

for B flares 10 7' 1 7 ±' 0 3. The typical

variation is .10 dex for class N and

.15 dex for class B. The correlation

confirms that the energy in the flare

is released into the reconnecting

loops (soft X-ray emission) and guided

downwards towards the chromosphere (Ha

brlghtenings).

6.3.3 Time dependence.

First, we performed a multivari-

ate analysis of the X-ray duration tx

on the parameters A, Y and T. The fol-

lowing statistical model was tested:

log t = (30 + 0! log A + P2log Y

6.5

6.5

I Ixl Ixl.lxi
6.5

B-f lares

7.5

10

5

-

I IA.A.

X
><
XX
X
X

N-f lares

CV5JXX
XX
XX

XXX I

7.5

F-flares

7.5
logTCK)

T. (6.11) Figure 27. Distribution of X-ray tem-

perature as a function of optical

The least squares solution obtained is brightness class.

-0.52 + 0.20
0.56 ± 0.14
-2.75 ± 0.49.

(6.12)

The variance of this relation was rather large: 0.34 dex. This is much larger

than can be explained by the measurement errors in log tx (about 0.05 dex). We
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tested a few hypotheses about the physical origin of the values of the parame-

ters p. The results are shown in table V below. We see, that at the 5 Z level

only classical heat conduction is an acceptable mechanism which can determine

t^. But other factors must be present. It should be noted here that t^ consists

of say 70 % decay time and 30 % rise time. A good indicator for this rise time

is the total Ha rise time t .

Table V. Statistical tests on the X-ray time scale

dominant process

no correlation

current drift time

radiative loss

saturated heat flux

classical heat flux

pl P2
theoretical

0

0.625

0.75

0.5

0.25

0

0

0

0

0

.25

.5

.5

P3
values

0

-0

0.

-0

-2

.5

5

.5

.5

process re-

jected at

conf. level

5 %

2.5 %

0.05 %

5 %

10 %

process accep-

ted at

conf. level

2.5 %

0.01 %

2.5 %

A correlation of tf on t^ shows a very poor relationship: the correlation

coefficient is only 49 %. If however we make a correlation of tr on the resi-

duals of (6.11) with the least squares parameters (6.12) substituted, we obtain

a much better correlation, 72 %. This shows that the rise time is also an im-

portant factor for the determination of the X-ray duration. Whether there are

more determining factors or not, this analysis is not able to show. Actually,

the dynamical rise time and the conduction time will be mixed up into the X-ray

time scale. Only a fit to a detailed set of models for the X-ray emission as a

function of time could answer this question.

Finally, a similar analysis was performed of the dependance of tr on A, Y

and T as was done for tx- Replacing tx by tr In (6.11) as the best fit one

obtains

Pi = -0.06 ± 0.3A
(52 = 0.39 ± 0.2A
p3 = -0.77 ± 0.8A
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with a variation of 0.58 dex. The hypothesis that tr is fully independent of A,

Y and T can not be rejected. This is in agreement with the model of this the-

sis, which states that the initial time scale for the flare is only determined

by the strength of the trigger and not by the flare parameters themselves.

6.3.4 Radio correlations.

Dulk and Marsh (1982) have given fits to the radio spectrum of electrons

which have a powerlaw distribution in energy. These fits are only functions of

the powerlaw index 6, the total number density of fast electrons above 10 keV

n^, the length of the source along the line of sight L, the angle between the

magnetic field lines and the direction of view 0, the solid angle dQ spanned by

the flare and the magnetic field strength B.

Of these quantities, 6 can be obtained directly from the radio spectrum.

Further L and dQ may be estimated from A and the central distance of the flare.

As can be seen from the flaring model developed in this thesis (see figure 20),

the field lines which connect the current sheet with the chromosphere make a

small angle with the surface normal during flare maximum (about 15 degrees). If

we approximate this small angle by zero, the central distance of the flare be-

comes a good approximation for the viewing angle 0. For small viewing angles

(0 < 20 ) the formulae of Dulk and Marsh loose their validity. However, there

is only a relatively small number of flares with a central distance smaller

than 20 degrees (only 12 % expected, and 9 in our sample). The exclusion of

these flares does not affect our sample size essentially.

We are left therefore only with nf and B as unknown parameters, for which

there are two equations (one with v and one with S_). However, when one tries
m m

to solve these equations, it appears that both are nearly linear dependent for

the other parameter values given. The solutions found for n^ and B are often

unrealistically high or low. Because of the logarithmic scale, this can be se-

veral dadex for some cases.

We must conclude that the radio parameters as used here may not give a

reliable estimate of the magnetic field strength and the number density of fast

particles in the flare. Better results can be obtained only from the radio data

if detailed models of the whole flare spectrum (including the optical thick

part) are used.
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The intercorrelation of the three radio parameters is rather poor. A weak

correlation between v and Sm exists.
m m

6.4 Conclusions.

From the appearance of the correlation (6.6) we deduced in this chapter

that apart from the time constant, there are two independent parameters which

determine the flare. Large solar flares are therefore a two parameter family.

For these parameters, one may chose from several different equivalent pairs,

e.g. temperature and density (X-rays), length scale and magnetic field (magne-

tograms) or total energy and temperature, etc. These notions agree with the

flare model of chapter 5, where the magnetic field strength and length scale

were taken as the basic quantities. Variations in the ratio length/width of the

active region (A/d) play no important role. Pressure balance along the recon-

nected loops is responsible for the appearance of a statistical relation be-

tween the X-ray parameters and the optical flare area, in the form of the baro-

metric height formula.

As a comparison with earlier studies we quote a study on Skylab data.

Kahler (1978) found a correlation n ~ V~0"67, where V is the flare volume,

derived from the Skylab pictures. His density was derived from the X-ray

emission measure using the same volume. However, his data show a much larger

scatter than the present data. The causes for these large deviations may be

found in the neglect of the two parameter character of solar flares found here.

The X-ray duration of the flare is partly determined by energy losses due

to classical heat conduction, and for another part by the rise time of the

flare. This rise time itself depends only weakly on the other flare parameters.

It may be treated as a third free parameter. We suggest that probably the

strength of the flare trigger (amount of emergent flux, shocks from a precursor

elsewhere) is the main determining factor for this rise time.

The radio parameters of the flare show a poor correlation to the other

parameters. A simple multivariate analysis is insufficient to obtain the

dependence, and more refined methods are needed.
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Chapter 7.

X-ray, Ha and radio observations of the

two-ribbon flare of May 16, 1981.

F. FSrnlk, J.Kaastra, B. Kalman,

M. Karlick?, C. Slottje

and B. Valnlcek

Abstract.

The paper is a contribution to the study of two-ribbon flares. A variety

of observational material, i.e. Ha pictures, radio spectrum in the frequency

band of 150-1000 MHz, radio map at 6 cm, fluxes at other frequencies, magneto-

grams and X-ray flux in a broad energy interval, enabled us to the study of the

development of the May 16, 1981 flare. The onset of the flare could be descri-

bed by the model of Van Tend and Kuperus. A diminishing of the magnetic shear

during the activation of the filament was observed. From radio and X-ray data

it was found that pulled acceleration took place in the region under the rising

filament, the electrons propagating in a limited region both upwards to greater

heights and downwards into the footpoints. Internal oscillations of the fila-

ment were observed. A manifestation of the primary process of interplanetary

shock wave generation was found. The 6 cm radio sources could be localized in

the footpoints of magnetic loops.

7.1 Introduction.

The flare of May 16, 1981 was a typical two-ribbon flare and such pheno-

mena belong to the most powerful and interesting events on the sun (Svestka,

1976; Priest, 1981). Many aspects of such a phenomenon are already known but

still many questions remain open. Hence, further new experimental facts are of

great importance. In the present case we succeeded to collect extensive obser-

vational material. On the basis of the concept for two-ribbon flares published

by Priest (1981) we will confirm already known facts and find new ones. Due to
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absolute Ha position measurements we were for the first time able to compare

the calculated Ha and radio positions with an accuracy which was fixed by the

resolution of the radio-interferometer (about 5000 km at the surface of the

sun).

7.2 Instruments.

The Ha observations of the flare were made by the 53 cm Nikolsky-type

Coudé-coronograph of the Debrecen Observatory through a 0.5 A bandpass Halle

Ha filter. One series of photographic observation, called quintet, consists of

five photographs with the filter tuned successively to Ht f 1.0 A, Ha + 0.5 A

and Ha centrum. Usually one quintet was taken every five minutes but in the

presence of some activity more often.

The X-ray flux (figure 30) has been measured by the Czechoslovak photome-

ter aboard the Prognoz 8 satellite. The energy range (2-320 keV) was divided

into two channels with a time resolution of 10 seconds (2-4, 80-160 keV) and

four (4-8, 20-40, 40-80, 160-320 keV) with a resolution of 20 seconds. A pro-

portional counter for soft X-rays up to 8 keV and a scintillation detector

(Nal(Tl)) for hard X-rays have been used. The proportional counter was automa-

tically calibrated in-flight. As a result the data from the two softest chan-

nels are very reliable. Contrary to that the scintillation detector was not

calibrated in-flight and had no anticoincidence shielding against particles.

Detailed technical informations about Prognoz-type photometers were published

by ValnïSek et al. (1979).

Radio spectra in the frequency bands 150-1000, 509-533, 574-614 and 655-

666 MHz have been measured by the Ondrejov and Dwingeloo radiospectrographs.

The Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) observed with 10 telesco-

pes at 4.874 GHz (6 cm) while the other four telescopes were tuned on a fre-

quency of 608.5 MHz (50 cm). The WSRT made a one-dimensional picture of the sun

every 0.1 second with a spatial resolution at 6 cm of about 3000 km and at 50

cm of about 25000 km, around culmination. Only circular polarisation was mea-

sured. More details about the observing technique and the data reductions can

be found in Kattenberg (1981). Because there were only four telescopes obser-

ving at 50 cm it is difficult to obtain the radiopositions at this frequency

using standard mapping methods; further work on this positional information is
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being carried out. The radiopositons at 6 cm were labeled with numbers from 1

to 144 (see figure 29).

Other single frequency observations in the cm region were carried out at

2.65 and 10.715 GHz in Dwingeloo and 3 GHz in Ondrejov.

7.3 Observations.

7.3.1 Preflare acivity.

The flare of May 16, 1981 occured in a complex active region Hale No.

17644 (figure 28). The activity was concentrated around a dark filament separa-

ting the negative (f) magnetic polarities of the southwestern group from the

positive (p) polarities of the central cluster.

Our Ha observations started at 6 14 (times are given everywhere in UT)

with insignificant activity (bright points) in both the NE and SW group. At

+

\ .v-.....-p
16 MAY 1981,08:15 UT

Figure 28. The complex active region Hale No 17644 on May 16, 1981. The dotted

line indicates the zero line of the longitudinal magnetic field, also shown are

the areas of positive (north) and negative (south) magnetic polarity. North

(with respect to the earth) to the top, east to the left, as in all subsequent

figures. In the southwestern spotgroup are labeled the main preceding (P) and

following (F) spots, as well as the central cluster of small spots (C) which

play important roles in the development of the flare. (Gyula station of Debre-

cen Observatory).
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Figure 29. Radio map of the flare at 6 cm.

The one-dimensional synthesized beam of the Westerbork system is divided

into 144 units. Due to earth rotation the beam width and position angle changed

slowly. Only the central positions remain fixed. Accordingly, one unit on this

scale corresponds to 5700 km at 7 45m and to 4300 km at 9h00m. Logarithmic con-

tour levels with a factor 2 increment are plotted. The four cuts at 7*155m,

8h17m, 8h35m and 8h40m are used in figure 40. Because of the large scale of

this figure small details like the spikes are not visible on it. In three small

inserted pictures the intensity profiles (in arbitrary units) of three cuts are

shown. The four main sorces at about 8h40m (labeled A, B, C and D) are dis-

cussed in the text.
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7 02 the eastern part of the zero filament became weakly visible in Ha t 1 A

(figure 31a). This continued for somewhat less than an hour.

At 7 43 a small thermal subflare developed in the NE spotgroup (figure

40a), lasting unto 8 14. The emitting region reached the border of the eas-

ternmost large umbra in Ha ± 0.5 A. From the soft X-ray data (figure 30) we

derived the maximum temperature of this precursor as 9*106 K, in agreement with

the 6 cm brightness temperature which was calculated using the Ha size of the

flare (the (one-dimensional) width of ther radio source was equal to that of

its optical counterpart, cf. figure 40a).

At 7 50m39s the slow rise of emission of this subflare increased suddenly,

followed ten seconds later by a single 0.5 s lasting dm burst with a positive

frequency drift of 200 MHz/s. It was rather narrowbanded: 70 sfu at 580 MHz and

nearly negligable at 530 and 660 MHz. It was preceded by 1.9 s by a similar

much weaker burst. These features were radio signals of the onset of the main

flare westwards of the precursor.

WAO»"1 ' LU> BC"

1
6 -i £

I <

Figure 30. The time development of the X-ray emission in different energy

bands.

The good correlation of the hard X-rays with the radio flux at 6 cm is shown.
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Figure 31. The activation of the filament.
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Figure 32. Evolution of the flare ribbons and the "curl" at the northern end of

the NE flare ribbon in the beginning of the flare of May 16, 1981. The observa-

tions are made in Ha - 0.5 A.
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7.3.2 The flare onset.

Somewhere between 7 50 and 7 55 the activated eastern part of the filament

began to rise (figure 31b), and its central part began to disintegrate (figure

31c-g). The direction of the disintegrated filament fibrils changed continuous-

ly to larger angles with respect to the zero line, from parallel at 7 58 to 30°

at 8 03. Simultaneously the SE filament end showed complex twisting motions.

Assuming a strictly vertical ascent and knowing the distance from the disk cen-

tre (23 ) we could derive the filament height from the apparent displacement

from the zero line, which was marked by a double emission structure at both

sides. From 7h57 to 8h12 its height increased from ?4000 to 62000 km which

corresponded to a mean velocity of 42 km/s, but we could observe also a slow

accelaration. At 8 02 the filament completely disappeared from the Ha centrum

frames. Parts of it could be seen in absorption in Ha ± 1.0 A until 8 27: the

SE end where the material streamed down (darker in Ha ± 1.0 A) and an arch abo-

ve the NE flare ribbon (figures 31h and 40a).

During the rise of the filament 8 weak type III radio bursts, lasting 0.7

to 1.7 s were observed between 509-614 MHz at 7 56. The first 7 had a small

reversed drift of about +50 MHz/s, indicating that fast electrons were moving

downwards.

At 7 57m35s an 1 minute lasting Ha brightening started north of the large

filament, near the smali dark arch (figure 40a) and the bend of the magnetic

zero line (letter C on figure 28). The corresponding 6 cm burst had lefthanded

polarisation (L) at the eastern end and righthanded (R) at the western side.

7.3.3 Impulsive phase.

At 8 10 a curious spiral-shaped curl began to form in the place of the

7 58 brightening (figure 32). It extended eastwards with a velocity of 30 km/s

towards a local maximum in the magnetic field, but stopped before reaching the

underlying small sunspot (figure 28). Simultaneously the emission from the two

main flare ribbons was getting stronger, mostly from the west one, indicating a

relatively strong sheared magnetic connection with the curl structure. Also at

8 10 the X-ray emission started rising (figure 30) and concurrently the impul-

sive phase of the radio burst started.
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There were several cm spike bursts after this and later on during the

flare with durations of the order of 1 second and spatial extents at 6 cm smal-

ler than 4000 km, i.e. unresolved by the WSRT (table VI, figure 33). Their du-

rations were compatible with the travel time for Alfvên shock waves through the

emitting region. Their polarisation was complicated, and not necessary the same

as the background radiation. For example at 8 lO1"^8 a small gradual 6 cm burst

started around position 74 east of the curl feature. Close to its maximum at

8h10m58s the first impulsive spike occured at 73-74 (figure 33a). The spike had

L polarisation while the R polarised gradual burst became stronger R polarised

during its evolution.

About 8h10 a type I noise storm started below 260 MHz, and until 8h14m30s

in the band 300-480 MHz type III radio bursts with negative frequency drifts of

about -100 MHz/s were observed, while at the higher frequencies (509-666 MHz)

positive drifting bursts (about +50 MHz/s) occurred (figure 34a). This can

indicate the simultaneous acceleration of electrons upwards and downwards, or a

spray effect in which simultaneously accelerared electron beams either keep

moving upwards or are guided downwards by the magnetic fields. Besides positive

drifting spikes the band 509-533 MHz also showed negative drifting spikes

(about -25 MHz/s) with L polarisation (figure 34a).

At 6 cm 8 impulsive spikes occurred from 8h14m50s to 8h18m3Os, 7 near

position 70-71 (figure 33b,c,e-h) and only one at position 84 (figure 33d).

Because the sources were unresolved, we can only give lower limits to their

brightness temperatures, which were of the order of 108 K. Starting somewhat

earlier at 8h12m48s and ending at 8h15m55s also similar spikes were visible at

2.65 GHz, but with much higher fluxes, of the order of 300 sfu. There was no

clear one-to-one correspondence between the features at both frequencies.

The first large spike at 2.65 GHz (8h13m37s) was followed 2 seconds later

by a -25 MHz/s drifting strongly L polarised spikeburst in the frequency band

509-533 MHz. At about the same time the 6 cm continuum at position 73-75 star-

ted rising. Similar, near the first large spike at 6 cm (8h14m55s, position 70)

the continuum emission at position 70-72 begun to rise. This last spike corres-

ponded to a spike in the hard X-ray radiation.

During this time interval Zhao and Jin (1982) observed fast fine structu-

res on a millisecond time scale at 2.84 GHz. However these observations are not

confirmed by the Dwingeloo observations at 2.65 GHz.
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Figure 33. Time profiles of the impulsive spike bursts at 6 cm. Unit is the

solar flux unit (10~22 W/m2/Hz).
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Table VI.

Time of

Maximum

[UT]

8:10:57.8

8:14:50.1

8:14:55.2

8:15:13.5

8:15:16.2

8:15:18.1

8:15:28.7

8:17:40.2

8:18:30.7

8:33:13.1

8:47:46.0

8:48:22.4

Impulsive spikes

Duration

[s]

1.5

1.1

1.9

4.3

3.0

3.8

1.4

5.1

2.3

7.6

4.7

2.2

at 4.874

Position

[WSRT

units]

73.4

70.3

71.4

83.9

71.1

71.1

71.3

71.2

70.5

88.6

80.8

80.5

GHz

Maximum

emission

[sfu]

3.9

4.2

17

12

10

12

5.4

13

7.9

119

65

68

Lower limit

of brightness

temperature

[108 K]

0.5

0.5

2

1

1

1

0.6

2

1

16

10

10

Polarisation

[%]

-20

-10

-15

-10

-10

-10

+10

+15 |

0

-85

-90

7.3.4 First maximum.

During the period of the spikes and afterwards, until 8 19 a series of

mainly reversed drifting radio bursts were observed in the band 380 - 900 MHz

(figure 35a). Using a kinematic interpretation and the density model given by

Kriiger (1979), the disturbance velocities can be derived (table VII).

The activity in the curl-structure increased and an Ha feature appeared on

the outside boundaries of the SW ribbon at the time after 8 17 (figure 32c),

points M in figure 40b, close to the 6 cm spike positions and near the maximum

of the 6 cm radiation. The typical exponential risetime at 6 cm varied from 90

s at position 70 to 280 s at position 76.

Superimposed on this rise was a series of 11 unpolarised quasiperiodical 6

cm oscillations with a mean period of 50 s, which were also visible at 2.65

GHz, but not at 10.715 GHz. There was a phase shift between the maxima of these
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614-574

666-655
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b. spikes. UT

Figure 34. High resolution radio spectra obtained with the Dwingeloo radio

spectrograph in three bands between 509 and 666 MHz as indicated. The spectra

are displayed in three ways: I, the total intensity L+R (log scale); ,\ I/I,

the flux variations (faster than 3 s) relative to the average level and P, the

circular polarisation L-R. The time is marked by a white pip for each second

and can be read from the figures left to right as min, hrs, day, month, year.

Notice the tenfold increase in film speed in the upper spectrum.

a) A group of type III bursts with positive frequency drifts between

8h12m35sand 8h14m21s.

b) Decimetric spikes with 100% L polarisation between 8n23m43s and

8 23m58s. The spikes have durations between 10 and 30 ms and bandwidths between

1 and 15 MHz. They are a fine structure of Type IV bursts (see Slottje, 1981b).
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TIME [UT]

08 " 0823 TIME [UT] 08»

Figure 35. The radio spectrum in the frequency band 150-1000 MHz obtained by

the Ondrejov radiospectrograph. The emission is shown in black (contrary to

figure 34).

a) slow positive drifting bursts around 8 17.

b) decimetric spikes around 8 24.

Table VII. Some characteristics of the radio bursts at 8 17m and the velocities

of the corresponding disturbance. The asterisk designates the main emission

features of the radio burst.

Starting

time [UT]

8:16:54

8:17?D6

8:16:58*

8:17:20*

Duration

[s]

1.4

0.75

2.3

1.4

Frequency

start end

[MHz]

428 375

400 444

684 773

607 720

Height above

photosphere [km]

start

29800

37700

12800

14300

end

48000

27100

11600

12400

Velocity of

disturbance

[km/s]

-13000

14400

520

1350
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Figure 36. Wave phenomenon at 6 cm during the rising phase of the flare. The

natural logarithms of the amplitudes at neighbouring positions are shown, posi-

tion 70 at the bottom, position 77 at the top of the figure. The curves are

shifted arbitrary in amplitude. Notice the phase shift of the waves at diffe-

rent positions. This phase shift becomes more clear by an inspection of the

full 0.1 s resolution data.

waves at different positions (figure 36). The waves ran from west to east with

a mean velocity of about 2000 km/s (as projected on the WSRT baseline). Their

maximum amplitudes coincided with the flare maximum at that time, position 72-

73. The times of maximum of the first 5 waves at the starting position 77 cor-

responded well with the continuation of the positively drifting dm burst maxima

described above. During the later waves the positively drifting dm bursts had

disappeared.

Also in Ha a small emission feature was spreading northeastwards from the

eastern flare ribbon, showing a periodical structure with a "wavelength" of

about 4000 km. The time sequence of the successive brightenings was compatible

with the 50 s radio period.
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Figure 37. Time profile of the radio burst at 6 cm on different positions.

Shown is the total Intensity and the difference L-R polarisation.
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A broadband type IV dm burst

continuum occurred 8 18 50 -

8h20m30s. Simultaneously, at 8h19m40s

- 8h25m40s, in the frequency band

380-880 MHz randomly distributed dm

spikes were observed (widths 3-12

MHz, durations 0.05 s). The maximum

of this structure of dm spikes was at

8h23m00s - 8h25m12s (figure 34b,

35b). They were completely left hand

polarized (figure 34b). Later

(8h24m30s - 8h25m12s) they drifted to

lower frequencies with a drift of

about -1.4 MHz/s while between 300-

400 MHz a quasiperiodical structure

with a mean "period" of 1.5 s was

observed.

At 8h24nl48s a type II radio

burst started below 300 MHz (SGD

443/1). At the same time the cm and

X-ray radiation started decreasing,

the flare ribbons began to separate

and during the fading of the curl

(from 8h24) the NE ribbon began to

spread quickly westwards along the

filament (figure 32g-h, figure 38).

The velocity of this motion was

rather variable. The largest velocity

parallel to the zero line was almost

400 km/s.

7.3.5 Main maximum.

At about 8h32m40s the hard X-ray

and 6 cm emission started to rise a-

gain. At position 88-89 this occurred

after a short total absence of emis-

.10 m

10-

8 30

km s

400-

' I •
8 20

fig. 38 a) The distance travelled by

the western end of the northeastern

flare ribbon, measured from an arbi-

trary reference point, parallel to

the zero line. Dashed straight line

segments are fitted to the measured

points with the method of least

squares. All observations are mea-

sured.

b) The velocity of the western end of

the northeastern flare ribbon, found

from the least squares approximations

in a).
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sion. Also at this time the level of noise at 50 cm decreased to a very low

value, and the NE flare ribbon started moving westwards fron position 91 with a

mean velocity of 100 km/s (figure 40c,d). It reached its maximun brightness at

position 95 at 8h35m20s and slowed down 40 seconds later (figure 29). At around

8 37 it reached the umbra-penumbra border of the leading spot (figure 32h).

Somewhat later the ribbons reached their maximum area - at 8 39.

Short after the start of all these features, at 8 33m13s, a powerful 6 cm

spike burst (figure 33i, table VI) occurred close to the place where the rapid-

ly moving ribbon had started and at the positions where the radiation had been

totally absent. During the decay of this spike the 50 en emission started to

rise, resulting in a very spiky burst one minute later and a large more gradual

type IV burst during the maximum of the 6 cm flare.

The maximum of the flare - in Ha area, X-rays and cm radiation - occurred

8 39m. We found no X-ray emission harder than 80 keV over our sensitivity level

during the whole event. Regarding the optical importance the X-ray spectrum was

extremely soft. During the maximum there were four radio sources (figure 29),

labeled A, B, C and D, with fluxes and polarisations 500,R; 1000,R to L; 200,R;

and 400,R respectively. A can be regarded as a second and lower eruption of the

first maximum at 8 24 (figure 37, positions 72), while D was the fast moving

ribbon.

7.3.6 Last maximum.

At 8 43m20s a radio emission feature started in component B at position 80

(figure 37), filling it with a velocity of about 100 km/s. It corresponded with

an Ha brightening at the northern part of the southern ribbon, north of spot F.

Also some activity at the northern ribbon in the same region was visible. With

a similar time profile the hard X-ray emission rose (figure 30). The maximum

occurred 8 47m46S near the starting position with a very impulsive 85% L,

polarised spike (table VI, figure 33j). This polarisation is opposite to the

polarisation of B itself. A second spike had a still higher polarisation of 90%

L (figure 33k).

Somewhat earlier, at 8 48m00s a sudden polarisation decrease of about 25%

started at position 84, when the border of the emission feature reached this

position. The polarisation change started propagating in the opposite direc-
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tions with a velocity of about 200

km/s but slowed down soon. Near posi-

tion 84 the polarisation changed sign

bur more eastwards it stayed R (figure

37). The 50 cm radiation also suddenly

started to rise very steeply.

Another emission feature which

started 8h45m50s near the leading spot

in D with a velocity of 500 km/s east-

wards, but with an amplitude of a de-

cade lower corresponded with a small

Ha ribbon which developed north of the

original northern ribbon D.

7.3.7 Final development.

The SW ribbon reached the largest

f-polarity spot (F on figure 28). It

remained there until its disappearance

at around 11 48 . Perpendicular to it

a new continuation of the ribbon began

to form at 9 26m. It passed the large

sunspot without moving through it, in

agreement with well known rules. The

"old" part of the flare ribbon moved

approximately up to the centre of the

F-spot surrounding it from both sides

but not covering the umbra (figure

39b-c).

At about 8 46 a dark loop system

became visible connecting the two

flare ribbons. In Ha ± 1.0 A only the

loop feet and in Ha centrum the loop

tops could be seen in absorption (fi-

gure 39). One loop top was bright from

9b06 to 10h06 (A in figure 39b). The

Figure 39. The flare loop system.

Ha - 1 A

Ha centrum.

A is the bright loop-top.

Ha + 0.5 A

a) 10h05m45s

b) 10h06m35s

c) 10h06m58s
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traces of the feet and the ribbons remained visible until the end of our obser-

vation at 12h53. The filament began to reform at about 10h15 and at 12 58 it

was back on its former place, well developed, which is typical for a two ribbon

flare (Bruzek, 1969). The separation of the ribbons increased until 12 50 to

85000 km, corresponding to a mean velocity of 5.2 km/s, but it went faster in

the beginning of the flare (table VIII). The southern half of the SW ribbon

travelled the largest distance presumably because its motion was not disturbed

by sunspot magnetic fields.

Table VIII. Velocities of some parts of the flare ribbons on May 16, 1981.

Time intervals:

Velocities:

Southern end of

Bend of

Southern end of

Middle of

NE

NE

SW

SW

ribbon

ribbon

ribbon

ribbon

8:10-8:40

[km/s]

9.3

5.2

11.4

7.3

8:40-9:40

[kn/s]

2.3

1.6

3.6

5.1

9:40-12:48

[km/s]

0.7

0.5

0.7

0.0

7.4 Discussion.

The flare onset may be described within the model of Van Tend and Kuperus

(1978). In this model a current filament is balanced by the downwards force of

the background horizontal magnetic field and the upwards force of the magnetic

field caused by a virtual mirror current below the photosphere (arising because

of the large inertia of the photosphere, Kuperus and Raadu 1974). At large

heights the force balance can no longer be maintained and any small internal or

external disturbance will cause the current filament to rise in height.

The photospherical background magnetic field B can de approximated by a

simple dipole placed at a distance d below the photosphere. This field hap a

maximum at a distance d/2 from the neutral line, and an opposite polarity max-

imum at -d/2. Inserting this dipolefield in the Van Tend-Kuperus instability

criterion, which states that instability occurs when d log B / d log z < -1, it

can be shown that the critical height is z = d/2. From the magnetograms we find

that d = 36000 km so the instability height is about 18000 km. This is just

about the starting height of the rising filament which we found from our Ha

observations. The critical current which we derive from this is 2.5*1012 A.
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0835UT

Figure 40. Superpositions of optical and radio data.

Optical data: The main four spot umbrae are shown in black, the zero lines

are dotted, the zig-zag line represents the activated filament and the full

thick lines are the -boundaries of Ha emission.

Radio data: The projection af a part of the Westerbork interferometer baseline

on the surface of the sun (divided into 144 units as described in the text) is

shown, the center of the field of view is marked by a triangel and the radio

sources are shown by hatched stripes. The stripes A, B, C and D correspond to

the same sources as on the last cut on figure 29. Thick broken lines indicate

supposed magnetic connections. This figure was prepared from precise radio and

optical positions without any empirical corrections.

The filament became first visible at 7h02. At that time it must have been

close to the critical height, waiting for the trigger. As a trigger we may con-

sider three possible mechanisms:

1. An onset of some internal instability in the filament,

2. Triggering by the subflare in the NE sunspot group or

3. Triggering by the emergence of new magnetic flux.

This last possibility was supposed by Hu et al. (1981).
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On the basis of our radio observations we prefer the second possibility.

If we assume a magnetic loop connecting the subflare and the filament regions,

which is well possible from the magnetograms, the reversed drifing feature

close after the onset of the subflare at 7 50m49s may be a disturbance

travelling down along that loop towards the filament. Due to this disturbance

the unstable current filament started rising.

The subsequent flare phenomena may all be described as the consequences of

the rise of the filament, reconnection of field lines below it at increasing

heights in the corona and the corresponding energy input into magnetic loops at

larger distances from the neutral line. The change in direction of the dissol-

ving filament fibrils indicates a diminishing of shear in the magnetic field.

We suppose that there were two closed magnetic structures connecting the

ribbons at the beginning of the flare, as shown on figure 40 (8 17). These

points were bright in Ha. Because of the rise of the filament these structures

were elongated with as a result magnetic reconnection in an X-point below the

rising filament (see Priest, 1981, figure 1.12c, p. 32). Due to large electric

fields near the rising magnetic X-point an energy source was formed which gave

rise to fast electrons moving upwards and downwards into the footpoints, resul-

ting in the observed negative and positive frequency drift bursts. From the

correlation of the bursts at 8 12 52s and 8 12 56s we can derive the starting

frequency of these bursts (500 MHz) and assuming that the observed frequency

corresponds to the plasma frequency the density near the accelation region is

3*1O15 m~3.

Due to the continuous and the irregular input of energy into both foot-

points (bursts with positive frequency drifts) the first large spike burst at

2.65 GHz occurred at 8 13m37 , as a direct consequence of such a pulse or via

the build up of an instability at the place where this radiation originated. As

a result a negative frequency drift burst appeared 2 seconds later (accelerated

electrons) and the 6 cm continuum radiation started rising lower in the same

footpoint (heating). That the 6 cm radiation comes really from the footpoints

of loops (Kattenberg 1981) is confirmed later in the text. The 6 cm spikes had

an opposite polarisation than the 2.65 GHz spikes, indicating an origin in the

opposite footpoints of the loop. The largest 6 cm spike corresponded to an hard

X-ray spike showing that fast acceleration of electrons had taken place, proba-

bly runaway acceleration due to the large electric fields at the top of the

loop.
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The slow positively drifting bursts which were observed at about 8 17 can

be interpreted by two possible mechanisns:

1. In the upper part of the structure below the rising filament the temperature

increased further. It gave rise to a thermal conduction front moving downwards

into the loops (Brown et al., 1979), which was visible as the slow positively

drifting bursts (table VII, main features). The front velocity is higher than

or equal to the ion-sound velocity, so its temperature Te was < 3*10
7 K for a

velocity of 500 km/s and « 2><108 K for 1350 kn/s. These values agree with flare

temperatures determined by Matzler et al. (1978), but we must emphasize that

their absolute values depend on the adopted coronal density model. According to

the spectrum and the velocities of the remaining two features at lower frequen-

cies in table VII we suppose that they originate from an additional process,

probably particle beams propagating into the upper parts of the rising magnetic

structure.

2. The positively drifting bursts may also be explained as emission by fast e-

lectrons within the herring bones which occur sometimes during type II bursts.

In that case the type II shock front produces up- and down going electron

beams. The somewhat high frequency at which the type II shock occurs, around

500 MHz, was also found in another event (Slottje 1981a).

At the same time (8 17) new Ha features originated on the boundaries of

the ribbons and the eastern part of the curl structure got more powerful

(points M on figure 40 at 8 17). Probably the loops connecting these points

were resisting the rise of the filament. This leaded to a large heating, in-

crease in Ha, radio and X-ray brightness and growing Alfvén eigenmodes of the

filament, which manifested themselves at the site of the energy source as shock

waves. These shock waves became visible by the 6 cm running emission waves

which were superimposed on the continuous increase; from their mean period of

50 s and mean velocity of 2000 km it follows that their wavelengths were about

100 000 km, which is comparable with the length of the elevated filament. The

wave velocity agrees with a typical Alfvénspeed in the filament. The waves also

leaded to the Ha emission feature which grew northeast from the eastern ribbon.

Due to these waves which grew quickly in amplitude and the substantial

heating an instability developed which manifested itself in dm spikes. At the

time of the first flare maximum at 8 24 all these spikes shifted towards lower

frequencies and a quasiperiodical structure and a type II radioburst were ob-

served. The filament had finally succeeded in rising further. The shift of

these spikes to lower frequencies corresponded to reconnection at larger
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heights; the quasiperiodical structure and the following type IV dm burst were

generated by a process in the central parts of the whole structure (plasma

cloud); The type II burst was generated at the bow-shock of this plasma cloud*

Due to both further energy loss by means of the shock before the rising

structure and magnetic field changes caused by reconnection below it the

previously heated loops lost their energy source, and so the 6 cm and X-ray

emission decreased, and because of the renewed rise of the filament the new

movement of the northern ribbon to the west started.

Based on the next development of the flare we can conclude that points

near spot F were magnetically connected with points on the line C-P (figure 28,

12), as shown, for example, on figure 40 (points N at 8 35). At about 8 33 the

loops at the opposite end of the filament corner near C (figure 28) were acti-

vated by some large reconnection process high in the corona. Electron accelera-

tion took place, resulting in the strong 6 cm spike and an increase in hard X-

rays (20-80 keV). The fast moving ribbon (D, figure 29, 32, 40)) which was both

visible in Ha and at 6 cm, but only at the northern side of the sheared field

structure confirms that the 6 cm radiation originated from the footpoints of

magnetic loops. This result does not agree with results published by Marsh et

al. (1980) but supports the conclusion of Kundu (1980) and Kattenberg (1981).

The emission feature at 8 43 corresponds most probably with low loops

which were not activated before and which were triggered from the higher and

hotter loops. The suddenly starting polarisation change at 8 48m in the same

region might be caused by means of magnetic reconnection, perhaps in relation

with the still present low filament at this place.

Our data confirm the rule that the maximum of the hard X-ray emission co-

incides with the reaching of an umbra of a main spot by an Ho ribbon (Dodson

and Hedeman 1960; Martres and Pick 1962).

There were two other large flares in the same active region on May 10

(Rompolt, 1982) and May 13 (Hiei et al., 1982), i.e. in three days intervals.

Especially the second one was very similar with the flare discussed in this

paper.
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7.5 Conclusions.

The flare of May 16, 1981 was a typical two ribbon flare. On the basis of

our data we can conclude:

1. The initial configuration before the flare and the origin of the insta-

bility can be described by the nodel of Van Tend and Kuperus (1978).

2. There is strong evidence that the flare trigger was a disturbance mo-

ving from a distant subflare i.e. the precursor was physically connected with

the main flare.

3. During the filament activation the shear in the magnetic structure of

the dissolving filament was getting smaller. Remark: a disintegration of a

filament can reveal its real structure. The Ha pictures show that in the

filament region the magnetic structures were nearly parallel with the zero

line, i.e. these structures had a substantial shear before the flare.

4. Impulsive radio spikes on a time scale of 1 s and with sizes smaller

than 4000 km were observed during the initial stages of the flare. The corre-

lation of these spikes with hard X-ray spikes indicates that electron accele-

ration had taken place in small regions, perhaps due to large electric fields

in the small reconnection regions. According the duration of these Alfvén shock

waves may be connected with the generation of these fields.

5. The cm spikes were closely correlated with positively drifting dm

bursts indicating that energy was transferred from the top of loops to the

footpoints.

6. The good correlation between positively and negatively drifting dm

bursts indicates the simultaneous acceleration of particles upwards and

downwards. The electron density in the acceleration region was estimated

as 3xl015 m~3.

7. Radio bursts with slow positive drift (observed at the beginning of the

flare at 8 17) could be caused by a conduction front moving against the pho-

tosphere, or as herring bone structures of a high frequency type II burst.
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8. The exponential Increase of radio flux at 6 en at the beginning of the

flare was probably connected with some kind of instability (for example the

fast tearing mode) with a characteristic tine of 150 seconds, caused by the

braking of the filament by overlying loops. We observed running waves super-

imposed on this exponential Increase which were manifestations of eigenmodes of

the risen filament.

9. The sequence of radio bursts: declmetric spikes, quasiperiodlcal struc-

ture, type II and type IV radio bursts, and first maxima in radio and hard X-

ray flux belong evidently to one process and are direct or indirect manifesta-

tions of the generations of an interplanetary shock wave.

10. The first two maxima of the hard X-ray radiation coincided in time

with the largest velocities of spreading of the flare ribbon parallel to the

zero line.

11. One of the radio sources at 6 cm has evidently b';en localised in the

footpoints of magnetic loops.

12. The sudden decrease of polarisation in one source confirms that rapid

changes of the magnetic structure took place in the flare.
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Chapter 8.

Dn spike bursts and the formation of shocks.

Abstract.

Dm radio spike bursts occurring during a large solar flare on May 16, 1981

were observed with the Dwingeloo 60-channel radio spectrograph and the Kester-

bork Synthesis Radio Telescope used as a one-dimensional interferometer. Small

sizes (50 km), high brightness temperatures ((I^IO1^ K) and circular polarisa-

tion up to 100 X were derived. The spikes can be explained as fundanentai plas-

ma emission caused by the coalescence of a strong level of electron plasma

waves with ion sound or other low-frequency waves. The plasma waves originate

from a loss cone instability in loops just below the reconnecting current sheet

forming below a rising filament current, while the low frequency waves are

generated by the reconnection process along the current sheet. This region was

the probable origin of a type 11 radio burst later on in the flare. The deve-

lopment of a post flare loop system could be traced from the spike characteris-

tics. It is proposed that microwave spikes are generated by the same mechanism.

8.1 Introduction.

During solar flares electromagnetic radiation is emitted ranging from very

low radio wavelengths to gamma rays. In the radio spectrum the dm wavelength

region is one of the most complicated regions to interpret. Simultaneously with

continuum radiation many types of fine structure can be observed to occur. For

a review we refer to Slottje (1982) and Kuijpers (1980). A rather rare pheno-

menon and an until now not clearly explained feature is the occurrence of dm

spike bursts- These spike bursts are short-lived (smaller than 0.1 s) small

bandwidth (1 - 15 MHz) emission features with a large brightness and often a

high degree of circular polarisation (Slottje 1982). They were first detected

by Elgar<5y (1962) and De Groot (1962).

Kuijpers et al. (1981) explained the spikes in a regularly grouped zebra

pattern by pulsed runaway acceleration of electrons which leads to the forma-
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tion of both high and low frequency plasna waves in a flaring tube. However

high magnetic field strengths are required in this theory which nay not be

present in the source region. An explanation by a cyclotron aaser as given by

Melrose and Dulk (1982) for en spikes suffers froa the sar.e lack. Alternative-

ly, Kattenberg et al. (1980) and Melrose (1980) proposed a cechanism for the

generation of type 1 radio bursts which occur at ceter wavelengths. A popula-

tion of energetic particles trapped in a closed nagnettc structure excites a

strong level of plasma turbulence. Fundacental plasna emission arises as the

result of coalescence of Langnuir waves with low frequency waves, for exanple

ion sounrt waves, lower hybrid waves or whistlers. High brightness tenperatures

can be reached (lÔ -3 K), and a number of observed facts for type I bursts could

be explained by his model. Here such a model will be used in the context of dn

spikes.

In chapter 7 the large solar flare of May 16, 1981 was described. The same

flare produced a complex of dm spike bursts. The flare fits the flare model

described in chapter 5 well. Therefore this model is taken as the basis for the

interpretation of the dm spikes. Spectral and polarisation information of the

spikes was obtained with the Dwingeloo radio spectrograph between 509 and 666

MHz (Van Nieuwkoop 1971) and one-dimensional information on position with the

Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) at 608.5 MHz with a time resolution

cf 0.1 s. More details on the observational technique with this latter instru-

ment can be found in Kaastra et al. (1985).

8.2 Observations.

8.2.1 Spectral characteristics of the spikes.

The spectral characteristics of the dm radio burst were obtained by the

Dwingeloo and Ondrejov radio spectrographs (see chapter 7, where more details

on other characteristics of the flare are presented). From 8 20 to 8 26 a large

complex of dm spikes occurs (figure 41). The spikes have durations x of 0.01 to

0.03 s and bandwidth's Av of 1 to 15 MHz. The fluxes S are typically 200 sfu

and always smaller than 500 sfu (1 sfu = 10~22 Wm~2Hz~1). The frequencies of

the spikes range from 380 to 880 MHz, but at a fixed time most spikes occur in

bands not broader than 200 MHz.

Sometimes in the frequency bands between yi* and 666 MHz the spikes occur
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Figure 41. Radiospectrura of the dm spike burst complex of Mav 16, 1981. See

the explanation at figure 34.
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in a broad band (bandwidth v. = 30

MHz, see figure 34b and figure 42).

The mean frequency of this band oscil-

lates irregularly with a nean period P

of a few seconds, which is much shor-

ter than the 6 en quasiperiodic oscil-

lations (50 s, chapter 7) occuring

simultaneously. No systematic period

shift is observed. During the oscilla-

tions of a spike band (o.s.b.), the

mean frequency of the band shifts

slowly with a rate of about 1 MHz/s

towards lower frequencies.

Figure 42. Oscillations of a spike

band (o.s.b.). Definition of some

characteristic quantities.

The values of several parameters for the three time intervals in which the

irregular oscillations occur are given in table IX. It is seen that the first

time interval has the shortest mean oscillation period and bandwidth, but pro-

bably the largest average frequency drift.

The spikes are completely (or almost completely) circularly polarised in

the left hand sense during a large part of their occurrence. However, during

three time intervals after the occurrence of the o.s.b.'s, the polarisation

fades or is even absent. The change occurs rather gradually, probably earlier

at lower frequencies. Afterwards the left hand polarisation reappears.

Table IX. Oscillations of the mean frequency of the spikes in the 574-614 MHz

range.

start (h m s)

end (h m s)

mean period P (s)

variation of P (s)

amplitude A (MHz)

bandwidth v, (MHz)
D

drift of the complex (MHz/s)

8 21 55

8 22 10

2.09+0.27

0.6

11+1

20

-3+2

8 23 30

8 24 05

3.82+0.21

0.8

14+3

30

-1+1

8 24 57

8 25 27

3.75+0.34

0.8

12+1

30

-1+1
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Figure 43. Positions of the dm spike bursts of the flare of May 16, 1981, ob-

tained by the WSRT. The one-dimensional positions of ths spikes projected upon

the WSRT baseline are shown- The orientation of the baseline can be found in

figure 40. Distances are expressed in Mm, counted positively westwards. The

zeropoint coincides with the centre of view of the WSRT (cooresponding to posi-

tion 72 in figure 40). Note the chainlike structures with velocity reversals-



8.2.2 Spatial characteristics of the spikes.

The positions of the strongest spikes were obtained with the WSRT using

the method of Kaas tra et al. (1985). They are plotted In figure 43. It should

be noted that during the maximum of the spikes one integration tine of the WSRT

(0.09 s) may contain more than one spike because of the high spike density. In

that case the position obtained is a mean of a few Individual spikes, and this

may cause some erroneous positions. The accuracy of the positions varies be-

tween 0.1 Mm for the strongest spikes to 1 Hn for the weakest.

The spike sizes are not resolved by the WSRT (radii smaller than 10 Mm,

but more probably much smaller, see section 8.3). In a time-position diagram

(figure A3) the spikes appear to be ordered on chains with a mean diameter of

1.5 Mm. The chains drifted along the WSRT baseline with typical velocities of

0.3 Mm/s (table X). From figure 43 a double structure of the chains with a

separation of 3 to 5 Mm appears.

Table X. Chains of spikes observed during the May 16, 1981 flare.

starting time

h m s

end time

h m s

starting position

along WSRT base-

line (Mm)

velocity along

baseline (Mm/s)

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

21

21

23

23

23

23

23

24

24

24

57

59

06

20

37

44

43

15

47

46

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

21

22

23

23

24

24

24

24

25

25

59

02

23

48

21

14

05

59

29

21

1

-1

28

33

26

27

30

41

39

34

.47+.08

.49±.24

.28+.07

-.21+.02

.31+.01

.33+.02

-.19+.03

-.05±.01

.23+.01

.35+.02

At a first glance the chains show no indication of the 2-4 s period obser-

ved with the spectrograph. Instead of that a periodicity of about 50 s appears.

This period is compatible with the occurrence of fast moving cm radiation

oscillations at their generation site (figure 45). The relative minima in the
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Phase

spike position (eastwards) may be in

phase with the cm emission maxima. _
E ' - r . - - -
5
*

A closer look at the positional f ' '•

data shows evidence for the 2-4 s pe- \ '. • ' '

riodicity detected by the spectro-

graph. In figure 44 we plot at the

vertical axis the residuals of the - - - --- --

spike positions with respect to the

mean chain position on which they were Figure 44. Relative position of the dm

situated, positive values correspon- spikes with respect to the spike

ding to relative west positions (pro- chains during the second interval of

jected); at the horizontal axis we oscillation of a spike band (o.s.b.),

plot the phase of the oscillation as as a function of the phase of the

determined from the dynamic spectrum o.s.b.. Phase 0 corresponds to a

at the time of each spike; phase 0 minimum in frequency. The full line

corresponds to a minimum in frequency, represents the least squares fit to a

phase 0.5 to a maximum. Only the cosine profile,

second period of an o.s.b. was taken,

because this period contains many (profitable for the sample size) and strong

(profitable for the position accuracies) spikes (cf. figure 45). Since the

period of the oscillations varies with a relative spread of 20 7, (table IX),

similar errors are present in the derived phases. The spread of the points on

the position axis (0.7 Mm) is compatible with the internal position measurement

errors of the spikes. From figure 44 the oscillation can be seen clearly. Fit-

ting a cosine to the data (minimum at phase 0 and 1, maximum at phase 0.5)

gives an amplitude of 0.28±0.15 Mm.

8.2.3 Gradual emission ridges.

Meanwhile, during the beginning of the largest spike complex, from

8 h23 m21 s to 8 h23 m30 s twelve broadband (at least ranging from 200 to 800 MHz)

0.3 s lasting bursts with a very high positive frequency drift rate of about

500 MHz/s are observed (figure 41). Contrary to the spikes the bursts have

right hand circular polarisation. These bursts gradually became weaker; later

on they are resolved in emission ridges, visible between the spikes and 509 MHz

or even a smaller lower boundary. The ridges have a typical bandwidth of 3 MHz

and a duration of 0.3 to 0.5 s. They have a small (few MHz/s), usually negati»
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Figure 45. Correlation of the dm spike positions with spectral features of the

May 16, 1981 flare.

Panel A: times of maximum of the 6 cm oscillations at a position 30 Mra West of

the centre of the WSRT.

B: intensity of the strongest spike in each 5 s interval. Units: s.f.u..

C: degree of circular polarisation (lefthanded) for the spikes.

D: Occurrence of oscillations of a spike band (o.s.b.).

E: Position-time diagram for the spikes similar to figure 43.

ve, frequency drift, apart from the few last ones with positive drifts up to 6

MHz/s. The ridges also show right hand polarisation and they are not stronger

than 10 sfu, which is too weak to determine their position with the WSRT. Du-

ring the maximum of this ridge structure the mean spectral separation of two

ridges is 4.4 MHz. The structure resembles a badly developed zebra pattern,

(figure 41).

8.2.4 Spikes coinciding with emission ridges.

When a spike overlaps a ridge in the dynamic spectrogram the intensity of

the spike at the overlay is usually higher than outside the ridge. While the

flux of the 100 % left hand side polarised spikes was in the mean at least a

factor 20 higher than the right hand side polarised ridge flux, the polarisa-

tion of the combined radiation was only weakly left hand sided or even absent,

as indicated in figure 46.
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8.2.5 Associated type II bursts.

Type II bursts were reported by

Isfckov et al. f 1983) for the present

flare. A first type II burst was visi-

ble at the furtdanental frequency of 80

MHz between 3bI9 and 8h29. This burst

originated probably near 8 13 (Ishkov

et al. 1983), the tics of strong en

Figure 46. Spike burst coinciding with spikes in the flare (chapter 7).

emission ridge. Upper panel: polarisa-

tion; lower panel: contour lines of A second type II burst occurred

the intensity. between 8h30n45s and 8h42n30s. Four

split bands were visible. We interpret

them as emission at the fundanental plasna frequency and its second harconic.

Both frequency bands were splitted. The band splitting ray be interpreted as a

difference in plasma density before and after the shock (Snerd et al. 1975).

Using this interpretation it is found that the magnetic Mach nunfoer

= v/v, f {4f 2-f 2}
ul SL u ' (8.1)

was 1.27 for bands D and also 1.27 for E and F, following the notation of

Ishkov et al. Here fu and f are the frequencies of the upper resp. lower

splitband, v is the shock velocity and v, the Alfvén velocity. Using this Mach

number the results of table XI follow.

Table XI. Type II burst characteristics.

band

mean time (UT, h m s)

duration (s)

mean frequency (MHz)

frequency drift (MHz/s)

fundamental/second harmonic

lower/upper split band

undisturbed plasma frequency (MHz)

height (Mm)

8 31 50

126

124

0.18

fund.

lower

124

111

8 32 55

255

134

0.17

fund.

upper

113

304

8 37 01

94

163

0.17

sec. har.

lower

82

427

8 41

78

142

0.14

sec.

upper

60

563

57

har
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The type II burst showed fine structures in the second harnonic bands E

and F In the forn of short lived elements (O.I s) drifting with velocities of

-5 to -30 MHz/s near 170 MHz and with a typical bandwidth of 10 MHz (Ishkov et

al. 1983).

8.10 6 20 8 30 8 40 8.50 9 00 UT 9.30 9 40 9 50 1000 10.10 UT

Figure 47. Time development of the type IV dm burst at May 16, 198i. The total

power measured by the WSRT at 608.5 MHz (the curve with a maximum at 9 30 and

9h5O) and at 4.874 GHz (the curve with a maximum at 8h39) is shown. The lack of

data between 9 03 and 9 20 was caused by a stop of the observations due to

magnetic tape change.

8.2.6 Type IV burst.

From 8 40 to 9 55 the WSRT registrated a type IV dm burst with a bright-

ness temperature of the order of 1011 K at 608.5 MHz (figure 47). The projected

position of the centre of the emission was between 50 and 70 Mm west of the

centre of view of the WSRT. This is at about the same position as where the

last spikes occurred earlier. The mean position was variable but no systematic

velocity could be determined. The typical velocities were a few tens of km/s.

At frequencies near 200 MHz the burst showed fine structures in the form of

zebra patterns and fiber bursts (Ishkov et al. 1982).
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8.3 Interpretation.

8.3.1 Oscillations of a spike band (o.s.b.).

We explain the o.s.b.'s by the following nodel, assuming that the spikes

radiate near the local plasna frequency. This will be confirmed further on.

Consider a monotonical stratified ateosphere with horizontal inhonogeneities on

88 typical length scale X (figure 48). A disturbance with size s noves through

this medium with one velocity component directed outwards and another along the

surface. The track of this disturbance is shown in figure 48. The spikes are

generated in this moving front, radiating at the local plasna frequency. As far

as the spectral characteristics are concerned, the nean frequency of the spikes

as a function of time shows oscillations and decreases slowly.

Figure 48. Movement of the disturbance

through an inhomogeneous medium. Solid

lines represent Iso-density lines. In-

homogeneities with amplitudes A and a

typical separation \ are superimposed

on a density distribution which de-

creases with height. The track of the

disturbance is shown by the dashed

region. Its size is s.

« A

From the observed amplitudes A of the oscillations (table IX) and the mean

frequency v of the band it follows that the relative density variations obey

0.051 ± 0.014 (8.2)

The horizontal inhomogeneity scale \ follows from the observed mean wave period

P of 4 s and the typical velocity v of the disturbance (0.3 Mm/s, table X):

\ = Pv = 1.2 Mm. (8.3)

We consider now a fixed plasma level (e.g. the 608.5 MHz level of the WSRT

observations). The amplitude A of the height deviations of this level with

respect to the mean level height is given by

dz
A = A-r-,dv' (8.4)
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where dv/dz is the ream plasrafrequeney gradient as a ftntetlca of helglit. Frca

the width of the chain structure cm the t£=s-p3s!EIon diagran (figure 43) it

follows that L cust be typically scalier than 2 Ka, the half width of the

chains. Using this and (8.4) It follows that

-j^ > 8 MJIz/Kn. (8.5)
dz ~

On the other hand, the spectral width v of the band is larger than the oscil-

lation amplitude. Therefore v is determined nainly by the size s of the dis-

turbance In the vertical direction and not by the inhcrrogeneities. Csing

s = £ v b (8.6)

and inserting the nurcerical values found earlier for s (1.5 Jfa, the width of a

chain) and v. (30 MHz) it follows that
b

4^ = 20 MHz/Mm, (8.7)
dz

in agreement with (8.5). Therefore the typical drift velocity of the bands of

1 MHz/s corresponds with a rise velocity of 50 kn/s of the disturbance.

8.3.2 Source structure.

The source height may be estimated from a coronal density model. Taking

the density model for strong activity as given by Kriiger (1979) the height of

the 608.5 MHz level is about 13 Mm over the photosphere. The density gradient

derived from the same model is compatible with equation (8.7).

The disturbance travels over a distance much larger than its height,

comparable with the length of the neutral line (cf. figure A3). Therefore we

assume that the disturbance travels parallel to the rising neutral line. The

early spike complex at 8 22 occurred in the centre of the flaring region

(figure 43), and moved with a mean projected velocity of .48 Mm/s along the

WSRT baseline. The neutral line at that time and at the positions concerned

made an angle of 55°+5° with the WSRT baseline. The real velocity of the

disturbance for these early spikes was therefore .84+.10 Mm/s. This is larger

than the mean velocity of the later large spike complex. The neutral line at

the position of those spikes made a negligible angle of 10° with the WSRT
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d I n I.»

dz
+

d In

dz

T
+

?kT

baseline, and therefore the projected velocity (.28+.03 l'j/s} nearly equals the

real velocity•

The f?a22 complex and tOic? later cor-plex can fcs thc-jght cf as to originate

froa the sane disturbance. t'sifip, its projected velocity t?te position of the

first spike cc-pleK along, the Unneltnc? at H'^ZJ^IO3 weald he 30 ::n fron the

centre of view of the L'SRT. Indeed this coincides with the start of the large

spike complex (figure 43). This starting position of the large complex is close

to a large bend in the neutral line (see figure -10; the boundary between the

55° and 10° angle regions mentioned above).

The data contained in the present chapter give an estir.ate of the tenpera-

ture in the emission region. The plasr.a is locally in hydrostatic equilibrium

everywhere where the flow velocity is subsonic and sub-Alfvénïc. As was shown

in chapter 5, this is the case in the entire plasma except perhaps in the

current layer. Hydrostatic equilibrium nay be written as

= 0, (R.S)

where w is the plasmafrequency, g the acceleration of gravity and rij the nean

ion mass. Assuming that the temperature scale height is of the order of the

height of the current layer zQ, which is about 37 Mm at the tine of the spikes,

and further using (8.7) with v=i.</2n it follows from (8.8) that the temperature

near the large spike complex is at least 7*10° K. This lower temperature limit

of the spike complex agrees well with the temperature derived from the soft X-

ray data (chapter 7) which was 12x10° K at that time.

We now turn to the possible source position. Two notions are important.

I. If the ridge structure (section 8.2.3) is really a rudimentary zebra

pattern, the magnetic field in the source region can be estimated. According to

the theory of Kuijpers (1975) for these zebra patterns, the zebra bands are

caused by resonances

Nfi = a) , (8.9)

where N is a large integer (larger than say 10). The only position in the flare

where such low field strengths occur at the relatively low height of 13 Mm is

near the bottom of the current sheet. According to the model of chapter 5 at
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the time considered this botton £c sifnated at n freight of 16 "3 , u"iüle i t s top

has a rr.uch larger height of 58 Us.

2. Known generatie" cachanicr.! for ttte Gpiïxca require

"o*
[8.1105

Examples are the electron-cyclotron naneir of "elrcse ar.dl If-jlk (1982) and the

runaway nodel of Kuijpers et al. (198I). In the last case condition (3.10) can

be relaxed by a factor of 2 (Kuijpers, private ccrr-unicatiom). In any case

these fields strengths are nuch higher than the field strengths derived fron a

zebra pattern. The ciaxinun field strength in the flare according to the model

of chapter 5 is reached close to the footpoints of the loop connecting the

current sheet with the photosphere,

apart from the close surroundings of

the filament which are irrelevant here

because of the large filanent height.

For the present flare this footpoint

field strength corresponds to a cyclo-

tron frequency of 1150 MHz. Taking in-

to account that the density and there-

fore the plasmafrequency is also in-

creasing from the current sheet down-

wards to the photosphere, it follows

that condition (8.10) can be fulfilled

only at a height of a few Mm above the

surface. But then spikes at much

higher frequencies should be observed.

Perhaps the cm spikes earlier in the

flare (observed at 3 and 5 GHz) could

be explained by one of these known

mechanisms. We conclude that most

probably the dm spikes are generated

by a mechanism unknown untill now-

Assuming from now on that the

spikes are generated close to the

bottom of the current sheet, as

indicated in figure 49, a number of

remaining facts can be explained.

current
sheet

spike
source
region

photosphere

Figure 49. Relative position of the

spikes with respect to the flare, as

seen along the filament in the central

region of the flare.
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The spectral drift velocity of the o.s.b.'s fl±- MHz/s) corresponds to an

upwards velocity of 50+50 fe/s. This is co-parable with the rise velocity of

the current sheet of 33 fen/s at that tics. As the current sheet rises, also the

spike source region increases in height, therefore cacslrg tlhe frequency drift

of the cocplex.

The iohc-ogeneity scale length derived earlier was 1.2 !!n. However, the

WSRT observations showed evidence for a double spatial structure of the spike

complex with a separation of 3 to 5 ïfcu It is therefore cneKpected that a sin-

gle wave structure is seen in the o.s.b.'s which consist of spikes froa both

spatial conponents. We ray explain this feature by assuming that in the region

below the current sheet the reconnected field lines are concentrated in hori-

zontally lying tubes with a relatively homogeneous density structure along the

loop axis and a core inho—ogenecus density structure perpendicular to the

loops. This agrees with the post flare loop structure observed at the end of

the flare (figure 39). Then when the disturbance travels perpendicular to the

loops and parallel to the neutral line, spikes at renote positions along one

loop have the same plasna frequency while spikes close to each other at a dis-

tance of one inhomogeneity length scale, but not at one loop, are generated at

different frequencies.

The magnetic field strength in the neighbourhood of the bottom of the

current sheet varies as

B = k (2rbK = (m /e) ct/r, (8.11)

where k is the local field gradient which would exist at the centre of the

current sheet if the sheet was absent, b is the sheet halfwidth (extension in

the z-direction, see chapter 5), and r is the distance to the bottom of the

sheet. Equation (8.11) is only valid for r « b. It can be shown now that for

large values of the resonance number N the generation distance r from the

bottom of the current sheet is given by:

r = (ve/otN)
2 (8.12)

and that the corresponding line spacing Ar is given by:

2v 2
Ar - ^ (8.13)
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Using the fact that the reconnecting field lines leave the current sheet at

angles of 30° with respect to the solar surface (chapter 5), the spectral

separation of the zebra lines will be

Av » ^- &r sin 30°. (8.14)
dz

Substituting now '~ = 43 MHz/Mo* (chapter 5), v » 608.5 MHz and the observed

line spacing of 4.4 MHz It follows that the zebra occurs at a typical value of

N of 10, a cyclotron frequency of 60 MHz and a distance r of 2 Mm. This dis-

tance is compatible with the observed separation of the spike chains.

8.3.3 The spikes.

Using (8.7) and the spike bandwidth it follows Lhat the spikes are genera-

ted in regions of a size of at most 50 to 750 kra. Combined with the rather high

flux of the spikes of 200 sfu, brightness tenperatures of «p to óxlO1- K can be

derived.

We now propose that the spikes are generated by the coalescence of Lang-

muir waves with ion sound waves into transverse electromagnetic radiation:

e + s - t. (8.15)

This model was proposed by Melrose (1980) for the generation of type I bursts.

We follow his analysis for the present case of dm spikes. In the region just

below the current sheet, the magnetic field strength increases with increasing

distance from the sheet, cf. equation (8.11). Fast particles are injected from

the sheet and are guided along the field lines into the direction of the photo-

sphere. Because the magnetic moment of the particles is conserved, a large

fraction of the particles will be mirrored in the increasing magnetic field

which they encounter. They are confined in a magnetic bottle formed by the

loops just below the current sheet. Only a fraction of the fast particles can

escape; the result is a loss cone distribution for the electrons in the bottle.

This distribution generates a high level of Langmuir waves with an energy den-

sity equal to the energy density of the trapped electrons; then the effective

temperature of the Langmuir waves in the case of maginal stability (growth rate

balanced by collisional damping rate) is given by (Melrose 1980):
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2nn,v in v.,3
kT2(k) = f f g * , (8.16)

"e vo

where the phase velocity v̂  of tlie langcmfr waves obeys:

v « v < v (8.17)
e Q ~ o

and where vQ is the nean velocity of the bean of escaping fast electrons.

Estimating v ~ v , using a typical value of nf=5*10
13 n"-3 derived fron the

<5 o r

hard X-ray emission (chapter 1) if the current sheet has a thickness of 100 km,

and taking T=1.2><10 K as derived frora the soft X—ray emission it follows that

T^(k) = 9*10lD (v /c) 2 K. (8.18)

Therefore for reasonable values of vQ the Langinuir waves may reach equivalent

temperatures of the order of 10lfa K. According to Melrose (I.e.) T equals the

brightness temperature of the generated transverse electromagnetic radiation.

Spike brightnesses of 6x10lb K can be explained therefore using the process

described above.

The minimum level of turbulence Wg for the sound waves required in order

to let the process be effective must according to ̂felrose obey

Uo 6/3 v c

nkT u

c
~ ( « - 1 9 )

where L„ = \w dz/dio is the density scale height. For the right hand side of
N e e

(8.19) we find the value 3.9><10~lu (c/vQ), i.e. a moderate level of ion sound

turbulence is sufficient to start the process. A necessary condition for (8.19)

to apply is that the source size s should obey

s/L > u /to = v fv , (8.20)
N ~ s e s <J>

where to = kv is the frequency of the sound waves. For the smallest spikes
s s

this condition is satisfied if v > c/3. Larger spikes may also be thought of

to consist of several elementary small bandwidth spikes (Slottje 1982). Eviden-

ce comes from the relatively sharp high and low frequency edges of the spikes-

The natural bandwidth of the radiation follows from the dispersion equa-

tion for Langmuir waves and is given by



hw = 3^ (v /v )2Av,/v<t (8.21)

where Av Is the spread of the electron beans. A relative snail velocity spread

of at most 3 % is required for beans with a velocity of c/3 in order to obtain

a bandwidth of I MHz at 608.5 MHz. The real bandwidth of the spikes will be

determined by the competitive effects of this natural bandwidth with the change

of plasma frequency due to the spatial extent of the Langnuir spikes.

No observational evidence for enission at the second harnonic frequency is

availabe. According to Melrose (I.e.) the ratio of the brightness teraperature

of the fundamental to the second harnonic emission for the process discussed is

(8.22)

for

and

Tl < T o ?

T2t
Tlt

for T? >

TJ.

To?

To,

T.t
(8.23)

Here T „ is defined as
o?

5/3 v.3 v. An
" ' -, (8.24)

mec
2 2 ">e

2cLNro A v* A ° '

where r is the classical radius of the electron and AH the solid angle in

which the Langmuir waves are generatec'. This angle may be estimated by

AQ = (Av^/v ) 2 . (8.25)

For the present case (8.22) should be taken, which yields:

T2t/Tlt = °'04 (v
o
/c)b < l'

Therefore the second harmonic emission can be easily expected to be smaller

than 0.1 sfu for vQ = c/3. This would be hardly detectable if we consider that

the total dm burst flux at that time is many orders of magnitude larger.

We now discuss the spike polarisation. Fundamental plasma emission is

100 % polarised in the sence of the o-mode when (e.g. Melrose and Sy (1972))
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3 ^ ve
2. (8.26)

"
ve

"e

Inserting the rnaxïntun cyclotron frequency of 60 MHz found in the previous sec-

tion and the tenperature of 5x106 K for the large spike complex, the critical

velocity inplied by (8.26) Is 50 KD/S. It should be noted however that the cy-

clotron frequency in the source region varies strongly so that for the regions

closer to the current sheet the critical velocity is higher. If condition

(8.15) is reversed, the degree of circular polarisation in the o-node is given

by (Melrose and Sy 1972):

2¥(1-X)|cos9l
rc ~ Y^+(1-X)^cos'0' ( 8- 2 7 )

where Y = Q /a> and 1-X = 3v 2/v 2. For Q = :t/2 (8.27) is not valid but again
e e e $

the polarisation is 100 % (Melrose and Sy). A serious reduction of the polari-

sation is reached when v is reduced. In general, with a smaller velocity of

the electrons also the spike intensity will be lower. This is confirmed by fi-

gure 45 which shows that the 3 periods of low or absent polarisation coincide

with periods of relatively weak spikes or even absence of spikes. Apart from

the first period where spikes were absent and no movement could be measured the

other two weak polarisation periods coincided with periods of velocity reversal

of the disturbance (figure A3).

It should be noted that the mean disturbance velocity is of the same order

as the ion sound velocity in the source region (0.3 Mm/s for the large spike

complex). The diminishing of the spikes during the velocity reversals of the

disturbance can be explained now easily. Ion sound waves are generated in large

quantities when the shock velocity exceeds the sound velocity. Note that in the

source region the magnetic field can be neglected. As soon as the velocity

falls below this value, the generation of ion sound turbulence will stop and

therefore the process I + s •* t will finish.

8.3.4 The Type II burst.

Using the density model given by Kriiger (1979) we obtain the height of the

type II burst as a function of time (table XI). The upwards velocity derived

from these data is 475±8 km/s. If the shock traveled from its start with this

speed, it would have passed the 608.5 MHz level where the spikes occurred at
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8 22 36S+8S. The uncertainty does not incorporate the uncertainty in the

coronal density model but only in the derived frequency drift rate. This time

coincides with the early stages of the spike complex. It is therefore reasona-

ble to assume that the type II shock originated fron the sane disturbance as

the one which caused the dm spikes.

There is other evidence for the validity of the density nodel used in this

case. The band splitting of the eraission was interpreted as the difference in

density before and after the shock front. As indicated in section 8.2.5, this

yields the Mach number of the shock, and combined with the frequency and velo-

city of the burst the magnetic field strength can be determined. For the lower

band of D a field strength of 0.25 raT and for band E of 0.17 mT follows. At the

heights considered the magnetic field strength is determined mainly by current

system of the filament and mirror filament (cf. chapter 5). The disturbance has

a relatively large distance to the filament. For these positions the magnetic

field strength is somewhere between the field of e.g. an equivalent circular

current loop and the field of two infinite long anti parallel wires. For larges

distances the expected field strength is given by

\i l!Lb ii Ih

-£y- < B < ° .,., (8.28)

where I is the filament current, X half of the constant separation of the fila-

ment feet, h the filament height and r the distance to the centre of the flare

at the surface of the sun. Taking for I, H and h the values 9*10n A, 60 Mm,

160 Mm and 7xl0 n A, 60 Mm, 210 Mm for D respectively E according to the model

of chapter 5, values of r between 220 and 500 Mm resp. 260 and 630 Mm are

needed in order for the field strength to agree with the numbers derived from

the Mach number and the density model. The observed heights of the disturbance

fall indeed in these intervals.

The fine structures in the second harmonic band observed by Ishkov et al.

(1983) were interpreted by the authors as inhomogeneities met by the travelling

shock region with sizes of the order of 100 to 1000 km, i.e. of the same order

of magnitude as the inhomogeneity scale found in the spike source region.
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8.4 Discussion.

The observed features of the dn spikes can be explained by the coalescence

of Langmuir waves with ion sound waves. High brightness tenperatures of

6*101& K from regions of typical sizes of 50 kn or larger are inferred. The

sound waves originate fror a travelling disturbance which very probably also

generated a type II burst later on in the flare. This disturbance is modulated

by the slow 50 s oscillations of the flare (chapter 7). When the disturbance is

sufficiently strong, the level of ion sound turbulence is strong enough to

interact with Langtnuir waves, resulting in fundamental plasna enission as de-

scribed in section 8.3.3. These Langmuir waves can be generated by a loss cone

instability in the reconnected loops below the rising current sheet.

The sign of the spike polarisa-

tion is always left hand sided, al-

though we assumed that they originate

from both leg tops of the reconnecting

loops. But when we consider that 1:

the spikes are generated close to the

loop top, which is only slightly cur-

ved and 2: the flare did not occur at

the centre of the disk (chapter 7),

then we see that the projections on

the line of sight of the magnetic

fields of both loop legs may point In-

to the same direction (see figure 50).

There is a problem concerning the Figure 50. Position of the spikes and

reversed polarisation of the spikes the zebra pattern with respect to the

with respect to the zebra pattern. We magnetic field and the line of sight,

recall that at the start of the zebra Dotted region: spike source; dashed

pattern some fast moving, positively region: zebra source,

drifting, weak type Ill-like bursts

with right hand side polarisation occurred. These bursts gradually became

resolved into zebra lines with the same (r.h.s.) polarisation. The sign of the

frequency drift of these type IIT-like bursts indicates downwards travelling

electron beams. Apart from the spike frequencies, the zebra lines also occurred

at lower frequencies where spikes were absent at that time. We conclude that

the generation region of the zebra pattern is probably larger than the spike
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source region, and that a part of the zebra lines nay originate near to or at

the botton of the current sheet, just above the reconnecting loops (figure 50),

in a region where both upgoing field lines frcn the KE ribbon and dovngoiitg

lines towards the SW ribbon exist. Then an asyr.-etry between the emission at

both sides or partially absorption of the IIE side emission by the current sheet

may cause a net right hand side polarisation of the zebra pattern (the KE side

of the sheet is the backside for an observer at the earth).

The explanation of the decrease of polarisation of a spike when it coin-

cides with a zebra line could be sought in node coupling of the several wave

modes resent in the source region. However, we will not discuss this feature

here.

\

Inhomogeneities in the reconnected plasma cause oscillations of the spike

bands. These inhomogeneities are rather anisotropic: their extension perpendi-

cular to the reconnecting current sheet is much larger than their distance

along the sheet. We suggest that they are the fore-runners of the post flare

loop system visible later on in the flare.

Contrary to the problem met by Melrose (1980) in applying the mechanism to

type I bursts no problem is met here in explaining the absence of a second har-

monic component. The polarisation of the spikes is expected to be in the o-

mode. The polarisation of the spikes in the present flare of May 16, 1981 agree

with this model.

The durations and relative bandwidth's of cm spikes (2650 MHz) as detected

first by Slottje (1978) are similar to the dm spikes observed here. Also the

polarisation behaviour is similar. Melrose and Dulk (1982) explained these

spikes by a cyclotron maser. Alternatively, we propose that these spikes are

generated by the mechanism described in this chapter. In that case the density

in the source region is a factor 19 larger than for the May 16, 1981 flare, but

it is still a typical value for solar flare densities.
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Samenvatting.

Van de vele verschijnselen die zich op het oppervlak van t!e zon afspelen,

zijn zonnevlarrr:en wel de reest opvallende gebeurtenissen. In een betrekkelijk

korte tijd van sons slechts een deel van een slnuut tot In enkele gevallen van

vele uren, wordt een deel van het zonsoppervlak letterlijk in lichterlaaie

gezet. Daarbij kont boven een gebied dat een afnetïng van tien naai het aard-

oppervlak kan hebben, een hoeveelheid warnte vrij die genoeg is on 10 000 jaar

In de aardse behoeften te voorzien- De invloed van grote zonnevlannen is op

aarde goed merkbaar door storingen in het radioverkeer; op langere termijn is

ook het klimaat sterk afhandelijk van wisselingen in de zonsactiviteit. Zelfs

voor ruimtevaarders is het van belang on op de hoogte te zijn van de te ver-

wachten zonnevlammen: gedurende een sterke vlan kan het levensgevaarlijk zijn

zich bulten een ruimtevaartuig te begeven, vanwege de grote hoeveelheid stra-

ling en schadelijke deeltjes die de zon dan uitstoot. Tenslotte konen soortge-

lijke uitbarstingen ook op andere sterren dan de zon voor, maar daar kunnen we

vanwege de grote afstand veel minder duidelijk allerlei bijzonderheden van het

verschijnsel waarnemen.

Dit alles geeft genoeg aanleiding om zonnevlaromen aan een nader onderzoek

te onderwerpen. Het is al enige tientallen jaren bekend, dat zonnevlaminen voor-

komen in gebieden op de zon waar sterke magneetvelden heersen, en dat de vrij-

komende warmte feitelijk omgezette magnetische energie is. Voortbouwend op

ideeën die eerder op de Utrechtse sterrenwacht zijn ontwikkeld en gesteund door

waarnemingen van vakgenoten in binnen- en buitenland ben ik tot het volgende

beeld van een zonnevlam gekomen.

Om elke electrische stroom in de natuur bevindt zich een cirkelvormig, on-

zichtbaar magneetveld dat op grotere afstand steeds zwakker wordt. Men moet

zich nu voorstellen, dat er boven het zonsoppervlak zo'n grote stroomdraad

hangt (dikte 10 000 kilometer, dat is ongeveer zo groot als de aarde; lengte

100 000 kilometer; stroomsterk:-e 1012 Ampère). Deze draad, die ook wel filament

genoemd wordt, hangt aanvankelijk stil boven het oppervlak van de zon, doordat

er evenwicht is tussen twee krachten: het cirkelvormige magneetveld van de

draad is ingedeukt doordat het tegen de rand van de zon aandrukt, en door de

daardoor ontstane magnetische spanning zou de draad willen stijgen (opwaartse

kracht), als hij niet door het vaste magneetveld van de zon werd terggetrokken

(neerwaartse kracht). Door langzame verschuivingen en draaibewegingen aan het
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oppervlak van de de zon wordt «Ie draad geleidelijk uitgerekt en opgeulkkeld; de

zo opgebouwde spanningen veroorzaken een langzatae vergroting van êe stroom ïn

de draad en door de daareee sanenfoangeitüle groter wordende afzettende kracht

gaat de draad heel langzaao stijgen.

Het vaste nagneetveld van de zon neent sterk af aet toenemende hoogte; het

is dan ook niet verwonderlijk dat dit veld op een bepaald coaent niet meer in

staat is de draad tegen te houden. Elke willekeurige kleine verstoring zorgt er

dan voor dat de draad hard begint te stijgen. Dit is het begin van de vlam. Het

magneetveld van de stroomdraad vordt door het stijgen ergens ver beneden die

draad losgescheurd van het vaste veld van de zon (nen ncent dit "reconnectie").

Op de plaats van de scheur zorgen de opgewekte eiectrische spanningen ervoor,

dat daar een eiectrische stroora gaat lopen, in de vorra van een uitgerekte

smalle stroomlaag. Deze stroom zal de stijgende draad zodanig afremnen, dat hij

niet meer onbeperkt versneld wordt naar net een vrijwel gelijknatlge snelheid

omhoog blijft gaan. In hoofdstuk 5 van dit proefschrift wordt dit model nader

toegelicht, en In hoofdstuk 7 vindt men de waarnemingen beschreven van een

grote vlam op 16 mei 1981, die een goed voorbeeld vormt van het hierboven

geschetste beeld.

Er wordt voortdurend vers gas naar de stroomlaag op de scheur gezogen.

Door de hoge stroom (10** Ampère) die door de lange stroomlaag (100 000

kilometer) loopt en door de hoge spanning (100 Volt/meter) die er over staat,

wordt het gas sterk verhit, en een groot aantal deeltjes wordt versneld tot

dicht bij de lichtsnelheid. De hoofdstukken 2 tot en met 4 behandelen bijzon-

derheden van de deeltjesversnelling. De versnelde en verhitte deeltjes zenden

onder andere sterke Röntgen- en radiostralen uit, die op aarde gemeten kunnen

worden; in hoofdstuk 6 wordt ingegaan op de samenhang van deze straling met het

hiervoor geschetste vlambeeld, door naar de overeenkomsten en verschillen van

een groot aantal waargenomen vlammen te kijken. Hoofdstuk 8 geeft tenslotte

aan, hoe de op de scheur versnelde deeltjes zeer kort durende sterke radio-

stoten veroorzaken in de omgeving van de stroomlaag, op hun reis naar het

oppervlak van de zon of naar de uiteinden van het heelal.
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STELLINGEN

behorende bij het proefschrift

SOLAR FLARES
AN ELECTRQDY?:AMIC MODEL

1. Dubbele bandvlanraen kunnen worden verklaard door de onderlinge Lorentz-
krachten tussen 5 gelocaliseerde stroossystenen te beschouwen.

- dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 4.

2. Een oneindig plasma mee een zwak electrisch veld nabij de grens waarboven
electronenversnelling begint, kan alleen door systematische effecten en niet
door fluctuaties tot versnelling aangezet worden.

- dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 3.

3. Bij het schatten van het aantal versnelde deeltjes uit een waargenomen
radio- of R'óntgenspectrum dienen bij voorkeur norceerbare deeltjesspectra
zonder een willekeurige afsnij-energie gebruikt te worden.

- dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 4.

4. Het is zeer gevaarlijk om fysische informatie uit enkelvoudige correlaties
van zonnevlamparameters te willen halen. Slechts nultivariate statistiek kan
(maar hoeft niet noodzakelijk) neer inzicht verschaffen.

- dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 6.

5. De door Zhao en Jin1 gevonden ultra-snelle radio fijnstructuren in de vlam
van 16 mei 1981, die door een aantal auteurs2 als voorbeeld voor het voorkomen
van een cyclotronmaser gebruikt worden, zijn niet reëel.

- dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 7.
1 Zhao R.Y. en Jin S.Z., Scientia Sinica A 21» *22 (1982).
2 D.E. Gary, J.L. Linsky en G.A. Duik, Astrophys. J. 263, L79 (1982);
G.D. Holman, Adv. Space Res. 2, 181 (1983).

6. Gedurende zonnevlammen kan er impulsieve deeltjesversnelling optreden in
gebieden die slechts 50 km groot zijn.

- K.F. Tapping, J.Kuijpers, J.S. Kaastra, J. van Nieuwkoop, D. Graham en C.
Slottje, Astron. Astrophys. 122, 177 (1983).
- dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 8.

7. Het is onjuist en misleidend om alle radiovariabiliteit die bij sterren
voorkomt op tijdschalen van milliseconden te verklaren met de cyclotronmaser
van Melrose en Duik1.

- dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 8.
1 D.B. Melrose en G.A. Duik, Astrophys. J. 259, 844 (1982).

8. De grens tussen dubbele band vlammen en enkelvoudige vlammen wordt vaak bij
een te hoge vlamsterkte gelegd. In het algemeen dient deze grens tussen de
vlammen en de sub-vlammen of zelfs lager gesteld te worden. Wellicht is het
zinvol om de uitdrukking "enkelvoudige vlam" te vervangen door "vonkje".

9. Er bestaat een universele relatie tussen de massa M en de energie-inhoud E
van zowel melkwegstelsels als clusters van melkwegstelsels, in de vorm van

- J.S. Kaastra en H.G. van Bueren, Astron. Astrophys. 99, 7 (1981).



10. De Tully-Fisfter relatie1 tassen lichtkracht en 21 es lïjrabreedte van aelk-
wegstelsels kan gebruikt worden ca de expansie van clusters van nelkwegstelsels
te neten.

- J.S. Kaastra, Astrcn. Astrcphys. 103, 15 (1982).
1 R.B. Tully en J.R. Fisher, Astron. Astrophys. _5£, 661 (1977).

11. Bij overgangsgebieden lts hee heelal tessen koud en vara plas~a, soals M j
jets en supernovaresten, dient een ernstig rekening te ftcaden ret het rsogelijk
voorkosen van electrostatlsche dubbellagen.

- fl. Hora, Sec. Sysp. Plassï Double Layers and Related Topics, Innsbruck
1984.

12. Be nigratlepatronen In het verleden kunnen worden bestudeerd door het toe-
passen van een diffusievergelijking op een twee-dlnensionale niet-EuclIdische
ruinte.

13. De verklaring van het hoge aantal dopen in Friesland in het derde kwart van
de 17e eeuw door Kusteling en Van Der Weegen1, alseede de toepassing van het
Amsterdanse geboortecijfer voor de correctie van de doopaantallen is onjuist.

1 H.P.H. Kustellng en Tïi. van der Reegen, It Beaken _46_, 1G5 (1984).

14. De sterke relatieve tcenane van de christelijke voornanen in Friesland in
de 15e eeuw1 is veroorzaakt door een bewuste keuze van steeds slechts 7 % van
de ouders; de lichte stijgiig van ainder dan 3 % per generatie in de volgende
eeuwen die zich voortzet toe in de 18e eeuw2 kan worden verklaard door imi-
gratie uit de rest van de Republiek en het Duitse Rijk.

1 J.H. Brouwer, Frysk jierboek 1946, p. 21.
2 P. Nieuwland, De Quotisatlekohleren, 1980 e.v.

15. Een erg is erg en een statanp is een ramp.

16. De kwaliteit van het Nederlandse bestuur zou aanaerkelljk verbeteren indien
in navolging van Oost-Europese landen mislukte bewindslieden worden gedegra-
deerd in plaats van gehandhaafd of weggepromoveerd.

24 april 1985 J.S. Kaastra.


